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iii Abstract 
The  objective  of  this  work  is  to  provide  a  simple  and  effective  nonlinear  controller. 
Our  strategy  involves  switching  the  underlying  strategies  in  order  to  maintain  a  robust 
control.  If  a  disturbance  moves  the  system  outside  the  region  of  stability  or  the  domain 
of  attraction,  it  will  be  guided  back  onto  the  desired  course  by  the  application  of  a 
different  control  strategy.  In  the  context  of  switching  control,  the  common  types  of 
controller  present  in  the  literature  are  based  either  on  fuzzy  logic  or  sliding  mode.  Both 
of  them  are  easy  to  implement  and  provide  efficient  control  for  non-linear  systems,  their 
actions  being  based  on  the  observed  input/output  behaviour  of  the  system. 
In  the  field  of  fuzzy  logic  control  (FLC)  using  error  feedback  variables  there  are 
two  main  problems.  The  first  is  the  poor  transient  response  (jerking)  encountered  by  the 
conventional  2-dimensional  rule-base  fuzzy  PI  controller.  Secondly,  conventional  3-D 
rule-base  fuzzy  PID  control  design  is  both  computationally  intensive  and  suffers  from 
prolonged  design  times  caused  by  a  large  dimensional  rule-base.  The  size  of  the  rule- 
base  will  increase  exponentially  with  the  increase  of  the  number  of  fuzzy  sets  used  for 
each  input  decision  variable.  Hence,  a  reduced  rule-base  is  needed  for  the  3-term  fuzzy 
controller.  In  this  thesis  a  direct  implementation  method  is  developed  that  allows  the  size 
of  the  rule-base  to  be  reduced  exponentially  without  losing  the  features  of  the  PID 
structure.  This  direct  implementation  method,  when  applied  to  the  reduced  rule-base 
fuzzy  PI  controller,  gives  a  good  transient  response  with  no  jerking. 
Although  sliding  mode  control  (SMC)  is  theoretically  excellent  in  terms  of 
robustness  to  parameter  uncertainty  and  invariance  to  unknown  disturbances, 
occurrence  of  control  chattering  is  inevitable  and  also  undesirable  to  many  process 
applications.  This  is  due  to  high  frequency  switching  in  the  SMC  controller  and  this 
may,  in  turn,  excite  high  frequency  unmodelled  plant  dynamics.  To  reduce  this  unwanted 
control  chattering  we  propose  1)  a  soft-switching  scheme  using  a  hyperbolic-tangent 
function  and  2)  an  extension  of  the  sliding  hyperplane  to  a  "sliding  region".  Due  to  the 
difficulty  in  devising  the  equivalent  control  for  a  system  with  unknown/time-varying 
nonlinearities,  a  PID  control  structure  is  used  as  an  alternative.  Hence,  a  sliding  mode 
controller  based  upon  the  PID  control  structure  is  developed.  A  fuzzy  sliding  mode 
controller  is  also  presented  with  the  aim  of  improving  the  unwanted  chattering.  The 
smooth  control  action  of  the  FLC  is  used  to  either  adjust  the  switching  gains  of  the 
iv SMC  system  or  operate  as  a  piece-wise  discontinuous  element  in  the  SMC  control  law. 
Finally  another  fuzzy  sliding  mode  controller  is  developed  whose  control  structure 
consists  of  a  fuzzy  PD  controller  and  a  sliding  mode  integrator  (I). 
Due  to  the  need  of  simultaneously  tuning  a  large  number  of  controller  parameters 
to  satisfy  an  objective  cost  function,  a  manual  design  would  be  tedious  and  time- 
consuming.  These  difficulties  are  overcome  by  using  a  genetic  algorithm  based  on  the 
Darwinian  principle  of  natural  evolution.  The  genetic  algorithm  has  proven  to  be 
particularly  effective  in  searching  through  poorly  understood  and  irregular  spaces  and 
hence  it  provides  a  means  of  approaching  the  automatic  design  ideal. 
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Xlll Chapter  1 
Introduction 
1.1  Non-linear  control  and  its  design  problems 
Over  the  last  half  century,  extensive  studies  of  "linear  control"  have  developed 
comprehensive  procedures  for  analysing  stabilisation  problems  and  for  the  design  of 
controllers  that  include  robust  stability.  This  theory  is  widely  employed  in  engineering 
for  the  design  of  controllers  in  automotive  control,  chemical  process  control,  avionics, 
etc.  However,  linear  feedback  control  is  not  a  complete  solution  for  all  control 
problems,  even  if  complete  model  information  is  available  at  all  times.  Linear  control 
strategies  provide  a  means  for  the  stabilisation  of  control  systems  in  general.  When 
applied  to  non-linear  systems,  the  effectiveness  of  these  strategies  depends  upon  the  size 
of  the  stability  region  that  is  produced  for  the  stabilised  control  operating  point.  If  this 
region  is  small  compared  to  the  accuracy  of  the  measurements,  the  size  of  disturbances 
or  unknown  nonlinearities  within  the  systems,  then  the  linear  controller  is  likely  to  fail 
within  a  short  period  with  the  system  deviating  far  from  the  desired  set  point.  Many 
physical  components  used  in  the  control  systems  such  as  gears,  pumps  and  servo-valves, 
will  suffer  from  nonlinearities  including  backlash,  saturation,  relays,  hysteresis, 
deadzones  and  stiction.  Such  nonlinearities  are  often  unknown  and  may  be  time  varying. 
The  effects  of  the  nonlinearities  are  more  obvious  at  small  signal  amplitudes  than  with 
larger  changes,  but  this  is  the  case  in  many  position  control  systems.  The  study  of 
methods  for  dealing  with  unknown  nonlinearities  has,  therefore,  been  of  keen  interest  to 
many  control  engineers.  Other  than  emphasising  on  improvements  of  linear  control 
strategies,  a  non-linear  controller  offers  a  natural  and  efficient  alternative  for  such  non- 
linear  systems. 
Non-linear  control  systems  can  enlarge  the  domain  of  stability  of  a  feedback 
controller  by  means  of,  for  example,  "switching"  of  control  events.  By  using  a  switching 
strategy  based  upon  discrete  switching  events  within  the  state-space  of  the  plant,  the 
system  can  be  made  to  return  to  and  be  confined  within  the  region  of  stability.  Hence  the 
control  procedure  is  robust  and  remains  effective  over  large  classes  of  perturbations  or 
nonlinearities  of  the  underlying  system.  Under  the  framework  of  switching  control, 
sliding  mode  and  fuzzy  logic  control  system  designs  are  studied.  Sliding  mode  control  is, 
i however,  a  generalised  type  of  fuzzy  control  where  both  operate  via  partitioning  the 
phase-plane.  For  example  in  a  single-input  single-output  control  system,  sliding  mode 
control  commonly  uses  two  regions  and  a  hyperplane  when  tracking  system 
performance  within  the  phase-plane;  whereas  fuzzy  control  employs  multi-regions 
depending  on  the  range  of  operation  needed  for  the  output  variable  to  be  defined  along 
the  universe  of  discourse. 
Sliding  mode  control  (SMC  and  also  variable  structure  system,  VSS,  control)  is  a 
widely  adopted  non-linear  robust  approach  for  combating,  or  limiting  the  effect  of, 
modelling  difficulties.  Such  VSSs  are  characterised  by  a  control  structure  which  is 
switched  according  to  some  predefined  logic.  The  resulting  closed-loop  VSS  may  thus 
be  regarded  as  a  combination  of  subsystems,  each  of  which  operates  in  a  particular 
region  of  the  system's  state-space.  This  approach  is  easy  to  implement  and  enables 
efficient  control  of  high-order  non-linear  plants  producing  control  settings  based  on  the 
observed  plant  input/output  behaviour  (as  opposed  to  model  predictions)  and  on 
considerations  concerning  some  characterisation  of  modelling  uncertainties  (Itkis  1976; 
Utkin  and  Yang  1978;  Hung,  Gao  and  Hung  1993).  It  achieves  robustness  by  using  a 
discontinuous  control  signal  to  drive  the  states  onto  or  close  to  the  sliding  surface, 
satisfying  the  sliding  condition.  Successful  applications  of  SMC  to  control  of  industrial 
processes,  power  systems,  electric  drives,  robots,  spacecraft  and  space  structures, 
aircraft,  ships,  and  guidance  systems  are  widely  reported  (Hung,  Gao  and  Hung  1993; 
Utkin  1993). 
With  the  advancement  of  computing  technology,  incorporation  of  intelligence  and 
knowledge  representation  into  control  systems  in  an  attempt  to  mimic  human  decision 
making  has  been  successfully  implemented.  The  advantages  of  using  intelligent  control 
systems  are  (Passino  1993): 
(1)  less  dependent  on  quantitative  system  model; 
(2)  "natural"  decision  making  and  output; 
(3)  learning  capability; 
(4)  greater  degree  of  autonomy; 
(5)  not  ad  hoc;  and 
(6)  -  fiiendly  user-interface. 
2 Fuzzy  logic  was  developed  by  Zadeh  (1965)  and  is  based  on  fuzzy  set  theory 
incorporated  into  the  framework  of  multi-valued  logic.  However,  fuzzy  logic  is  itself  not 
"fuzzy"  but  a  rigorous  mathematical  discipline.  Although  both  fuzzy  and  probability 
theories  deal  with  uncertainty,  they  are  different  disciplines.  Probability  theory  deals 
with  the  uncertainty  that  results  from  random  behaviour,  whereas  fuzzy  theory  addresses 
the  uncertainty  resulting  from  boundary  conditions.  The  two  discipline  are  inter-related 
in  that  there  can  be  fuzzy  stochastic  systems,  but  the  one  does  not  replace  or  eliminate 
the  need  for  the  other  (Brubaker,  1992).  Fuzzy  logic  control  (FLC)  as  part  of  intelligent 
control  and  expert  systems  have  provided  a  feasible  alternative  control  for  non-linear, 
time-variant  and  ill-defined  systems.  It  provides  an  effective  way  of  handling  problems 
rife  with  ambiguity.  The  structure  of  fuzzy  control  is  rather  simple  in  comparison  with 
other  knowledge-based  systems  with  its  reasoning  process  based  on  fuzzy  set  and  fuzzy 
logic  theory.  In  simplicity,  fuzzy  systems  make  their  decisions  based  on  inputs  in  the 
form  of  linguistic  variables.  These  variables  are  tested  with  a  number  of  IF-THEN  rules, 
which  produce  one  or  more  consequences  depending  on  which  rules  are  fired.  The 
consequence  of  each  rule  is  weighted  according  to  the  degree  of  fulfilment  of 
membership  based  on  its  inputs.  An  executable  resultant  consequence  is  determined 
from  the  centroid  of  consequences  to  generate  the  appropriate  output.  To  date,  several 
types  of  fuzzy  control  systems  have  been  developed.  Some  of  which  have  used  the  states 
as  input  decision  variables  to  the  fuzzy  controller  and  others  have  used  the  error 
feedback  signals,  for  example  error,  change-in-error,  etc.  Fuzzy  controllers  based  upon 
proportional  plus  integral  plus  derivative  modification  of  the  error  signal  are  widely  seen 
in  fuzzy  control  community. 
Proportional  plus  integral  plus  derivative  (PID)  algorithms  are  also  widely  used  in 
industrial  closed-loop  control  systems.  These  PID  algorithms  perform  surprisingly  well 
in  practice  and  are  easy  to  implement.  Due  to  the  simplicity  of  design,  they  are 
embedded  in  many  kinds  of  special  control  schemes  and  have  survived  many  changes  in 
technology  and  industrial  evolution.  They  have  3  advantages:  First  of  all,  they  provide 
feedback  with  an  overall  gain  control.  Secondly,  they  have  the  ability  to  the  eliminate 
steady  state  error  of  a  type-0  system,  which  is  very  commonly  encountered,  through 
integral  action.  Lastly,  they  can  anticipate  the  future  through  the  derivative  action.  All 
such  advantages  can  be  realised  by  judiciously  setting  the  coefficients  of  the  PID 
algorithms.  A  new  extension  of  PID  control  is  now  emerging  with  the  extension  of  such 
PID  terms  to  other  control  strategies.  One  example  is  the  development  of  a  fuzzy  PID 
controller.  Another  is  the  sliding  mode  controller  which  had  only  used  PD  terms  for 
3 switching  control  strategies  so  far.  Therefore,  given  the  advantages  of  the  PID  structure 
to  practical  engineers,  the  PID  control  algorithm  has  formed  the  basis  for  a  new  fuzzy 
and  sliding  mode  controller  design  approach  reported  in  this  thesis. 
Industrial  control  systems  in  use,  range  from  the  most  straightforward  classical 
linear  schemes  to  more  advanced  and  sophisticated  optimal  and  nonlinear  robust  control 
schemes.  These  systems  usually  have  more  parameters  to  tune  than  a  PID  controller  and 
are  usually  designed  for  a  set  of  linear  differential  equations  based  on  information 
gathered  on  the  plant.  The  parameters  of  such  a  controller  are  first  selected  by 
calculations  and  the  performance  is  evaluated  through  simulation  using  a  computer- 
aided  control  system  design  (CACSD)  package  if  an  analytical  solution  is  impossible.  If 
the  performance  is  unsatisfactory,  the  parameters  will  be  adjusted  and  the  process  is 
repeated  until  a  "satisfactory"  design  emerges.  This  exercise  can  be  a  long  process, 
particularly  when  the  number  of  adjustable  parameters  is  large.  Further,  the  designed 
control  system  may  not  be  the  best  or  may  not  meet  all  the  design  specifications  as  there 
are  multiple  objectives  to  reach  (Chipperfield  at.  al  1992;  Fonseca  and.  Fleming,  1994). 
Typically  in  manual  designs,  only  a  subset  of  the  specifications  (transient  response, 
steady-state  response,  stability  and  robustness)  can  be  met. 
Traditionally  the  specification  of  a  "good"  system  is  defined  by  minimising  a 
continuous  function  composed  of  the  error  between  the  actual  and  desired  output  and 
possibly  including  some  description  of  a  good  transient  response.  In  a  CACSD  package, 
on  the  other  hand,  numerical  optimisation  techniques  are  used  to  determine  the 
controller  coefficients.  Such  optimisations  are  commonly  guided  by  hill-climbing  or 
gradient-descent  techniques.  One  problem  associated  with  such  gradient  based  methods 
is  the  use  of  deterministic  decision  making  causing  them  to  fail  to  avoid  "false  local" 
optima.  In  the  case  of  a  complex  and  ill-defined  multi-dimensional  problem,  the  CACSD 
approach  has  difficulty  in  addressing  the  problem  due  to  the  requirements  of  intensive 
computer  power.  The  problem  of  fuzzy  logic  and  sliding  mode  control  system  designs  is 
equivalent  to  a  multi-dimensional,  multi-modal,  multi-objective  optimisation  problem.  In 
the  context  of  optimal  designs,  the  design  problem  is  usually  "unsolvable"  by  means  of 
conventional  analytical  or  numerical  techniques.  In  summary,  there  exist  the  following 
drawbacks  of  such  conventional  techniques  (Li,  1995): 
(1)  Existence  problem:  Gradient  guidance  passively  adjusts  the  well-defined 
slopes  of  the  objectives. 
4 (2)  Practical  problem:  The  method  is  impossible  to  work  with  hard  constraint 
conditions,  such  as  domain  constraints,  domain  and  control  signal  equalities 
and  inequalities.  Nor  does  it  work  properly  in  the  noisy  search  space  of 
practical  applications. 
(3)  Multi-modal  problem:  The  sequentially  guiding  process  usually  leads  to  a 
local  optimum. 
(4)  A-priori  Problem:  It  is  difficult  to  incorporate  knowledge  and  experience 
that  a  designer  may  have  on  the  design. 
Although  an  exhaustive  search  may  seem  the  obvious  solution,  such  an  approach 
is  hardly  ever  practically  implemented  due  to  the  exponential  search  time  requirement.  A 
genetic  algorithm  based  evolutionary  programming  technique  is  thus  being  used  for  such 
optimisation  problems. 
1.2  Design  solutions  by  a  genetic  algorithm 
Emulating  the  Darwinian  principle  of  "survival-of-the-fittest"  in  natural  selection 
and  genetics,  genetic  algorithms  (GAs)  have  been  found  to  be  very  effective  and 
efficient  in  searching  poorly  understood,  irregular  and  complex  spaces  for  optimisation 
and  machine  learning  (Goldberg  1989;  Holland  1992).  Simultaneous  evaluation  of 
performances  at  multiple  points  in  the  parameter  space  has  allowed  GAs  to  excel  in 
global  search  by  avoiding  "local  hills".  The  problem  of  such  "local  hills"  is  usually 
encountered  in  the  hill-climbing  technique.  Supported  by  Schema  Theory  (Goldberg 
1989;  Holland  1992;  Srinivas  and  Patnaik  1994),  it  has  been  shown  that  genetic 
algorithms  require  an  exponentially  reduced  search  time  compared  to  the  exhaustive 
search. 
In  summary,  the  genetic  algorithms  can  provide  feasible  automated  design 
facilities  with  capability  to  meet  the  multi-objective  criteria  simultaneously  and  deal 
robustly  with  complex  problems.  Prior  knowledge  and  experience  that  the  designer  may 
have  on  the  design  can  be  easily  included  in  the  GA  to  assist  a  faster  design.  This 
5 technique  has  been  successfully  applied  to  the  general  area  of  information  technology 
and,  in  particular,  control  system  analysis  and  design.  Porter  and  Jones  (1992)  used  GA 
to  optimise  a  digital  Proportional  plus  Integral  plus  Derivative  (PID)  controller;  Wang 
and  Kwok  (1992)  used  GA  to  fine  tune  an  analogue  PID  controller,  Chipperfield  et.  al 
(1992)  used  GA  for  multi-objective  optimisation  in  CACSD,  Karr  et.  al  (1989)  were  the 
first  to  apply  genetic  algorithms  in  fuzzy  control  system  designs.  Genetic  algorithms 
have  also  been  extended  to  other  non-linear  control  system  designs  such  as  sliding  mode 
control  (Li  et.  al  1994),  fuzzy  sliding  mode  system  (Ng  et.  al  1994),  neural  network 
control  (Li  et.  al  1994).  Currently,  GA  applications  have  also  been  extended  to  areas 
like  robust  stability  (Murdock  et.  al,  1991);  system  identifications  (Kristinsson  and 
Dumont,  1988  &  1992;  Hunt,  1993),  modelling  (Sharman  and  McClurkin,  1989; 
Sharman  and  Esparcia-Alcäzar,  1993),  signal  processing,  optimal  control  (Kwok  et.  al, 
1991a;  Fleming  and  Hunt,  1992;  Hunt,  1992a,  Fleming  and  Fonseca,  1993),  LQG  and 
H,  control  (Hunt,  1992b)  other  artificial  control  systems  (Harp  and  Samad,  1992; 
Saravanan  and  Fogel,  1994),  adaptive  control,  etc. 
1.3  Outline  of  the  thesis 
Material  in  genetic  algorithms  is  provided  in  Chapter  2.  Based  on  the  simple 
genetic  algorithm  (SGA)  developed  by  Goldberg  (1989)  and  Holland  (1992),  further 
enhancement  features  are  developed  for  improving  the  performance  of  the  SGA.  They 
are  the  tournament  selection  scheme  used  in  conjunction  with  a  rank-based  method, 
adaptive  mutation  scheme  and  a  generation  gap  method.  In  the  application  of  genetic 
algorithms  to  controller  designs,  a  fitness  function  that  reflects  a  fast  rise-time,  low 
overshoot  and  minimum  steady-state  error  is  developed.  A  concatenated  non-binary 
integer  coding  scheme  with  multiple  decoding  range  selection  is  also  developed  in  which 
the  non-binary  coding  scheme  provides  the  advantages  of  reducing  the  "hamming  cliff' 
problem,  chromosome  length  and  the  GA  run-time  whilst  the  multiple  decoding  range 
selection  provides  a  flexibility  that  requires  no  prior  knowledge  in  fixing  the  decoding 
range. 
Chapter  3  relates  the  development  of  new  fuzzy  controllers  that  require  a  reduced 
rule-base  and  their  designs  using  genetic  algorithms.  In  this  chapter,  the  poor  transient 
response  of  the  conventional  2-dimensional  (2-D)  rule-base  fuzzy  PI  controller  is 
6 improved  by  a  proposed  1-D  rule-base  fuzzy  PI  type  by  using  a  direct  implementation 
method.  An  extension  of  the  direct  implementation  method  to  a  3-terms  fuzzy  PID 
controller  is  also  developed.  Three  such  fuzzy  controllers  are  proposed,  namely,  the  2.5- 
D,  2-D  and  1-D  rule-base  fuzzy  PID  controllers.  All  such  fuzzy  PID  controllers  have 
overcome  problems  associated  with  the  conventional  3-D  rule-base  fuzzy  PID  controller 
in  terms  of  reduced  rule-base,  computational  demands  in  design  and  implementation.  In 
the  verification  of  performances  of  all  proposed  new  fuzzy  controllers,  they  are  tested  in 
the  control  of  a  single-input  single-output  (SISO)  non-linear  liquid-level  control  system. 
Further  investigations  are  also  undertaken  in  applications  to  single-input  multiple-output 
(SIMO)  and  multiple-input  multiple-output  (MIMO)  systems  such  as  cart-pole  balancing 
and  liquid-level  control,  respectively.  Comparisons  among  fuzzy  controllers  are 
provided  in  the  application  to  the  SISO  liquid-level  control  system. 
The  development  of  sliding  mode  controllers  based  upon  a  conventional  PID 
control  structure  and  their  designs  using  genetic  algorithms  are  presented  in  Chapter  4. 
Due  to  the  occurrence  of  unwanted  chattering  in  the  hard-switching  control  strategies 
using  a  sliding  hyperplane,  a  soft-switching  scheme  using  a  hyperbolic-tangent  function 
is  developed.  In  addition,  an  extension  of  the  sliding  hyperplane  to  a  sliding  region  is 
also  proposed  for  reducing  the  unwanted  chattering.  Their  robustness  has  been  tested 
with  an  injection  of  a  constant-biased  disturbance  in  the  application  to  a  SISO  non-linear 
liquid-level  control  system. 
Combining  of  both  fuzzy  and  sliding  mode  control  schemes  has  yielded  a  fuzzy 
sliding  mode  controller  (FSMC)  which  is  given  in  Chapter  5.  The  application  of  fuzzy 
logic  to  sliding  mode  control  system  has  been  concerned  with  minimising  the  undesirable 
chattering  due  to  the  hard-switching  feature  in  the  control  law.  There  are  two  main  areas 
where  the  application  of  fuzzy  logic  control  are  possible:  (a)  the  use  of  fuzzy  control 
schemes  to  replace  the  non-linear  switching  element  in  the  sliding  mode  control  law;  and 
(b)  the  use  of  fuzzy  control  scheme  to  adjust  the  switching  gains  of  the  non-linear 
switching  element.  Another  form  of  fuzzy  sliding  mode  controller  is  also  proposed  and 
investigated  with  a  control  structure  consists  of  a  fuzzy  proportional/derivative  (PD) 
controller  and  a  sliding  mode  integrator  (I).  Due  to  the  similarity  of  the  design  problems 
encountered  in  fuzzy  and  sliding  mode  control  systems,  a  genetic  algorithm  based  design 
approach  is  used  here  in  an  attempt  to  achieve  the  utopia  of  automatic  design.  All  such 
hybrid  systems  are  again  tested  in  the  SISO  non-linear  liquid-level  control  system  where 
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research  work  and  makes  suggestions  for  further  work. Chapter  2 
Genetic  Algorithms 
2.1  Introduction 
Based  on  Charles  Darwin's  discoveries  from  biological  observations,  the  means  of 
selection  and  the  survival-of-the-fittest  principle  have  lead  to  today's  success  in  natural 
and  evolutionary  computation.  Global  optimisation  algorithms  such  as  Genetic 
Algorithms  (GA),  Genetic  Programming  (GP),  Evolutionary  Programming  (EP), 
Evolution  Strategies  (ES)  and  related  artificial  life  strategies  have  been  developed  based 
on  the  synthesis  of  the  natural  evolution.  The  genetic  algorithm,  together  with 
evolutionary  strategies  and  simulated  annealing,  are  referred  as  a  "guided  random 
search"  techniques  (Srinivas  and  Patnaik  1994).  They  form  the  core  of  evolutionary 
computing  and  have  found  wide  applications  in  optimisation  and  computational 
intelligence  (Goldberg  1989;  Holland  1992;  Srinivas  and  Patnaik  1994;  Filho,  Treleaven 
and  Alippi  1994).  Genetic  algorithms  have  been  found  to  be  particular  effective  in 
searching  poorly  understood,  irregular  and  complex  spaces  for  optimisation  and  machine 
learning,  since  GAs  can  simultaneously  evaluate  performance  at  multiple  points  in  the 
parameter  space.  As  being  supported  by  Schema  Theory  (Goldberg  1989;  Holland  1992; 
Srinivas  and  Patnaik  1994),  it  has  been  shown  that  genetic  algorithms  require  an 
exponentially  reduced  search  time  compared  with  exhaustive  search.  This  technique  has 
been  successfully  applied  to  the  general  area  of  information  technology  and,  in 
particular,  control  system  analysis  and  design.  Due  to  the  simplicity  in  application, 
learning  capabilities,  near-optimal  solutions,  robustness,  capability  to  incorporate  a 
priori  knowledge  and  adaptability,  the  genetic  algorithm  is  an  ideal  tool  for  automatic 
design  of  control  systems  or  any  other  evolutionary  applications. 
2.2  Genetic  algorithms 
The  genetic  algorithm  is  based  on  an  analogy  to  the  genetic  code  in  the  biological 
DNA  (deoxyribonucleic  acid)  structure,  where  its  coded  chromosome  is  composed  of 
many  genes.  Each  chromosome  is,  however,  termed  as  individual  and  represented  by  a 
9 string  of  characters  or  bits  with  finite-length.  The  character  or  bit  in  the  string  is, 
however,  termed  as  a  "gene"  in  GA's  context.  In  the  genetic  algorithm,  a  population  of 
such  individuals  is  involved  and  evolved  from  generation  to  generation.  Under  the 
evolutionary  theories,  which  is  supporting  the  genetic  algorithms,  only  the  most  suited 
individuals  in  the  population  are  likely  to  survive  and  generate  off-spring,  thus 
transmitting  their  genetic  material  to  next  generation.  Therefore  the  most  promising 
individuals  are  manipulated  by  the  GA  in  its  search  for  improved  performances  or 
solutions.  A  simple  genetic  algorithm  (SGA)  developed  by  Holland  (1992)  and 
Goldberg  (1989)  uses  three  basic  operators  termed  reproduction,  crossover  and 
mutation  to  perform  its  evolutionary  process.  These  three  operators  will  , 
however, 
become  the  main  core  of  genetic  computation.  In  some  GAs,  a  further  operator,  gene 
inversion  is  also  used.  The  basic  operation  of  the  genetic  algorithm  is  given  by  : 
tf-o 
Create  an  initial  population. 
Evaluation  of  each  string. 
Repeat 
tF-t+1 
Selection  of  parents  from  the  population. 
Reproduction  of  selected  parents  using  crossover  and  mutation 
operations. 
Evaluation  of  each  new  string. 
Until  stop. 
Output  the  optimum  of  the  population. 
Crossover  is  an  important  recombination  operator  in  genetic  algorithms  in  which 
two  individuals  in  the  population  exchange  portions  of  their  internal  representation.  For 
example,  using  the  simplest  approach  of  a  single-point  crossover  scheme,  a  random 
crossover  point  is  selected  and  then  strings  segments  to  the  right  of  this  point  are 
exchanged.  Two  new  individuals  are  produced  and  inherit  portions  of  their  parental 
material  Mutation  in  the  genetic  algorithm  performs  a  random  change  of  gene  in  each 
individual  with  a  probability  equivalent  to  a  mutation  rate.  Under  such  mutation 
operators,  each  bit  in  the  string  may  undergo  an  inversion  of  its  value  for  binary  cases  or 
a  random  change  in  others. 
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which  a  group  of  strings  forms  a  subset  of  group  classification  in  which  involves 
similarities  at  certain  string  bit  positions.  Such  a  group  classification  is  also  termed  as  a 
building  block  in  GA's  context.  For  example  in  the  binary  bit  representation,  the  subset 
(10100,10101,10110,10111)  can  be  described  by  the  schema  or  similarity  template 
101**  where  *  denotes  a  "don't  care"  symbol  Using  this  notation,  the  schema's  order 
and  defining  length  can  be  defined  (Srinivas  and  Patnaik  1994).  The  schema's  order  is 
defined  as  the  number  of  fixed  positions  within  that  schema.  A  schema's  defining  length 
is  the  distance  between  the  outer-most  fixed  positions.  In  the  earlier  example  of  101**, 
the  schema  has  a  building  block  of  schemata  length  of  5,  order  of  3  and  defining  length 
of  2,  while  the  defining  length  of  1*00*  is  3.  Within  this  schemata  space,  one  of  these 
strings  can  be  the  optimal  solution.  As  another  two  more  examples,  *111*  describes  a 
set  (01110,01111,11110,11111);  0***0  describes  a  subset  with  eight  members 
(00000,00010,00100,00110,01000,01010,01100,01110).  Hence  the  building  block 
hypothesis  provide  an  idea  of  a  schema  that  gives  a  powerful  and  compact  way  to 
describe  the  well-defined  similarities  among  the  finite-length  strings.  Despite  that,  the 
building  block  hypothesis  states  that  genetic  algorithms  find  solution  by  first  finding  as 
many  building  blocks  as  possible,  and  then  recombining  them  together  to  give  the 
highest  fitness  (Goldberg  1989).  Other  than  the  binary  representation,  the  building  block 
hypothesis  is  also  applicable  to  other  non-binary  integer  coding  schemes  which  will  be 
discussed  later  in  section  2.4 
Viewing  in  another  way  of  this  building  block  hypothesis,  it  provides  an  insight  to 
the  convergence  of  the  genetic  algorithm  in  terms  of  exponential  search  time  reduction. 
As  being  supported  by  Schema  Theory,  it  has  been  shown  that  genetic  algorithms 
require  an  exponentially  reduced'  search  time  in  the  order  of  O(n)  compared  with 
exhaustive  search  which  requires  a  total  evaluation  time  O(pn),  where  n  is  the  number  of 
parameters  to  be  optimised  and  p  is  the  number  of  choices  of  each  parameter  (Li  et.  al 
1995).  Keeping  the  potential  building  blocks  for  reproduction  in  each  generation  by 
means  of,  for  example,  the  generation  gap  technique,  a  fast  convergence  for  a  optimal 
solution  is feasible.  Therefore  the  motivation  of  considering  important  similarities  in  the 
population  provides  useful  and  helpful  information  to  guide  the  search. 
The  genetic  algorithm  works  with  a  systematic  historical  information  exchange 
that  utilises  probabilistic  decisions  to  locate  new  points  in  the  search  space  with 
11 improved  performance.  In  comparisons  to  conventional  search  algorithms,  GAs  differ  in 
several  other  ways  : 
(1)  GAs  consider  a  population  of  points  in  the  search  space  simultaneously, 
instead  of  a  single  point.  Therefore,  it  is  capable  of  avoiding  many  local 
hills. 
(2)  GAs  work  directly  with  a  coding  of  the  parameter  set,  instead  of  the 
parameters  themselves.  This  technique  permits  the  optimisation  of  the  whole 
parameter  set  simultaneously  as  concatenated  codings  are  being  used. 
(3)  GAs  use  payoff  (objective  function)  information  to  guide  the  search,  not 
derivative  or  other  auxiliary  knowledge.  Therefore,  GAs  are  much  more 
robust  in  achieving  optimal  solution. 
(4)  GAs  use  probabilistic  rules  to  make  decisions,  not  deterministic  rules.  This 
has  introduced  intellectual  capability  in  GAs  and  transforms  a  deterministic 
non-polynomial  problem  to  a  non-deterministic  polynomial  problem. 
Under  the  general  framework  of  genetic  algorithms  described  by  Holland,  the 
performance  of  a  genetic  algorithm  in  optimisation  tasks  is  characterised  by  the 
following  parameters:  namely,  the  size  of  the  population;  the  crossover  rate;  the 
mutation  rate.  These  parameters  are  called  the  control  parameters  of  a  genetic 
algorithm.  However,  they  have  pro  and  cons  effects  in  the  genetic  algorithms  given  by: 
(a)  Increasing  the  population  size  will  increase  its  diversity  and  reduce  the  probability 
that  the  genetic  algorithm  will  converge  prematurely  to  a  local  optimum,  but  it  also 
increases  the  computational  time  required  for  the  genetic  algorithm  to  converge  to 
optimal  regions  in  the  search  space;  (b)  Increasing  the  crossover  rate  will  introduce  new 
and  more  search  spaces  through  recombination  but  it  also  increases  the  disruption  of 
good  strings;  (c)  Increasing  the  mutation  rate  tends  to  transform  the  genetic  search  into 
a  random  search,  but  it  also  helps  to  re-store  lost  genetic  material. 
Other  than  those  control  parameters  that  characterise  the  performance  of  a  genetic 
algorithm,  the  selection  scheme  and  the  generation  gap  also  have  substantial  effects  of 
its  performance.  The  choice  of  selection  scheme  will  directly  affect  the  rate  of 
convergence  of  the  genetic  algorithm.  Using  the  generation  gap,  a  controllable 
percentage  of  the  population  in  the  new  generation  is  to  be  replaced  by  the  old  one 
12 during  each  generation  is  maintained.  This  helps  to  keep  good  genetic  materials  to  be 
inherited  on  from  generation  to  generation  and  in  turns,  improving  the  convergence  of 
the  genetic  algorithms. 
Various  works  on  further  enhancements  of  the  simple  genetic  algorithm  (SGA) 
developed  by  Goldberg  (1989)  and  Holland  (1992)  has  been  widely  reported.  In 
particular,  the  roulette-wheel  (proportionate)  selection  scheme  in  SGA  is  replaced  by 
the  tournament  selection,  elitist  strategies,  steady-state  selection  and  rank  based 
selection  (Srinivas  and  Patnaik  1994).  Standard  mutation  methods  have  been  extended 
to  adaptive  mutation  schemes  in  this  thesis  without  the  need  of  prior  knowledge  of 
fixing  the  mutation  rate.  Other  advanced  mutation  schemes  have  also  being  reported 
such  as  simulated  annealing  mutation  scheme  (Tan  et.  al  1994),  etc.  Extension  of  a 
single-point  crossover  to  two  or  multiple-point  crossover  scheme  is  also  being  reported 
(Srinivas  and  Patnaik  1994).  The  use  of  a  generation  gap  within  GA  has  been 
established  to  distinguish  between  a  generational  GA  (the  entire  population  is  replaced 
in  every  generation)  and  a  steady-state  GA  (only  a  small  fraction  of  the  population  is 
replaced  in  every  generation).  Fine  tuning  at  the  end  of  a  genetic  algorithm  search  using 
simulated  annealing  (Kwok  and  Shen  1994)  or  gradient  guided  methods  are  also  being 
reported. 
2.2.1  Initial  population 
The  population  size  in  genetic  algorithm  has  substantial  effects  on  both  ultimate 
performance  and  efficiency  in  genetic  search.  Currently,  many  simple  genetic  algorithm 
users  use  population  ranging  in  size  from  30  to  200.  This  usual  choice  of  population  size 
is  based  on  the  earlier  studies  by  Grefenstette  (1986)  in  which  suggestions  are  based  on 
the  parametric  studies.  However,  throughout  this  thesis,  a  population  size  of  100  is 
being  used,  in  view  of  the  size  of  the  parameter  set  used,  and  goods  results  are  obtained. 
The  initial  population  is  usually  created  by  a  random  distribution  of  parameter 
vectors  and  each  gene  of  the  individual  string  or  chromosome  is  set  up  with  a  uniform  or 
random  distribution  across  the  range  used  in  the  type  of  coding.  However,  prior 
knowledge  for  the  coded  values  of  the  parameters  can  be  included  in  the  initial 
population  for  a  good  start  in  optimisation.  This  is  achieved  by  allocating  each  gene  of 
13 the  individual  string  with  values  obtained  from  a  relatively  high  mutated  known  good 
string.  Thereafter,  each  individual  string  is  evaluated  and  assigned  a  fitness  value 
accordingly.  The  cycle  of  genetic  manipulations  of  strings  will  proceed  untill  optimal 
results  are  evolved. 
2.2.2  Reproduction  and  selection  schemes 
Reproduction  is  a  process  in  which  new  individuals  are  being  produced  and 
assigned  according  to  their  objective  function  values  (biologists  call  it  the  fitness 
function).  Intuitively,  this  fitness  function  can  be  addressed  as  some  measure  of 
goodness  or  profit  that  we  want  to  maximise.  Therefore,  those  individuals  that  are  being 
assigned  with  a  higher  value  of  fitness  will  have  a  higher  probability  of  contributing  one 
or  more  offspring  (children)  in  the  next  generation.  In  this  reproduction  process,  off- 
springs  are  produced  by  performing  crossover  and  mutation  operations.  Figure  2.1 
depicts  a  simple  operation  of  three  basic  operators  using  binary  coding.  Figure  2.2 
shows  an  example  of  the  GA's  evolution  using  the  basic  operators. 
Explanation  Chromosomes  Remarks 
Sample  of  binary  coded  individuals  forming  the  Cl:  1  10  10  110  fc1=  5.0% 
initial  population  with  size  3.1  or  more  bits  may  C2:  10  0  10  111  fc2=  60.0% 
be  used  to  represent  one  parameter  that  to  be  C3:  0  10  0  10  01  fc3=  35.0% 
optimised  by  GA.  The  performance  of  each  (NB.  The  above 
individual  is  evaluated  and  assigned  to  a  fitness  fitness  values  are 
value.  assumed 
Reproduction:  A  simple  scheme  is  to  allow  the  Artificial  combination 
selected  individuals  to  reproduce  off-springs  C2:  10  0  10  11  1  in  process;  no  fitness 
according  to  their  respective  fitness.  Thus  Cl  has  C3:  0  10  0  10  01  is  calculated 
lower  probability  of  producing  off-spring,  C2  and 
C3  will  have  a  better  chance. 
Crossover:  Some  biological  materials  exchange;  C2  :  10  0  10  001  No  fitness  calculation. 
i.  e.  portion  of  chromosomes  are  exchanged  at  the  C3  :0  10  01111 
randomly  selected  bit  position. 
14 Mutation  :  The  binary  values  of  some  genes  of  the  C2":  10  1  10  001A  new  generation  is  to 
chromosomes  are  subjected  to  inversion  or  C3":  0  10  01111  be  formed  and  the 
changes.  The  value  which  has  been  changed  is  fitness  needs  to  be 
shown  by  the  underline.  evaluated  again  for 
the  next  cycle. 
Figure  2.1:  Typical  operators  of  a  genetic  algorithm. 
Fitness 
Evaluation 
Reprodudton 
Cl  :  11010110 
F  Mutation 
10  10  ýII 
Figure  2.2:  Evolution  of  coded  designs  by  fitness  evaluations  and  genetic  operations. 
Under  this  reproduction  process,  a  new  generation  of  population  is  formed  by 
randomly  selecting  individuals  from  an  existing  generation,  according  to  their  fitness,  to 
bleed.  This  process  will  result  in  individuals  with  higher  fitness  values  in  each 
generation  due  to  a  survival-of-the-fittest  test.  This  fittest  test  is,  however, 
accomplished  by  adopting  a  selection  scheme  in  which  higher  fitness  individuals  are 
being  selected  for  contributing  off-spring  in  the  next  generation. 
The  fitness  function  used  in  the  reproduction  process,  in  the  so-called  roulette- 
wheel-selection  scheme  developed  by  Goldberg,  generates  a  probability  that  the 
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C2:  10010111 individuals  in  question  will  be  selected  to  reproduce  within  a  fixed  size  population  in 
each  generation.  Such  roulette-wheel-selection  scheme  can  also  being  regarded  as  a 
proportionate  selection  scheme.  Suppose  that  candidate  i  has  a  fitness  off  i.  Then  the 
probability  of  generating  off-spring  from  this  candidate  is  j,  /f  (multiply  by  100  per 
cent  of  the  population  size).  The  selection  is  done  by  summing  each  individual's  fitness 
by  position  in  the  descending  order  within  the  population  and  in  each  summation,  the 
sum-of-fitness  is  compared  with  the  total-sum-of-fitness  multiplied  by  a  random  value 
[0,1].  If  the  accumulated  sum-of-fitness  has  exceeded  or  equal  to  the  total-sum-of- 
fitness  multiplied  by  a  random  value  [0,1],  the  individual  at  its  respective  position  will  be 
selected  for  reproduction.  Although  this  scheme  is  easier  to  implement,  it  may  suffer 
from  loosing  genetic  materials  as  low  fitness  individuals  are  not  being  considered.  Due 
to  the  random  positioning  of  each  chromosome  in  the  population,  several  relatively  high 
fitness  individuals  are  always  being  selected  in  each  roulette  spin,  so  they  are  dominating 
the  whole  reproduction  process.  Offsprings  reproduced  by  these  dominating  fittest 
strings  will  eventually  take-over  the  entire  population,  causing  premature  convergence. 
Therefore  modification  of  the  position  of  each  individual  in  the  population  has  to  be 
done  in  each  generation.  This  is  achieved  by  sorting  the  population  in  descending  order 
where  the  fittest  individual  is  located  at  the  bottom  of  the  population.  Other  than  the 
above  modification,  scaling  mechanisms  can  also  be  used  to  rectify  the  dominating 
problem. 
There  are  also  other  selection  mechanisms  available  (Srinivas  and  Patnaik  1994), 
such  as  tournament  selection,  elitist  strategies,  and  steady-state  selection  schemes. 
Other  schemes,  such  as  the  rank-based  selection  and  scaling  mechanisms  are  also  used 
to  deal  with  the  reduced  variance  in  fitness  values  when  the  population  has  converge. 
The  selection  scheme,  adopted  in  this  thesis,  has  used  a  rank-base  method.  It  is 
achieved  by  initially  ranking  or  sorting  the  population  in  the  descending  order  where  the 
string  of  the  highest  fitness  is  located  at  the  top  of  the  population.  Selection  then 
proceeds  by  choosing  the  first  parent  from  the  top  25%  of  the  population,  whilst  the  2 
secondary  parents  are  randomly  chosen  from  each  of  the  two  string-groups  which 
consist  of  the  top  50%  or  the  bottom  50%  of  the  entire  population,  respectively.  Hence 
the  first  parent  will  be  used  twice  in  the  reproduction  process.  This  method  will  allow 
16 both  good  and  poor  strings  to  evolve  in  the  genetic  search  as  some  good  genetic 
material  may  be  distributed  in  the  poor  strings. 
2.2.3  Crossover 
The  crossover  or  recombination  operator,  which  is  the  main  dominant  operator  in 
the  genetic  algorithm,  is  used  to  produce  off-spring  that  are  different  from  their  parents 
but  inherit  portions  of  their  parents'  genetic  material.  Under  this  operator,  a  selected 
chromosome  is  split  into  two  parts  and  recombining  with  another  selected  chromosome 
which  has  also  been  split  at  the  same  crossover  point.  In  consequence,  two  new  off- 
springs  are  being  produced  through  this  recombination  scheme.  An  example  of  this 
crossover  operation  is  demonstrated  in  Figure  2.1.  The  off-springs  will  subsequently 
replace  weaker  individuals  in  the  population  in  each  survival  of  fittest  test.  Crossover 
operations,  in  genetic  algorithms,  have  served  two  complementary  functions.  First,  it 
provides  new  search  spaces  or  new  points  for  further  testing  within  the  existing 
hyperplanes  represented  by  the  parents.  Secondly,  it  introduces  representatives  of  new 
hyperplanes  into  the  population.  ypically,  this  operator  is  applied  at  a  rate  of  about  60% 
-70%  of  the  population  and  the  crossover  point  for  each  pair  is  randomly  selected. 
However,  in  this  thesis,  multiple  random  crossover  points  are  used  which  encourages 
more  thorough  exchange  of  genetic  material,  especially,  for  long  chromosomes  and 
avoids  the  short-coming  of  biasing  at  the  extreme  ends  of  the  chromosome.  The  short- 
coming  is  usually  found  in  the  single  crossover  point  method. 
2.2.4  Mutation 
Mutation  in  a  chromosome  is  used  to  provides  new  genetic  materials.  In 
artificial  versions  of  mutation  in  binary  coding,  the  mutated  bits  (genes)  are  randomly 
selected  and  subjected  to  inversion  of  its  value.  In  a  non-binary  integer  chromosome, 
mutation  can  be  used  to  change  the  value  of  a  gene  randomly  or  change  the  value  to  its 
adjacent  value  as  in  the  binary  example  (Ng  et.  al  1995).  The  mutation  operator  in  the 
genetic  algorithms  plays  a  secondary  role  although  reproduction  and  crossover  give 
genetic  algorithms  the  majority  of  their  search  power.  But  it  helps  to  keep  the  diversity 
17 in  the  population  by  discovering  new  or  restoring  lost  genetic  materials.  In  another 
means,  it  searches  the  neighbourhood  solution  space,  leading  to  an  optimal  solution. 
Despite  the  fact  that  mutation  can  serve  a  vital  role  in  a  genetic  algorithm,  it  should  be 
noted  that  it  occurs  with  a  small  probability  rate  of  typically,  0.1%-l%  of  the  entire 
population.  However,  an  adaptive  mutation  scheme  (Ng  et.  al  1995)  is  adopted  in  this 
thesis.  This  scheme  needs  no  prior  experience  in  fixing  the  mutation  rate.  It  is  used  to 
prevent  similarities  within  parent  pair  and  its  rate  is  calculated  in  proportional  to  the 
similarities  of  genes  of  two  parental  chromosomes.  The  similarities  are  assessed  in  terms 
of  the  number  of  identical  values  in  respective  gene  positions.  The  maximum  mutation 
rate  is,  however,  fixed  at  20%  because  a  too  large  mutation  rate  will  transform  the 
genetic  search  into  a  random  search  as  mentioned  earlier. 
2.2.5  Generation  gap 
In  the  SGA  developed  by  Holland  and  Goldberg,  the  entire  population  is  replaced 
in  each  generation  by  their  off-spring  and  such  GA  is  of  generational  type.  The  hope  is 
that  the  off-spring  of  the  best  strings  will  carry  the  important  "building  block"  from  the 
best  strings  forward  to  the  next  generation.  Hence,  the  SGA  allows  the  probability  that 
the  best  string  in  the  population  do  not  survive  to  the  next  generation.  However,  in 
other  GAs,  such  as  steady-state  type,  a  few  individuals  in  the  population  are  being 
replaced  at  a  time.  The  usual  way  of  replacement  is  proceeded  by  replacing  the  new 
string(s)  with  the  worst  string(s)  in  the  population.  Such  replacement  is  characterised  by 
the  generation  gap  hypothesis  (Grefenstette  1986).  In  fact,  this  is  very  natural  in  the  real 
world  to  allow  the  parents  and  off-spring  to  coexist  in  the  same  population. 
The  idea  of  generation  gap  is  to  keep  good  genetic  materials  to  be  passed  on  to 
the  next  generation,  leading  to  reservation  of  potentially  better  solutions  and  thus 
improving  the  convergence  rate  of  the  genetic  algorithms.  In  this  thesis,  the  scheme  is 
proceeded  by:  (a)  replacing  one  string,  i.  e.,  replacing  the  worst  string  in  the  new 
generation  with  the  best  string  from  the  old  generation;  or  (b)  replacing  a  group  of 
strings  such  that  a  group  of  worst  strings  in  the  new  generation  is  being  replaced  by  the 
equal-sized  group  of  good  strings  in  the  old  generation  according  to  their  fitness. 
Graphically,  the  approach  is  depicted  in  Figure  2.3. 
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Note  :  "Global  highest  fitness"  is  always  being  updated  if  any  higher  fitness 
is  found  compared  to  its  old  one  in  any  generation. 
Figure  2.3:  Generation  gap  maintenance. 
In  each  new  generation,  the  population  is  sorted  in  an  descending  order  where  the 
higher  fitness  strings  of  that  generation  are  located  at  the  top  of  the  population.  This 
highest  fitness  value  of  that  particular  generation  will  be  used  to  compare  with  the 
"global  highest  fitness"  value  to  determine  whether  to  replace  the  new  generation  with  a 
single  fittest  string  or  a  group  of  best  strings  from  the  old  generation.  If  a  single  fittest 
string  replacement  is  needed,  the  fittest  string  from  the  old  generation  is  appended  to  the 
last  position  of  population  in  the  updated  new  generation  and  the  rest  of  the  population 
are  re-ordered.  Whereas  for  a  group  replacement,  the  updated  new  generation's 
population  is  filled  with  the  best  strings  obtained  from  both  old  and  new  generation,  in 
an  ordered  manner  of  what  ever  the  best.  Identical  strings  from  old  and  new  generations 
are  prevented  to  be  filled  into  the  updated  new  population  by  using  adaptive  mutation 
technique  which  has  been  mentioned  before.  Under  the  generation  gap  hypothesis,  an 
exponential  type  of  convergence  of  a  GA  is  produced  and  depicted  in  Figure  2.4  where 
19 a  collection  of  the  maximum  and  average  fitness  of  the  newly  reproduced  population  is 
made  before  performing  the  generation  gap  step  in  each  generation.  Usually,  an  average 
on  such  a  set  of  convergence  arrives  for  several  runs  of  the  GA  can  be  used  to  illustrate 
the  convergence.  However,  every  run  is  quite  consistent  and  thus,  in  this  thesis,  a  set  of 
one  run  is  shown. 
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Figure  2.4:  The  maximum  and  the  average  fitness  functions  in  every  generation. 
2.3  Evaluation  of  fitness 
In  the  application  of  genetic  algorithms  to  optimisation  problem,  there  are  two 
considerations  to  be  made  (Karr  1991;  Homaifar  and  McCormick  1992).  Firstly,  the 
choice  of  fitness  function  to  be  used  for  the  measure  of  goodness  in  the 
optimisation/searching  process  and  lastly,  the  choice  of  coding  scheme  to  be  used  to 
code  the  design  parameters  into  the  chromosome. 
To  evaluate  the  performance  of  each  chromosome  in  each  generation,  it  is 
necessary  to  establish  in  the  population  a  global  measure  of  its  fitness,  which  is  similar  to 
the  inverse  of  a  cost-function  in  optimisation.  For  a  controller  design  problem,  the 
20 performance  index  used  in  the  GA  needs  to  reflect  the  following  criteria  in  the  presence 
of  practical  system  constraints: 
(1)  An  excellent  transient  response  in  terms  of  rise-time,  overshoots  and 
settling-time; 
(2)  An  excellent  steady-state  response  in  terms  of  steady-state  errors; 
(3)  Acceptable  stability  margins; 
(4)  Robustness  in  terms  of  disturbance  rejection;  and 
(5)  Robustness  in  terms  of  parameter  insensitivity. 
To  reflect  the  controller  design  criteria,  a  simple  fitness  function  that  reflects  small 
steady-state  errors,  a  short  rise-time,  low  oscillations  and  overshoots  and  a  good 
stability  are  developed  in  this  thesis  as  given  by  : 
Ax)  =1  (2.  la) 
e 
X=  a  {e2+we?  }i 
(2.1b) 
N  i=0  1 
where  Nis  the  duration  of  the  simulation  in  evaluating  the  design;  a  is  a  positive  number 
used  to  scale  the  maximum  fitness  up  or  down;  i  is  the  time  index  in  simulation;  ei  is  the 
error  between  the  measured  signal  and  the  desired  signal  at  simulation  step  f;  and  el  is 
the  rate  of  change  of  error  at  simulation  step  i;  and  w  is  a  positive  constant  used  for 
weighting  between  the  error  and  the  rate  of  change  of  error. 
This  definition  of  fitness  (2.  la&b)  yields  a  value  between  0  and  1,  with  higher 
values  corresponding  to  better  controller  performance.  Usually,  in  a  rank-based 
selection  scheme,  as  adopted  in  this  thesis,  the  fitness  function  can  be  directly  given  by 
(2.  lb)  without  the  needs  of  normalisation  given  by  (2.1a)  or  scaling  in  (2.  lb).  But  the 
use  of  (2.1a&b)  provides  easy  modification  to  suit  into  other  selection  schemes,  for 
example  roulette-wheel  selection  scheme.  However,  the  acquisition  of  a  fitness  function 
is  always  application-specific  and  there  are  other  forms  of  fitness  functions  available  in 
controller  designs  (Karr  1991;  Homaifar  and  McCormick  1992;  Wang  and  Kwok  1992; 
Gary  et.  al  1995).  The  multiplication  of  time  index  i  in  (2.  lb)  is  used  to  ensure  smaller 
21 steady-state  errors  and  to  prevent  oscillations  growing  towards  infinity  during  the 
design. 
Apart  from  the  application  of  the  fitness  function  (2.  la&b)  to  controller  design, 
the  equation  (2.1b)  can  be  modified  to  suit  into  other  applications  such  as  system 
identification  or  validation,  modelling,  and  etc.  The  modification  of  the  fitness  function 
is  achieved  by  removing  the  multiplication  of  time  index  i  and  the  change-of-error  term, 
giving  rise  to 
aN  y_  e 
N  i=0  ý2.1  c) 
This  fitness  function  (2.1c)  can  also  be  used  to  implement  other  constraints  such 
as  given  in  (2.  lb) 
,  minimisation  of  the  model  order  and  etc.  Each  additional  constraint 
may  be  included  by  attaching  to  equation  (2.1a),  such  as 
Ax,  Y)  = 
eX 
i 
+m(Y) 
where  m(Y)  defines  additional  constraints  to  be  used. 
2.4  Coding  schemes 
The  coding  of  the  parameter  set  in  the  genetic  algorithm  allows  information  to  be 
coded  in  the  chromosome  and  thus  enable  easy  information  exchange  during  the 
crossover  process.  Although  binary  coding  found  in  GA  is  a  widely  adopted  scheme, 
Homaifar  and  McCormick  (1991)  were  the  first  to  introduce  a  non-binary  integer  coding 
scheme  for  the  design  of  a  fuzzy  controller.  The  contribution  lies  in  reducing  the 
chromosome  length,  especially  in  a  case  of  large  population  size  and  number  of  design 
parameters,  and  thus  reduces  the  run-time  of  the  GA.  Although  the  deficiency  and 
difficulties  of  using  the  binary  method  is  avoided  by  using  Homaifar's  coding  scheme,  a 
lack  of  flexibility  in  decoding  has  been  found  for  a  large  or  small  decimal  value  with 
22 polarity.  Such  coding  is  extended,  in  this  thesis,  to  a  flexible  coding  scheme  and  allows  a 
flexible  decoding  range  selection  (Ng  et.  al  1995).  This  involves  an  integer  string  with  its 
decimal  value  mapped  as  (  Ng  and  Li  1994;  Ng  et.  al  1995): 
p-lbp-l+....  +aobo 
C=C  + 
bp 
(Cmax 
-  mint 
2.2 
where  Ce  [C 
, 
Cmax]  is  the  decimal  value  being  coded,  [Cmin,  Cmax]  denotes  the 
decoding  range,  b  is  the  base  value  for  coding,  ape[0,  b-1]  is  an  unsigned  integer  code 
and  p  is  the  number  of  digits  used  in  the  coding  which  indicates  the  compromise 
between  accuracy  and  speed  in  the  evolution  process.  It  should  be  noted  that  the  coding 
is  not  limited  to  binary  strings,  although  binary  coding  has  been  used  in  almost  all 
previous  applications  of  genetic  algorithms  and  genetic  algorithm  assisted  methods.  A 
non-binary  integer  coding  has  its  advantages  in  reducing  the  "Hamming  Cliffs"  (Srinivas 
and  Patnaik  1994)  effect  associated  with  binary  coding  and  reduces  the  convergence 
time  since  the  length  of  chromosome  is  further  reduced  compared  to  the  binary  type. 
The  Hamming  cliff  is defined  as  the  largest  Hamming  distance  between  the  binary  codes 
of  adjacent  integers.  For  example,  the  codes  01111  and  1000  are  the  binary 
representation  of  15  and  16,  respectively,  and  have  a  Hamming  distance  of  5.  For  the 
GA  to  change  the  code  of  15  to  that  of  16,  it  requires  to  inverse  all  the  bits  of  01111 
simultaneously.  Such  Hamming  cliffs  present  a  problem  for  the  GA  as  both  crossover 
and  mutation  cannot  easily  overcome  them.  Of  course,  "Gray  Codes"  (Srinivas  and 
Patnaik  1994)  can  also  be  used  to  reduce  the  Hamming  Cliff  effect  (for  binary  coding), 
but  this  is  more  complex  in  terms  of  decoding  and  re-arranging  the  coding  ranges  for 
increased  accuracy.  Using  equation  (2.2),  the  resolution  of  decimal  coding  can  easily  be 
re-arranged  by  adding  one  additional  digit  which  to  be  used  to  select  the  range  for  which 
the  coded  value  to  be  decoded.  For  example,  the  ranges  are  [0,0.342],  [0,3.42],  [0,34.2] 
and  [0,342].  As  implemented  in  Turbo  Pascal  ,  the  range  decoding  is  written  in  the 
following  form,  for  example,  using  base-7  coding  scheme: 
Case  chrom[x]  of 
0:  Se:  =0.0+(chrom[x+1]*72+chrom[x+2]*71+chrom[x+3]*70X0.342-0.0)/(73-1); 
1,2:  Se:  =0.0+(chrom[x+1]*72+chrom[x+2]*71+chrom[x+3]*70X3.42-0.0)/(73-1); 
3,4:  Se:  =0.0+(chrom[x+l]*72+chrom[x+2]*71+chrom[x+3]*7OX34.2-0.0)/(73-1); 
5,6:  Se:  =0.0+(chrom[x+1]*72+chrom[x+2]*71+chrom[x+3]*70X342-0.0)/(73-1); 
23 end; 
where  Se  is  coded  by  a  group  of  genes  whose  positions  are  described  by  chrom[x], 
chrom[x+1],  chrom[x+2]  and  chrom[x+3]  in  the  chromosome. 
2.5  Summary 
In  summary,  the  design  choices  in  GA  include  (a)  the  size  of  the  population;  (b) 
the  coding  scheme  or  structure;  (c)  the  selection  strategy;  (d)  the  crossover  strategy  and 
its  parameters  specifications;  (e)  the  mutation  strategy  and  its  parameters  specifications; 
(f)  the  generation  gap;  (g)  a  prior  knowledge;  (h)  the  design  objective  or  cost  function; 
(i)  the  number  of  generation;  and  (j)  initialisation.  A  design  package  that  demonstrates 
the  whole  controller  design  process  using  a  genetic  algorithm  is  provided  by  a  flow  chart 
in  Figure  2.5.  In  the  flow  chart,  the  above  mentioned  design  choices  are  also  included. 
The  primary  advantage  of  GA  over  other  techniques  is  its  robustness  in  non- 
polynomial  search.  GA  works  through  function  evaluation,  not  through  differentiation 
or  other  means.  Because  of  this  approach,  GA  does  not  care  what  type  of  problem  it  is 
asked  to  maximise  or  optimise,  only  that  it  is  properly  coded  in  the  GA's  chromosome. 
Thus  GA  is  able  to  solve  a  wide  range  of  problems  in  control  applications:  linear,  non- 
linear,  discrete,  discontinuous,  etc. 
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Figure  2.5:  A  flow  chart  of  the  controller  design  package  using  a  genetic  algorithm  : 
25 Chapter  3: 
Fuzzy  Logic  Control 
3.1  Introduction 
With  the  development  of  computational  intelligence,  human  inference  oriented 
fuzzy  logic  control  (FLC)  has  received  increasing  attention  widely  across  the  control 
community  in  the  world.  A  fuzzy  controller  has,  however,  incorporated  the  uncertainty 
and  abstract  nature  inherent  in  human  decision-making  into  intelligent  control  systems. 
It  tends  to  capture  the  approximate  and  qualitative  boundary  conditions  of  systems 
variables  (as  opposed  to  the  probability  theory  that  deals  with  random  behaviour)  by 
fuzzy  sets  with  a  membership  function.  Such  a  system  flexibly  implements  functions  in 
near  human  terms,  i.  e.  IF-THEN  linguistic  rules,  with  reasoning  by  fuzzy  logic,  which  is 
a  rigorous  mathematical  discipline.  Hence,  it  is  termed  a  type  of  expert  system  that 
handles  problems  widespread  with  ambiguity.  It  is  well  known  for  its  capability  in 
dealing  with  non-linear  systems  that  are  complex,  ill-defined  or  time-varying  (Tong 
1977;  Rogers  and  Li  1993).  In  addition,  fuzzy  logic  controllers  are  reliable  and  robust 
and  are  straightforward  to  implement  (Drubaker,  1992;  Wang,  1993). 
Successful  applications  such  as  robot  control,  automotive  system,  aircraft, 
spacecraft  and  process  control  have  shown  that  they  offer  potential  advantages  over 
conventional  control  schemes  in 
(a)  natural  decision  making  and  uses  natural  languages; 
(b)  learning  capability; 
(c)  less  dependency  in  quantitative  models; 
(d)  a  greater  degree  of  autonomy; 
(e)  ease  of  implementation;  and 
(f)  friendly  user  interface  (Tong  1977). 
3.2  Fuzzy  logic 
26 When  controlling  a  process,  human  operators  usually  encounter  complex  patterns 
of  quantitative  conditions,  which  are  difficult  to  interpret  accurately.  The  magnitude  of 
the  measurements  is  vaguely  described  as  "fast",  "slow",  "big",  "small",  "high",  "low", 
etc.  To  represent  such  inexact  or  qualitative  information  in  a  quantitative  way,  an 
approach  called  "fuzzy  set  theory"  was  developed  by  Zadeh  (1965). 
Fuzzy  set  theory,  a  generalisation  of  classical  set  theory,  reflects  the  observation 
that  the  more  complex  a  system  becomes,  the  less  meaningful  are  the  low-level  details  in 
describing  the  overall  system  operation.  Therefore  the  acquisition  for  precision  in 
complex  system  becomes  a  difficult  task  and  often  unnecessary.  However,  one  of  the 
Zadeh's  basic  assumptions  is  that  a  system's  operational  and  control  laws  can  be 
expressed  in  words.  Hence,  fuzzy  logic,  based  on  the  fuzzy  set  theory  incorporated  into 
the  framework  of  multi-valued  logic,  is  developed.  Although  such  fuzzy  approach  of 
expression  in  words  seem  to  be  inadequate,  it  can  actually  be  superior  to  or  easier  than  a 
more  mathematical  approach.  The  main  advantage  of  fuzzy  set  theory  is  that  it  excels  in 
dealing  with  imprecision. 
In  classical  set  theory,  an  element  is  classified  either  a  part  of  a  set  or  not  and 
there  is  no  in-between  relationship.  In  other  words,  partial  membership  is  not  allowed  at 
all  in  classical  set  theory  and  the  membership  function  can  only  restricted  to  either  1  or 
0  which  classified  as  either  "true"  or  "false"  respectively.  Fuzzy  logic,  on  contrary, 
allows  partial  set  memberships  and  gradual  transitions  between  being  a  full  member  of 
the  set  and  full  non-member  of  the  set.  Having  a  capability  of  flexible  membership 
classification,  fuzzy  logic  can  be  used  to  implement  a  crisp  system.  Most  of  the  action 
occurs  in  the  transition-  the  partial  membership  regions  of  a  set. 
Fuzzy  logic  can  be  easily  demonstrated  in  the  following  example:  A  fuzzy  subset  A 
with  an  element  x  has  a  membership  function  of  pA(x),  which  is  a  degree  of  certainty  or 
fulfilment  expressed  in  the  interval  between  0.0  and  1.0.  If  L  A(x)  is  1.0,  then  the 
element  is  a  full  member  of  the  set.  Likewise,  if  IA(x)  is  0.0  ,  then  it  is  not  a  member  at 
all  Considering  now  a  fuzzy  subset  A  with  five  elements,  which  has  the  membership 
function  of  0.3,0.7,1.0 
, 
0.7  and  0.3.  From  the  previously  mentioned  concept,  the 
element  with  a  membership  function  of  1.0  is  confidently  a  full  member  of  A,  whereas 
the  others  are  only  a  partial  member.  The  membership  function,  therefore,  determines 
the  degree  to  which  the  element  belongs  to  the  subset.  If  a  fuzzy  set  A  is  defined  as 
"around  10"  on  the  scale  from  8  to  12,  however,  it  might  be  described  by  the  following, 
27 where  0.3,0.7,1.0,0.7  and  0.3  are  the  membership  functions  and  8,9,10,11  and  12 
are  called  the  universe  of  discourse. 
A=(0.3/8,0.7/9,1.0/10,0.7/11,0.3/12) 
Fuzzy  set  theory  involves  several  complicated  theorems,  but  most  of  them  do  not 
relate  to  the  development  of  fuzzy  control  algorithms.  The  following  three  definitions 
would  sufficiently  form  the  basis  for  the  decision  table  that  are  widely  used  in  the 
control  algorithms  where  decision-making  is  necessary. 
(1)  Union  of  two  sets  :A  uB,  corresponds  to  the  OR  operation  and  is  defined 
by 
IUA.  B(x)  =  max(PA(x),  B(x))  (3.1a) 
(2)  Intersection  of  two  sets  :  An  B,  corresponds  to  the  AND  operation  and  is 
defined  by 
'uAr-.  B(x)  _  mn(  uA(x),  PB(x))  (3.  lb) 
(3)  Complement  of  a  set  :.  4 
,  corresponds  to  the  NOT  operation  and  is  defined 
by 
Po(x)  =1-  juA(x)  (3.1c) 
The  fuzzy  operations  used  in  the  rule  inference  in  this  thesis  are  adopted  from  the 
works  of  Mamdani  (1974)  and  therefore,  the  max-min  operators  are  used  throughout 
this  research.  To  illustrate  the  application  of  these  definitions,  consider  two  qualitative 
statements,  "Big"  and  "Small",  with  the  following  membership  functions  : 
PBIg(x)  =  (0.0,0.3,0.7,1.0) 
eSmall(x)=  (0.2,0.7,  LO,  0.8) 
28 The  three  definitions  (3.1a,  3.  lb  &  3.1c)  can  be  applied  directly  to  the  two  membership 
functions  of  the  qualitative  statements  by  the  following 
lu(Big.  Small)(x)= 
{max(0.0,0.2),  max(0.3,0.7),  max(0.7,1.0),  max(LO,  0.8)) 
=  (0.2,0.7,1.0,1.0) 
"(BignSmall)(x)  =  (min(0.0,0.2),  min(0,3,0.7),  min(0.7,  LO),  min(L0,0.8)} 
=  (0.0,0,3,0.7,0.8) 
p(Big)(x)  =  {(LO  -  0.0),  (LO  -  0.3),  (LO  -  0.7),  (LO  -1.0)) 
=  ((LO,  0.7,0.3,0.0) 
3.3  Fuzzy  Logic  Control 
The  application  of  fuzzy  logic  techniques  to  control  is  tied  together  with  the 
concept  of  linguistic  control  rules.  A  fuzzy  controller  consists  of  a  set  of  control  rules 
and  each  rule  is  a  linguistic  statement  about  the  control  action  to  be  taken  for  a  given 
process  condition  given  by  the  following  rule  structure: 
IF  <condition>  THEN  <control  action> 
The  <condition>  is  termed  as  the  antecedent  and  the  <control  action>  is  the 
consequence.  An  example  of  the  statements  on  <condition>  could  read  like  "water  level 
is  high" 
, 
"opening  of  outflow  is  small"  and  etc.  Likewise,  statements  on  <control 
action>  might,  for  example,  read  as  "increase  water  inflow"  or  "  increase  the  opening  of 
outflow.  The  environment  can  be  easily  realised  from  the  control  of  the  water-level  in  a 
twin-tank  system.  The  key  items  in  the  control  rule  are  terms  like  "high",  "small", 
"increase".  In  linguistic  approximation  by  fuzzy  logic,  each  of  these  terms  are 
represented  by  a  preference  fuzzy  membership  function  such  that  to  establish  a  value  in 
29 the  interval  [0,1]  for  a  given  process  condition.  In  fuzzy  logic,  the  calculated  value  of  a 
condition  is  taken  to  be  any  value  of  the  interval  [0,1]. 
To  establish  a  fuzzy  controller,  it  is  necessary  to  interpret  rules  that  are  based  on 
experience  or  expert's  knowledge  so  as  to  form  a  decision  table  that  gives  the  input  and 
output  values  of  the  controller  corresponding  to  situations  of  interest.  Beside  the  rules 
for  the  decision  table,  the  membership  functions  is  to  be  chosen  by  the  fuzzy  controller 
developer  to  represent  the  human's  conception  of  the  linguistic  terms.  However,  in  the 
construction  of  the  rules,  the  choice  for  the  input  decision  variables  of  the  fuzzy 
controller  is  dependent  on  the  developer's  preference.  One  can  use  the  controlled 
variables  as  the  inputs  to  the  fuzzy  controller  or  use  error  related  variables  developed 
from  the  synthesis  of  a  conventional  controller,  for  example,  PID  type. 
A  schematic  of  a  fuzzy  control  system  developed  from  the  conventional 
methodology  is  given  in  Figure  3.1. 
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Figure  3.1:  A  block  diagram  of  fuzzy  logic  control  systems. 
The  fuzzy  logic  controller  relates  significant  and  observable  variables  to  the 
control  actions  (Mamdani  1974),  and  consists  of  a  fuzzy  relationship  or  algorithm.  The 
time  sequenced  crisp  variables  are  first  converted  to  fuzzy  variables  and  serve  as 
conditions  to  the  rule-base.  Examples  of  crisp  variables  are  e(k)  and  e(k)  where  e(k)  is 
the  error  =  output-reference,  e(k)  is  the  rate  of  change  of  error  =  (e(k)  -  e(k  -  1))  /  At 
and  At  is  the  sampling  period.  In  this  case,  the  control  action  can  be  inferred  from  the 
interpretation  of  the  amount  of  e(k)  "and"/"or"  e(k).  The  process  of  this  conversion  is 
termed  as  the  fuzzification.  These  fuzzified  variables  (Xe(k)  and  e(k))  will  then  be 
used  in  the  control  rules  evaluation  using  the  compositional  rule  of  inference,  and  the 
appropriate  control  action  will  be  computed.  The  "AND"  logic  is  naturally  and  the  most 
commonly  used  in  forming  the  rule-base,  such  that  is  in  the  form  : 
30 IF  <condition  Xe  (k)  >  AND  <condition  X.  (k)  >  THEN  <  control  action>. 
A  follow-up  defuzzification  technique  will  be  employed  to  reconvert  the  control  action 
to  crisp  value  to  regulate  the  process.  So,  the  essential  steps  in  designing  fuzzy 
controllers  include 
(a)  defining  input  and  output  decision  variables  for  fuzzy  controllers; 
(b)  specifying  all  the  fuzzy  sets  and  their  membership  functions  defined  for  each 
input  and  output  decision  variables; 
(c)  converting  the  input  decision  variables  to  fuzzy  sets  by  a  fuzzification  technique; 
(d)  compilation  of  an  appropriate  and  sufficient  set  of  control  rules  that  operate  on 
these  fuzzy  sets,  i.  e.  formulating  the  fuzzy  rule-base  which  used  as  an  inference 
engine; 
(e)  devising  a  method  that  computes  for  a  single  resultant  fuzzy  control  action;  and 
(f)  devising  a  transformation  method  for  converting  fuzzy  control  action  to  crisp 
value. 
3.3.1  Formation  of  fuzzy  control  law 
The  proportional  plus  integral  plus  derivative  control  algorithm  is  the  most 
popular  control  scheme  used  in  the  closed-loop  control  systems  in  many  industrial 
environments,  since  it  performs  sufficiently  well  in  practice  and  is  simple  to  implement. 
Due  to  the  rapid  advancement  of  modem  sophisticated  digital  micro-processors,  PID 
structures  can  be  implemented  in  many  forms,  as  standalone  regular  or  part  of  other 
control  schemes.  Hence,  it  is  natural  and  convenient  for  control  engineers  to  devise 
fuzzy  controllers  in  two  or  three  terms  as  structured  by  a  PID  controller. 
The  basic  structure  of  a  digital  PID  control  algorithm  has  the  following  form  : 
31 u(k)  = 
(Kpe(k)) 
+  KI  Y-  e(i)At  +(KD 
AAt 
(3.2) 
1=0  of  J 
=P-term+I-term  +D--term 
where  Kp  is  the  proportional  gain;  KI  is  the  integral  gain;  KD  is  the  differential  gain; 
Otis  the  sampling  time,  e(k)  is  the  error;  Ae(k)=e(k)-e(k-l)  is  the  change-in-error;  and 
u(k)  is  the  control  action  for  the  plant  at  time  instant  k.  The  first  component,  P-  term, 
is  used  to  provide  an  overall  loop  gain  of  the  system.  The  second  component,  I  --  term, 
increases  the  order  of  the  system  and  reduces  the  steady-state  error.  The  last 
component,  D-  term,  may  tend  to  stabilise  the  system  through  prediction.  The 
calculation  of  the  control  action  u(k)  can  be  approached  by  several  methods  and  blended 
themselves  into  the  fuzzy  control  schemes.  If  any  of  the  feedback  variables  are  fuzzified, 
then  the  controller  itself  is  called  a  fuzzy  logic  controller.  There  are  several  reports  on 
the  design  of  a  fuzzy  PID  controllers  (Tu  and  Tu  1988;  Daley  and  Gill  1989;  Abdelnour 
1991;  Linkens  and  Abbod  1992;  Huang  and  Lin  1993).  Several  similar  PID  structures 
which  suit  themselves  for  fuzzy  application  will  be  discussed  in  the  following  sections. 
As  discussed  earlier,  the  fuzzy  logic  controller  is  based  upon  e(k)  and  e(k)  inputs. 
This  is  similar  to  a  PD  control  and  its  control  law  is  devised  from  (3.2)  as  given  by. 
uPD(k)  =  up(k)+uD(k) 
=Kpe(k)+KD 
het) 
(3.3) 
The  fuzzy  PD  controller  is  produced  by  using  fuzzified  error,  e(k),  and  the  rate  of 
change  of  error,  De(k)  /  At,  as  input  decision  variables  (Tu  and  Tu  1988).  In  some  cases, 
e(k)  and  De(k)  variables  are  used  (Abdelnour  et.  al,  1991;  Linkens  and  Nyongesa, 
1992;  Huang  and  Lin,  1993).  The  use  of  Ae(k)  has  its  disadvantage  such  that  when  the 
sampling  time,  At,  is  changed,  the  performance  of  the  fuzzy  controller  may  deteriorate. 
This  is  due  to  the  inconsistent  change  of  De(k)  for  different  At.  On  the  contrary,  the 
use  of 
'e(k) 
would  provide  such  consistency  for  different  At.  However,  both  of  them 
32 are  the  most  commonly  used  fuzzy  logic  control  scheme  which  reflects  natural 
predictions.  A  two-dimensional  rule-base  is,  however,  required  in  this  fuzzy  controller. 
The  control  response  produced  by  such  fuzzy  PD  controller  is  similar  to  its  conventional 
PD  counterpart  where  both  of  them  have  suffered  similar  problem  of  steady-state  error. 
But  due  to  the  piece-wise  nonlinearity  of  the  rule-base,  the  fuzzy  controller  has  excelled 
in  performance  in  terms  of  robustness. 
3.3.2  Membership  functions 
Having  formulated  the  fuzzy  control  laws  and  identified  the  input  and  output 
decision  variables,  the  next  consideration  is  to  define  the  membership  functions  of  the 
linguistic  sets.  Terms  like  "Positive  Big",  "Positive  Medium",  "Positive  Small",  "Zero", 
"Negative  Small",  "Negative  Medium"  and  "Negative  Big"  are  commonly  used  linguistic 
sets  in  any  control  environment  and  they  are  also  termed  as  fuzzy  sets.  The  shape  of  the 
fuzzy  set  is  quite  arbitrary  and  depends  on  the  user's  preference.  Shapes  that  commonly 
used  are  bell-shaped,  quadratic,  trapezoidal  and  triangular.  Symmetrical  ,  type 
membership  functions  are  very  common  and  can  be  implemented  easily.  Non- 
symmetrical  and  piece-wise  types  can  also  being  used  (Isaka  and  Sebald  1992;  Berenji 
and  Khedkar  1992;  Turksen  and  Tian  1993). 
After  the  selection  of  a  preference  shape,  it  is  necessary  to  define  the  number  of 
fuzzy  sets  along  the  universe  of  discourse.  In  illustration,  a  triangular  type  is  used  for 
simplicity  as  shown  in  the  following  Figure  3.2: 
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Figure  3.2:  Symmetrical  membership  functions  of  the  seven  elements. 
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-3  -2  -1  0  +1  +2  +3 where  -3  to  +3  is  the  universe  of  discourse  and  seven  fuzzy  sets  are  used  termed  "NB", 
"NM",  "NS",  "ZO",  "PS",  "PM",  "PB"  corresponding  to  the  above  statements  such  as 
"Positive  Big",  "Positive  Medium",  and  etc.  These  fuzzy  sets  are  latter  being  used  to 
describe  the  magnitude  of  measurements  of  the  input  and  output  of  a  control  system 
which  have  to  be  quantized  and  mapped  to  the  range  of  the  universe  of  discourse. 
3.3.3  Fuzzy  rule  base 
Based  upon  the  fuzzy  PD  controller  developed  in  section  3.3.1,  the  two  dimensional 
rule-base  of  such  fuzzy  controller  are  designed  with  a  phase  plane  in  mind,  in  which  the 
fuzzy  controller  acts  in  a  switching  operation.  The  tracking  boundaries  in  the  phase 
plane  are  related  to  the  input  variables.  Usually,  a  phase  plane  diagram  is  partitioned 
according  to  the  number  of  fuzzy  sets  used  for  the  control  actions.  Graphically,  the 
partitioning  according  to  the  number  of  fuzzy  sets  used  for  the  control  action  is depicted 
in  Figure  3.3.  Note  the  arrangement  of  fuzzy  sets  for  the  control  actions  such  that  the 
trajectory  of  the  tracking  system  is  driven  towards  the  "ZO"  region.  When  within  this 
"ZO"  region,  the  tracking  trajectory  is  sliding  towards  the  origin  which  corresponds  to 
the  desire  reference  of  the  control  system. 
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Figure  3.3:  Phase  plane  diagram. 
34 As  shown  in  the  above  figure,  the  (e,  e)  based  inference  is  most  commonly  used  in 
fuzzy  decision  making.  This  inference  engine  utilises  a  rule-base  formulated  from  a 
collection  of  rules  in  which  the  {  Xe  (k), 
e(k) 
}  pair  produces  a  joint  control  action. 
The  rules  are  written  in  the  form  of: 
Rulel  :  If  Xe(k)  is  Aj  and  Xe(k)  is  Bi  Then  Xo(k)  is  Ci 
where  i=1,..,  n  and  n  is  the  number  of  rules.  The  rule-base  can  also  be  restructured  in  a 
2-dimension  lookup  table  which  is  given  in  Figure  3.4a  using,  for  example,  a  -3  to  +3 
universe  of  discourse  for  both  input  decision  variables.  The  graphical  representation 
showing  the  input  and  output  decision  variables  defined  in  their  respective  universal  of 
discourse  is  also  provided  as  shown  in  Figure  3.4b.  The  phase  plane  partition  of  tracking 
boundaries  can  be  used  to  assist  the  formation  of  the  initial  lookup  table  manually.  Note 
in  manual  designs,  control  actions  are  diagonally  symmetrical  through  the  centre  of  the 
table. 
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Figure  3.4a:  A  lookup  table  for  an  ideal  FLC. 
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Figure  3.4b:  Graphical  representation  of  linguistic  classifications. 
35 In  the  lookup  table,  each  control  rule  will  prescribe  a  definite  action  to  be  taken 
for  each  particular  condition  existing  in  the  physical  environment.  Therefore  the  control 
actions  are  acquired  through  human  knowledge  or  experience  or  by  some  form  of  rule 
acquisition  techniques  (Linkens  and  Nyongesa  1993).  The  limitation  of  the  ideal  rule- 
base  in  Figure  3.4a  is  that  the  symmetrical  properties  of  the  lookup  table  may  be 
insufficient  for  an  asymmetrical  system  in  the  real  world.  An  asymmetrical  type  will, 
therefore,  be  more  appropriate  in  this  case.  The  later  section  shows  how  this  and  other 
design  tasks  can  be  achieved  systematically  and  automatically  using  genetic  algorithm 
techniques. 
Using  the  lookup  table,  fuzzy  control  actions  can  be  computed  using  the  min-max 
operation  as  discussed  in  section  3.2.  For  example,  Figure  3.5  shows  the  graphical 
computation  of  min-max  operations  in  a  fuzzy  control  system.  In  this  example,  three 
activated  rules  are  given  and  the  min  operation  is  performed  on  the  antecedents  of  the 
rule  where  it  compute  for  each  consequence  contributed  by  each  corresponding  rule. 
Max  operation  is  later  performed  on  these  consequences  to  determine  the  final 
contribution  of  control  actions.  These  final  control  actions  are  then  used  in  the  de- 
fuzzification  process  where  a  crisp  executable  value  is  computed.  Such  de-fuzzification 
will  be  discussed  in  the  later  section. 
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Figure  3.5:  Example  of  min-max  operations  in  a  fuzzy  control  system. 
36 3.3.4  Fuzzification  and  the  input  scaling  factors 
From  Figure  3.1,  the  condition  interface  includes  : 
(a)  scaling  factors  used  to  map  the  range  of  the  values  of  the  controlled 
variables  into  a  pre-defined  universe  of  discourse; 
(b)  a  quantization  procedure  to  assist  in  the  above  mapping  if  the  discrete 
membership  functions  are  used  and  therefore  a  discrete  universe  of  discourse 
is  used;  and 
(c)  an  estimator  is  included  to  determine  the  rate  of  change  of  the  controlled 
variables.  This  rate  of  change  is  normally  treated  by  the  controller  as  another 
input  decision  variables. 
The  mapping  (f  izzification  process)  of  a  crisp  value  to  a  fuzzy  terminology 
(Abdelnour  et.  al  1991)  is  used  in  the  following  equations  for  an  universe  of  discourse  of 
range  -3  to  +3  (representing  -Big  and  +Big,  respectively)  in  constructing  a  fuzzy  PD 
controller  given  by  (3.3).  Two  input  scaling  factors  correspond  to  the  error  and  the  rate 
of  change  of  error  pair  are  to  be  defined.  The  scaling  factor  for  the  error,  Se,  is  obtained 
in 
Xe(k)  =e3  e(k) 
max 
=  See(k)  (3.4a) 
where  emaX  is  usually  the  magnitude  of  the  step  reference  signal.  Structurally,  (3.4a)  is 
also  similar  to  the  conventional  control  type: 
u  p(k)  =K  ,  e(k) 
Similarly,  in 
(k)  =3  eeý  X. 
max 
=S. 
Ae(k) 
e  er 
(3.4b) 
37 the  scaling  factor  for  the  rate  of  change  of  error,  e, 
is defined.  The  choice  of  emax  is 
determined  empirically  depending  on  the  process  dynamic.  Here  Xe  and  Xi  are  scaled 
and  then  used  as  fuzzified  inputs  to  the  fuzzy  inference  engine.  Note,  in  fuzzy  control 
implementations,  the  roles  of  the  scaling  factors  are  not  identical  to  that  of  gains  in 
conventional  control  as  they  perform  a  different  task. 
The  choice  of  scaling  factors  has  a  significant  effect  on  the  controller  performance 
(Linkens  and  Abbod  1992)  in  terms  of  the  controller  sensitivity,  steady-state  errors, 
stability,  transients  and  number  of  rules  being  activated.  In  particular,  the  error  scaling 
factor,  Se,  affects  the  region  of  steady-state  errors  and  the  number  of  rules  being 
activated;  and  a  large  Se  will  increase  the  sensitivity  to  the  raise  in  the  error  signal.  The 
rate  of  change  of  error  scaling  factor,  S. 
, 
has  an  effect  on  the  convergence  of  the 
system  response,  i.  e.,  the  transient  response.  Poor  convergence  will  occur  if  a  too  small 
value  is  used  (Linkens  and  Abbod  1992). 
3.3.5  Defuzzification  and  its  output  scaling  factor 
From  Figure  3.1,  the  action  interface  has  included  the  following  : 
(a)  A  procedure  to  convert  the  fuzzy  information  supplied  by  the  controller  into 
one  unique  control  action  called  the  combination  and  defuzzfication  process. 
(b)  Scaling  factors  to  map  the  action  values  into  real  process  input  values. 
Combining  of  control  actions  is  essential  as  more  than  one  rule  may  be  activated 
for  any  given  set  of  inputs.  In  addition,  the  resulting  single  action  (combined  from  the 
actions  of  activated  rules)  must  be  transformed  from  a  fuzzy  output  value  to  a  crisp  and 
executable  value.  There  are  currently  three  popular  defuzzification  techniques  used  in 
the  fuzzy  control  community.  Namely, 
(a)  the  maximizer  technique; 
(b)  the  centroid  or  the  centre  of  gravity  technique;  and 
(c)  the  singleton  technique. 
38 The  maximizer  technique  takes  the  maximum  degree-of-membership  value  from 
the  various  activated  rules  to  be  its  corresponding  single  control  action.  If  for  example, 
given  the  consequences  of  three  activated  rules  as  stated  below  (Drubaker,  1992): 
lips  =  0.75 
ppM  =  0.3 
µPB=0.1 
The  corresponding  control  action  with  ppS  =  0.75  will  be  chosen,  because  the  value  of 
0.75  is  larger  than  the  other  two  values  of  g.  However,  there  is  some  chance  that  two 
control  actions  with  the  same  value  of  µ  will  occur,  some  form  of  conflict  resolving 
technique  is  necessary.  One  possible  solution  is  to  take  the  average  of  the  corresponding 
control  actions  and  another  is  to  select  the  control  action  associated  with  a  rule's 
location  in  the  rule-base.  The  maximizer  technique  is  the  simplest  approach  of  all  but  it 
suffers  from  the  ignorant  of  important  and  potential  control  actions. 
The  centroid  or  the  centre  of  gravity  technique  computes  the  resultant  control 
action  from  the  centre  of  mass  of  the  outputs  of  activated  rules  . 
The  single  executable 
output  is  a  weighted  average  of  the  centroids  of  each  degree-of-membership  function. 
The  approach  is  illustrated  in  Figure  3.6.  In  a  general  discrete  case,  the  resultant  control 
action  can  be  written  as  follows  (Lee,  C.  C.  1990): 
n 
Xo  =n 
iý 
ýt 
(3.5) 
where  µ  is  the  degree-of-membership  functions,  U1  is  the  centroid  of  each  membership 
function  determined  along  the  universe  of  discourse,  n  is  the  number  of  memberships 
used  and  X0  is  the  resultant  fuzzy  output  action  value.  By  avoiding  the  usage  of  the 
edges  of  the  output  membership  functions,  the  resultant  control  action  always 
corresponds  to  a  single  output  value.  Unfortunately,  this  approach  is  computationally 
intensive  and  suffers  from  an  additional  short-coming.  This  short-coming  is  the 
requirement  of  overlapping  of  input  membership  functions  for  a  smooth  operation  over 
39 the  entire  output  range  such  that  several  (at  least  two)  rules  must  activated  at  each 
system  iteration.  Despite  this  short-coming,  the  centroid  method  is  currently  the  best 
technique  for  combination  and  defuzzification. 
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Figure  3.6:  The  centroid  method  for  deriving  a  single  executable  action. 
The  singleton  technique  is  a  special  case  of  centroid  method.  It  represents  each 
fuzzy  output  set  as  a  single  output  value  by  using  a  weighted  average  to  combine 
multiple  actions  (Drubaker,  1992).  This  approach  requires  much  less  computational 
effort  than  the  centroid  method,  but  it  still  requires  small  overlapping  for  input 
membership  functions  to  avoid  discontinuities  in  the  output.  In  the  design  of  output 
membership  functions,  the  designer  only  needs  to  determine  the  position  of  the 
membership  function  along  the  universe  of  discourse.  The  shape  and  base-length  of 
output  membership  functions  are  made  redundant.  Due  to  its  simplicity  and  less 
computational  effort,  it  is  used  throughout  in  this  thesis  in  the  design  of  fuzzy 
controllers. 
After  combining  and  defuzzification  process,  the  resultant  fuzzy  output  action 
value  is  output  to  the  plant  through  the  output  scaling  process.  The  output  scaling  factor 
has  an  effect  on  the  overall  gain  of  the  system  (Linkers  and  Abbod  1992).  A  large  value 
of  the  factor  will  cause  the  controller  to  operate  in  a  bang-bang  manner  driving  the 
system  to  saturation,  whilst  a  small  value  will  reduce  the  overall  system  gain  giving  a 
sluggish  transient.  The  scaling  equation  is  given  by  (Linkens  and  Abbod  1992): 
x 
x_ 
omax  x 
0x0 
Omax 
=  So  ö  (3.6) 
40 where  xo  the  crisp  output  value  to  the  plant,  xOnlax  the  maximum  plant  input,  X0  the 
resultant  fuzzy  output  action  value  and  XOrnaX  the  maximum  fuzzy  output  determined 
from  defuzzifying  a  positive  big  fuzzy  set  with  a  given  universe  of  discourse. 
3.4  Problems  with  existing  FLC  schemes 
A  fuzzy  PD  controller  is  usually  constructed  from  the  synthesis  of  a  conventional 
PD  controller  (Tu  and  Tu,  1988)  and  has  also  inherited  from  its  conventional 
counterpart  a  short-coming  of  poor  steady-state  error  and  stability  (Lee,  1993;  Chen  and 
Tong,  1994).  This  short-coming  has  made  the  controller  impractical  and  unfavourable 
for  implementation.  For  practical  sense,  the  fuzzy  PI  and  PID  controllers  have  excelled 
in  dealing  with  steady-state  error  and  allow  them  for  practical  applications.  The  fuzzy  PI 
controller  (proposed  by  Mamdani  and  Assilian,  1975)  uses  rules  that  specify  the 
relationship  between  the  error,  change-in-error  and  the  change  of  control  actions.  Such 
two-dimensional  (2-D)  fuzzy  PI  controllers  are  reported  of  a  poor  transient  response 
(Lee  1993;  Chen  and  Tong  1994)  due  to  the  use  of  accumulation  technique  for  the 
change  of  control  actions.  On  the  other  hand,  commonly  used  fuzzy  PID  controllers 
suffer  from  computational  demands  as  the  size  of  rule  base  increases  exponentially 
compared  with  the  PI  type.  A  three-dimensional  (3-D)  rule-base  is  usually  needed  for 
such  a  traditional  fuzzy  PID  controller.  For  example,  using  7  fuzzy  sets  for  each  input 
decision  variables,  the  fuzzy  PID  controller  will  require  343  (=73)  rules  for  a  complete 
combination  of  possible  input  conditions,  whereas  a  fuzzy  PI  controller  only  needs  49 
(=72)  rules.  A  reduced  rule-base  or  alternative  approach  is  thus  needed  to  reduce  the 
computation  time  for  the  fuzzy  PID  controller.  Abdelnourl  (1991)  has  achieved  a 
reduction  in  the  rule  base  using  the  symmetrical  properties  of  a  3-D  lookup  table. 
Hence,  an  extended  2-D  table  was  developed.  However,  in  this  approach,  the  rule  base 
only  provides  a  symmetrical  type  of  lookup  table  but  in  most  cases,  non-symmetrical 
types  are  encountered.  In  other  circumstance,  hybrid  fuzzy  PID  controllers  have  been 
developed  (Brehm  and  Rattan,  1994;  Chen  and  Tong,  1994)  to  avoid  using  a  3-D  rule 
base.  Brehm  (1994)  has  developed  such  controller,  whose  control  strategies  involve 
switching  between  fuzzy  PD  and  fuzzy  PI  control.  In  the  switching  process,  the  fuzzy 
41 PD  control  is  used  to  provide  "coarse"  actions  when  the  response  is  distant  from  the 
steady-state,  while  the  fuzzy  PI  provides  "fine"  actions  when  approaching  the  steady- 
state.  A  switching  criterion  is  needed  to  be  defined,  which  will  add  another  degree  of 
problem  in  the  design  process.  Lee  (1993)  has  proposed  a  "gain-scheduling"  method 
that  transforms  the  PD  system  into  a  PI  system  when  the  response  approaches  the 
steady-state.  The  short-fall  of  all  these  methods  is  that  they  do  not  retain  a  true  PID 
feature. 
3.5  Improved  Fuzzy  Logic  Control  Schemes 
For  any  fuzzy  controller,  real-time  implementation  can  be  very  challenging  since 
computing  of  control  decisions  can  be  very  computationally  intensive  and  this  has  driven 
researchers  to  seek  for  new  developments  in  computing  technology  such  as  fast 
computing  algorithms  or  faster  computers.  One  common  example  of  computational 
problems  as  mentioned  earlier  is  the  increase  of  the  number  of  fuzzy  implications  which 
in  turn  increase  the  complexity  of  a  fuzzy  system.  It  is,  therefore,  useful  to  review  PID 
control  again  and  to  study  its  implementation  technique.  Improved  fuzzy  control 
schemes  are  proposed  and  developed  in  this  section. 
As  part  of  the  research  underlying  towards  a  non-linear  and  robust  controller 
design,  the  PID  control  algorithm  has  formed  the  basis  for  the  fuzzy  controller  design 
approach.  In  this  thesis,  a  direct  implementation  technique  has  been  proposed  for  the 
fuzzy  PI  controller  which  only  required  a  single-dimensional  rule-base  for  computing  the 
fuzzy  control  actions.  Good  transient  and  steady-state  response  has  achieved  and  the 
direct  implementation  design  approach  is  extended  to  a  PID  type  controller  in  the  thesis. 
A  hybrid  fuzzy  PID  controller  is  developed  which  consists  of  fuzzy  PD  and  fuzzy 
PI.  The  fuzzy  PI  part  is  developed  based  from  the  former  direct  implementation 
technique  approach.  In  this  hybrid  PID  controller,  continuous  control  actions  have  been 
maintained  throughout  the  response  without  any  switching  of  control  strategies.  Further 
reductions  of  fuzzy  PID  rule-base  have  been  developed  using  the  direct  implementation 
technique  in  which  a  2-D  and  1-D  fuzzy  PID  controllers  are  being  produced.  True 
feature  of  a  PID  structure  has  been  maintained  in  these  fuzzy  controller  designs  without 
any  hybrid  approaches.  Additional  advantages  of  using  such  direct  implementation 
42 technique  are  that  a  selection  between  a  fuzzy  P  and  fuzzy  PI  controllers  is  feasible  in  1- 
D  fuzzy  PI  case,  whilst  a  selection  between  a  fuzzy  PD  and  P1!  )  controllers  in  the  2-D 
fuzzy  PID  case.  A  selection  between  fuzzy  P,  fuzzy  PI  and  fuzzy  PID  controllers  is  also 
possible  in  the  1-D  fuzzy  PID  case. 
In  the  application  of  genetic  algorithms  to  the  design  of  fuzzy  controller,  a  design 
flexibility  is  proposed  to  select  shapes  from  either  triangular,  trapezoidal  or  bell-shaped 
with  resemblance  of  either  former  types.  In  each  GA  designed  fuzzy  system,  a  pure  or 
mixture  types  of  membership  functions  may  be  obtained  for  each  fuzzy  variable.  Apart 
from  the  optimisation  of  rule-base  and  membership  functions,  scaling  factors  used  for 
f  izzification  of  each  input  decision  variable  of  the  fuzzy  controller  is  proposed  in  this 
thesis  to  be  optimised  by  GA. 
3.5.1  Improved  Membership  functions 
As  adopted  in  this  thesis  to  reflect  the  fuzzy  nature  of  linguistic  classifications, 
symmetrically  bell-type  of  exponential  membership  functions  (Ng  and  Li  1994)  are 
developed  given  by  : 
p.  (x)  =  exp  - 
Ix 
a, 
taxe  [-Big,  +Big] 
i 
(3.7) 
where  ie  (Zero,  ±  Small,  ±  Medium,  ±  Big)  and 
+Bigýx)  =1  dx  >  a+Big 
ß-Big  (x)  =1  , 
bx  <  a-Big 
where  ai  e  [-3,3]  is  termed  the  position  parameter  which,  describes  the  centre  point  of 
the  membership  function  along  the  universe  of  discourse,  ßi  e  [1.5,5.5]  is  the  shape 
parameter  which  resembles  evolutionary  shapes,  including  triangles  and  trapezoids,  and 
ßi  e  [0.05,5.0]  is  the  scale  parameter  which  modifies  the  base-length  of  the 
43 membership  functions  and  determines  the  amount  of  overlapping.  Note  also  that  in 
(3.7),  6i  is  not  included  in  the  power  of  ßi  and  this  will  allow  for  a  gradual  and 
consistent  change  in  base-length. 
In  simplified  designs,  pure  trapezoidal/triangle  membership  functions  are  given  by: 
I 
bl  -Ix-ail 
b1 
.  -a  1. 
0 
if 
Ix 
-  aila  i 
if  ai  <Ix-ai  <bi 
if 
Ix-ail 
?  bi 
(3.8) 
are  usually  adopted.  Here  al  E  [0,  bi]  is  the  top  length  from  the  origin  for  µ=  1.0  and  bi 
E  [0,5]  is  the  base  length  from  the  origin  for  p=0.  A  triangular  membership  function  is 
obtained  when  ai=0  Graphically,  such  a  membership  function  is  shown  in  Figure  3.7. 
1.0 
0.0 
a  ai  bi 
Figure  3.7:  Symmetrical  trapezoidal/triangle  membership  functions. 
However,  flexibility  can  be  established  to  allow  the  exponential  membership  function  to 
approximately  match  the  trapezoidal/triangular  membership  function.  For  a  membership 
function  governed  by  (3.8)  with  a  given  set  of  (a1,  b)  can  be  closely  represented  by  that 
governed  by  (3.7)  with: 
b.  Y 
ýi  - 
,,  1= 
fl  (a.,  bi) 
(3.9a) 
ýt  =r  -f2(a., 
b.  ) 
(3.9b) 
where 
44 ln(-ý) 
al 
ln(br  ) 
I 
And,  similarly,  for  a  given  set  of  (Q1,  ß1),  (3.7)  approximates  a  membership  functions 
of  (3.8)  with 
1  j: 
ai  =(-22a1)fii  =gl 
(3.10a) 
[b1 
=(-21c7 
)Qi 
=g21(a1,  ß1) 
(3.  lOb) 
The  choice  of  values  of  Xl  and  X2  are  determined  from  the  degree-of-membership 
function  such  that  p=0.05  (5%)  and  p=0.95  (95%),  respectively.  They  are  calculated  by: 
A1=  In(O.  05)  _  -3.0 
A2=  In(0.95)  _  -0.0513 
An  example  of  the  approximations  of  both  triangular/trapezoidal  membership  functions 
by  the  bell-shaped  functions  is  depicted  by  Figure  3.8a. 
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Figure  3.8a:  Approximations  of  both  triangular/trapezoidal  membership  functions  by  the 
bell-shaped  functions. 
45 In  this  thesis,  parameters  a1  , 
ßi 
,  and  b.  and  the  type  of  memberships  are  to  be 
optimised  by  the  genetic  algorithms.  During  the  optimisation  process,  the  parameters 
ß, 
,  and  b.  are  manipulated  by  using  (3.1  Oa  &  3.1  Ob)  to  design  GA  selected  type  of 
memberships.  Note  the  use  of  parameter  bI 
. 
in  optimisation.  This  is  to  allow  GA  to 
specify  exactly  the  required  base-length  of  the  membership  function  as  we  can  easily 
know  the  maximum  range  required.  Note  also  the  use  of  ß,  instead  of  a..  This  is  due 
to  two  reasons.  The  first  is  to  prevent  a  square  type  of  membership  function  produced 
by  the  GA  and  secondly,  the  maximum  range  required  for  ßi  can  easily  be  known 
whereas  al  is  dependent  on  bl 
. 
Examples  of  membership  functions  produced  by  GA  are 
depicted  by  Figure  3.8b.  These  membership  functions  are  belong  to  one  of  the  GA 
designed  fuzzy  PID  controller  which  is  to  be  discussed  in  the  later  section. 
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Figure  3.8b:  Examples  of  membership  functions  produced  by  GA  for  a  fuzzy  controller. 
3.5.2  PI-type  fuzzy  control 
Consider  a  conventional  proportion  plus  integral  controller  whose  control  law  is 
given  by: 
46 uul(k)=Kpe(k)+KI, 
oe(i)Et 
(3.11) 
For  most  fuzzy  PI  controller,  the  control  law  is  implemented  from  PD  means  followed 
by  integration,  as  given  by  (Lee  1993;  Chen  and  Tong  1994): 
AuPJ(k)= 
[K1ek+Kp  Le`  )lJ 
(3.12) 
up,  (k)  =  up,  (k  -1)+Aup,  (k) 
Such  fuzzy  PI  controller  uses  2  input  decision  variables,  namely,  e(k) and 
'ei) 
pair  or 
e(k)  and  Ae(k)  pair,  employing  a  two-dimensional  rule-base.  This  type  of  fuzzy  PI 
implementations  are  reported  to  have  poor  transient  response  (jerking)  (Lee  1993;  Chen 
and  Tong  1994)  due  to  the  lost  of  information  in  differentiating  e(k)  to  form 
Ae(k) 
and  then  in  accumulating  (integrating)  De(k)  back  again  to  form  :  Ae(i).  In  addition,  a 
winding-up  problem  may  be  encountered  in  implementations.  For  example  in  a  slow 
control  system,  when  the  response  is  distant  from  the  steady-state,  the  fuzzy  output 
Duu1(k)  may  always  at  its  maximum  value.  An  excessive  accumulations  of  Dup,  (k) 
may  occur  by  the  time  the  response  reaches  the  steady-state.  Although  a  reversal  fuzzy 
output  is  produced  when  the  response  exceeds  the  steady-state,  it  may  not  be  fast 
enough  to  recover  the  excessive  accumulations  of  Dup,  (k)  due  to  bounded  fuzzy 
output  value.  Hence  a  wind-up  is  occurred. 
In  order  to  eliminate  excessive  errors  occurred  in  unnecessary  calculations  in 
differentiation  and  accumulation,  a  Direct  Implementation  Fuzzy  PI  (DI-FPI)  controller 
is  thus  developed  in  this  thesis.  To  achieve  this  and  a  reduced  rule-base,  rewrite  (3.11) 
into 
. 
47 k 
up,  (k)=  Kpe(k)+0i  ÖKpe(i)Ot 
up(k)+o&tl 
öup(i)  (3.13a) 
where  up(k)  =  Kpe(k) 
and 
KI 
KP 
(3.13b) 
Alike  the  commonly  used  PI  controller  of  (3.12),  the  control  law  (3.13a)  has  also  two 
gain  parameters,  Kp  and  0,  to  be  defined.  But  in  DI-FPI  scheme,  however,  the 
controller  only  needs  one  feedback  input  decision  variable,  i.  e.  e(k).  Hence,  a  one- 
dimensional  (1-D)  rule-base  could  be  sufficient  in  this  case.  In  this  DI-FPI  approach,  the 
controller  can  be  easily  switched  to  P  control  by  setting  0=0,  when  necessary.  The 
design  of  such  a  fuzzy  controller  by  hand  may  appear  to  be  difficult,  as  the  fuzzy  logic 
decision  making  is  only  based  upon  information  on  e(k)  and  not  upon  the  relationship 
between  e(k)  and  De(k).  This  problem  is  overcome  by  a  systematic  approach  based  on 
the  genetic  algorithm  oriented  design  automation  technique  (Ng  and  Li  1994;  Li  and  Ng 
1995)  to  be  discussed  in  the  next  section. 
3.5.3  3-D  rule-base  fuzzy  PID  control 
In  the  commonly  implemented  PID  fuzzy  control  scheme  (Abdelnour  1991;  Huang 
and  Lin  1993),  the  "velocity  algorithm"  is  written  as  follows: 
k 
upID(k)=Kpe(k)+KI  I:  e(i)At+KD 
se(k) 
1=o  er 
=  uPID(k-1)+AuPID(k)  (3.14) 
48 where 
DuPID(k)= 
{Kje(k)+Kp  Aet)+KD  ý2e2 
At 
er 
2 
A  3-dimensional  rule-base,  defined  by  e(k), 
&(k) 
and 
e(k) 
, 
is  used  in  the 
Ott 
traditional  implementation.  This  complicates  the  design  and  increases  the  real-time 
computational  efforts  as  the  size  of  rule-base  will  increase  exponentially  with  the 
increase  of  the  number  of  fuzzy  sets  used  for  each  input  decision  variable.  A  reduced 
rule-base  or  alternative  approach  will  be  needed  in  order  to  reduce  the  computational 
time  and  this  is  almost  unachievable  by  manual  designs.  Further,  similar  to  the  traditional 
fuzzy  PI  control,  this  implementation  may  also  experience  poor  transient  in  a  change  of 
sampling  time  due  to  the  excessive  computational  errors  generated  in  the  differentiation 
and  integration  process  discussed  earlier.  A  windup  problem  may  also  encounter  in 
implementations. 
3.5.4  2.5-D  rule-base  fuzzy  PID  control 
Aiming  towards  reducing  the  fuzzy  rule-base,  a  2.5-dimensional  rule-base 
structure  approach  is  developed  (Li  and  Ng  1995)  and  given  by: 
uPD(k)  =  KPe(k)+KD 
De(k) 
(3.15a)  Ot 
,k 
ul(k)  =ý  Kpe(i)Ot 
i=0 
k  (3.15b) 
_1u  p(i)Ot 
i=0 
uPID(k)  =  uPD(k)+ul(k)  (3.15c) 
where 
49 t  to 
Kp=Kp+Kp  (3.15d) 
KI 
_-,  (3.15e) 
Kp 
Such  scheme  has  combined  the  Direct  Implementation  of  fuzzy  I  (DI-FI)  controller  with 
the  conventional  fuzzy  PD  controller  as  given  in  equation  (3.3).  Hence  this  hybrid  fuzzy 
PID  controller  provides  fuzzy  PD  plus  fuzzy  I  control  actions  without  switching  actions. 
The  rule-base  of  this  hybrid  system  has  used  a  2-dimensional  lookup  table  for  the  fuzzy 
PD  part  and  a  1-dimensional  table  for  the  fuzzy  I  part.  Three  scaling  factors  and  an 
integral  constant  O'  have  to  be  used  in  such  designs  and,  these  complicate  the  design 
process.  Furthermore,  simultaneous  design  of  both  rule-bases  for  fuzzy  PD  and  fuzzy  I 
may  be  difficult  due  to  asymmetrical  system  found  in  most  cases. 
Similar  type  of  hybrid  system  can  also  be  achieved  with  this  2.5-D  rule-base 
structure  in  which  it  consists  of  both  conventional  fuzzy  PD  and  direct  implemented 
fuzzy  PI  controllers.  The  control  law  for  such  hybrid  system  is  described  by: 
u  pD(k)  =  KPe(k)+KD 
se(k) 
()  At  316a 
.k  II 
upj(k)=KPe(k)+0  E  Kpe(i)Ot 
/=0 
=  up(k)+o  Zk  up(i)At 
(3.16b) 
i=0 
uPID(k)  =  uPD(k)+u  pj(k)  (3.16e) 
3.5.5  2-D  rule-base  fuzzy  PID  control  :  Type-I 
Similarly,  this  thesis  presents  a  2-D  Direct  Implementation  Fuzzy  PID  (DI- 
FPID)  control  scheme.  Here  the  control  law  is  expressed  by  a  sum  of  PD  and  PI  control 
terms  given  by: 
50 uPD(k)  = 
KPe(k)+KD  Eeý)  (3.17a) 
where 
of  k 
upj(k)=Kpe(k)+KI  Ee(i)At  (3.17b) 
i=0 
uPID(k)  =  uPD(k)+up,  (k)  (3.17c) 
1  88  Kp  =Kp+Kp  (3.17d) 
and  KP  and  KP  are  to  be  determined. 
Similar  to  the  development  of  the  DI-FPI  scheme,  a  one-dimensional  reduction  in 
the  rule-base  could  also  be  achieved  in  this  DI-FPID  scheme.  To  proceed  with  this,  first 
study  the  derivative  of  up,  (k). 
By  (3.11),  it  yields: 
Duet  (k) 
=  KP  ae(  ) 
+Kle(k) 
Multiplying  a  similar  constant,  ip,  and  At  on  both  sides  leads  to: 
Let 
and 
rpLupj(k)=ýtKje(k)+rp&tKPýAt 
) 
(3.18a) 
Kp= 
cp&tKl  (3.18b) 
_K  Kp 
92ät  (3.18c) 
51 then,  from  (3.18a),  (3.17a)  becomes 
upD(k)=VAuu1(k)=co{uP1(k)-upj(k-1)} 
(3.18d) 
Here  the  values  of 
KI￿  KP 
and  rp  are  independently  determined  by  (3.17d),  (3.18b) 
and  (3.18c)  from  Kp,  KI  and  KD.  Thus  this  FPID  can  be  implemented  from  (3.12) 
and  the  following: 
uPID(k)  =(I+  p)upj(k)  -  API  (k-1) 
(3.18e) 
The  computational  efforts  and  complexity  are,  now,  have  been  very  much  reduced  in 
this  DI  approach.  Similar  to  the  DI-FPI  algorithm,  this  DI-FPID  implementation  can 
also  be  switched  from  a  PI  controller  to  a  PID  controller  by  setting  q,  =0.  Due  to  the 
problem  of  information  loss  associated  with  uul(k)  given  in  (3.12),  such  DI-FPID 
implemented  from  PI  action  will  suffer  from  poor  transient  and  deviate  far  from  the 
desired  set  point.  Hence,  it  will  not  be  pursued  in  this  thesis  for  further  investigation  of 
its  performances. 
3.5.6  2-D  rule-base  fuzzy  PID  control  :  Type-II 
Similarly,  the  fuzzy  PID  controller  can  also  be  implemented  from  the  PD  action 
given  in  (3.17a)  with  a  2-D  rule-base.  In  this  case,  switching  between  the  PD  and  PID 
schemes  are  possible.  First,  re-arrange  the  uP1(k)  term  to  become: 
k 
ujl(k)  KIe(i)+Kp 
er')  er 
J 
r_  -0 
Let 
52 K 
KP=  I 
(3.19a) 
Kp=ýKD 
(3.19b) 
Then 
,k 
upl(k)=9  E  uPD(i)6t 
i=0  (3.19c) 
Thus,  from  equation  (3.17c),  the  control  law  of  the  conventional  PID  controller  can  be 
re-written  as: 
k 
uPID(k)  =  UPD(k)+g9  upD(i)Ot 
1=0  (3.19d) 
where  upD(k)  is  given  by  (3.17a).  There  are  3  gain  parameters,  namely  1CP,  KD  and 
qi  ,  to  be  defined  in  this  DI-FPID  control  scheme.  These  are  also  related  to  the 
parameters  in  (3.14)  and  are  independently  obtained  by  (3.17d),  (3.19a)  and  (3.19b) 
from  a  given  set  of  K.  KI  and  KD.  From  equation  (3.19d),  u  pID(k)  is  determined 
based  on  uPD(k)  actions  and,  hence,  uses  2  input  decision  variables  to  compute  its 
control  action  from  a  2-D  rule-base.  The  computational  efforts  and  complexity  are,  also, 
have  been  reduced  similarly  to  the  DI-FPID  implemented  from  PI  action.  Selection 
between  a  PD  controller  and  PID  controller  is  also  provided  here  by  defining  the  value 
of  9;.  In  this  approach,  it  enjoys  similar  advantages  in  DI-FPI  without  the  needs  to 
perform  unnecessary  calculations  in  differentiation  and  accumulation.  Performances  of 
such  DI-FPID  control  system  derived  from  PD  action  will  be  discussed  in  the  later 
section  for  non-linear  control  applications. 
3.5.7  1-D  rule-base  fuzzy  PID  control 
Based  on  the  above  derivations,  a  further  reduction  of  rule-base  is  also  possible. 
For  this,  rewrite  (3.14)  using  (3.13a)  to  become: 
53 KkKK 
uPID(k)  =K  pe(k)  +K  Atl  EO  K  pe(i)  + 
KP  t 
KPe(k)  -Kt  KPe(k  -1) 
KkKK 
=u  u(k)+Kýett7-  up(k)+KP 
tu°(k)-KP  tup(k-1) 
KKkK 
tup(k-1) 
=(1+K  At 
)u  (k)+KI  At  Y-  up(i)  K  OD  pp  i=0  p 
....  k  of 
=(1+ý  )up(k)+rp  At  up(i)-0  uu(k-1)  (3.20) 
i=0 
which  also  requires  the  gains  KP,  KI  and  KD  determined  independently. 
3.6  Design  Issues 
3.6.1  The  design  task 
The  selection  and  formation  of  fuzzy  control  laws  play  a  vital  part  of  the  design 
process.  Different  control  laws  will  have  different  effects  in  the  controllers  response 
performance.  For  example,  the  fuzzy  PD  controller  developed  from  the  conventional 
means  will  have  poor  steady-state  response  but  has  achieved  good  performance  in 
transient  response.  Due  to  the  failure  in  eliminating  steady-state  error,  the  fuzzy  PD 
controller  has  been  rejected  for  practical  usage  in  many  applications.  In  the  other  hand, 
fuzzy  PI  and  PID  controllers  have  excelled  in  dealing  steady-state  error  and,  therefore, 
they  are  in  favour  for  practical  usage.  As  discussed  in  above  Section  3.5,  commonly 
used  fuzzy  PI  and  PID  controllers  had  encountered  problem  in  transient  response  and 
design  complexity,  respectively.  Thus  direct  implemented  fuzzy  controllers  offer 
efficient  alternative  and  they  are  given  as  follows: 
54 (a)  Fuzzy  PI  controller  in  (3.13  a): 
(b)  2.5-D  rule-base  Fuzzy  PID  controller  in  (3.15a--c): 
(c) 
. 
2-D  rule-base  fuzzy  PID  controller  :  Type-H  in  (3.17a  &  3.19d): 
(d)  1-D  rule-base  fuzzy  PH)  controller  in  (3.20): 
From  the  discussion  in  section  3.3  and  3.4,  it  can  be  seen  that  after  the  selection  of 
a  suitable  FLC  scheme  as  detailed  in  section  3.5,  the  issues  concerning  the  design  of  the 
FLC  lies  in  the  choices  of  the  following: 
Coarse  design: 
(a)  Number  of  fuzzy  input  and  output  decision  variables,  e.  g.  antecedents  and 
consequences; 
(b)  Number  of  fuzzy  sets  for  each  decision  variable  s,  e.  g.  +B,  +M,  +S,  etc.; 
(c)  The  range  of  the  universe  of  discourse  for  each  decision  variable; 
(d)  Rule  structure,  e.  g.  IF  THEN  structure; 
(e)  Number  of  rules; 
(f)  Fuzzy  inference  methods,  e.  g.  min-max  operation,  product-max,  etc.; 
(g)  Defuzzification  methods,  e.  g.,  centre  of  gravity  method,  singleton  method, 
etc.;  and 
(h)  Fuzzy  control  laws,  e.  g.  PD-type,  PI-type,  PH)-type; 
Fine  design: 
(a)  Types  of  membership  functions,  e.  g.  triangular,  trapezoidal,  bell-type,  etc.; 
(b)  Parameters  of  membership  functions,  e.  g.  a,,  ß,  and  bt  ; 
(c)  Scaling  types,  e.  g.  input  and  output  scaling  factors; 
(d)  integral  scaling  constants,  cp,  4,  etc.;  and 
(e)  rule-base  ,  e.  g,  antecedents  and  consequences  or  consequences  only; 
The  crucial  and  time-consuming  design  step  in  FLC  is  the  derivation  of  fuzzy  rules.  In 
the  usual  manual  design  methods,  these  rule  are  collected  by  the  following  acquisition 
means  (Lee,  1990):  (1)  expert  experience  and  control  engineering  knowledge;  (2)  based 
on  operator's  control  actions;  (3)  based  on  the  fuzzy  model  of  the  process;  and  (4)  based 
on  learning.  In  all,  symmetrical  properties  of  the  rule-base  is  usually  assumed  and  that 
will  sacrifice  the  controller  performance.  Apart  from  these,  the  scaling  factors  and 
parameters  of  membership  function  whose  values  are  usually  determined  by  trail-and- 
55 error  methods  based  on  evaluations  of  controller  performance  in  simulation.  Therefore 
most  of  the  development  time  is  devoted  to  the  quest  for  efficient  membership  functions 
and  a  complete  rule-base.  A  satisfactory  performance  of  the  manual  designed  FLC  is 
usually  evolved  in  the  end  of  the  trial-and-error.  On  the  other  hand,  the  proposed  direct 
implementation  methods  for  reduced  rule-base  also  have  their  own  difficulties.  Such  that 
their  designs  and  the  design  of  membership  functions  are  made  sensitive  for  manual 
design  approach.  Thus  an  accurate  design  would  be  difficult  to  achieve  by  hand  and  it 
would  be  more  difficult  than  designing  a  simple  proportional  controller. 
3.6.2  Genetic  algorithms  based  design  automation  methodology 
Due  to  the  difficulties  discussed  earlier,  an  efficient  design  method  is  needed  for 
the  fuzzy  control  system.  The  problem  of  fuzzy  logic  control  system  design  is  equivalent 
to  a  multi-modal  multi-objective  optimisation  problem.  In  the  context  of  optimised 
designs,  this  design  problem  is  usually  "unsolvable"  by  conventional  analytical  or 
numerical  means  (Li,  1995).  Therefore  the  gradient  based  design  techniques  or  by  trail- 
and-error  means  are  inefficient  to  solve  such  multi-dimensional  optimisation  problem  in 
an  multi-modal  space. 
A  genetic  algorithm  based  design  technique  provides  an  alternative  fuzzy  control 
design  approach  and  produces  unexpectable  good  performances  in  many  cases. 
Therefore  it  is  developed  in  the  next  section  to  realise  the  benefit  of  reduced-rule 
implementations.  Of  course,  this  technique  is  also  applicable  to  traditional 
implementation  (Ng  and  Li  1994;  Li  and  Ng  1995).  This  thesis  treats  the  design  of  the 
FLC  system  in  a  uniform  way.  Each  GA  candidate  design  is  coded  by  a  parameter 
vector,  representing  the  choice  of  membership  shapes,  the  parameters  of  the  shapes, 
selection  of  individual  memberships,  the  appropriate  elements  of  the  rule-base,  the 
scaling  factors  and  the  choice  of  an  integral  action  in  the  control  law.  All  of  the 
parameter  vectors  thus  form  a  multi-dimensional  solution  space.  In  engineering  and  real- 
world  applications,  the  model  of  the  system  to  be  controlled  is  usually  known  or  is 
approximated.  This  permits  an  off-line  design  based  on  the  model  and  is  important  to  the 
accuracy  and  quality  of  the  design  when  the  system  is  nonlinear  or  presents  an 
asymmetric  input-output  behaviour.  Using  the  available  model,  the  unsolvable  design 
problem  can  be  transform  in  to  a  solvable  "non-polynomial"  problem  by  exhaustive 
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however,  not  practically  implementable,  due  to  the  exponential  search  time  required.  A 
genetic  algorithm  based  evolutionary  computing  technique  is  thus  developed  to 
transform  this  non-polynomial  problem  into  a  "non-deterministic  polynomial  problem", 
which  requires  search  time  bounded  by  a  polynomial  of  the  search  dimension,  by  trading 
off  precision  slightly  (Li,  1995).  This  methodology  thus  permits  computer-aided  design 
automation  to  be  practically  implemented.  The  non-deterministic  and  intelligent  search  is 
guided  by  the  genetic  evolution,  yielding  globally  optimised  designs. 
Over  the  past  five  years,  optimal  FLC  designs  using  genetic  algorithms  are  widely 
reported.  The  parameters  of  the  fuzzy  controller  that  commonly  optimised  by  the  GA 
are  the  fuzzy  rule-base  and  parameters  (position,  base-length  and  shape)  of  membership 
functions  (Karr  et.  al  1989;  Homaifar  and  McCormick  1991;  Linkens  and  Nyongesa, 
1992;  Wang  and  Kwok  1992;  Hessburg  et.  al  1993;  Liska  and  Melsheimer  1994). 
However,  all  GA  optimised  membership  functions  whose  shapes  are  exclusively 
designed  with  a  pure  triangular,  trapezoidal  or  bell-shaped  type.  These  may  lack  of 
completeness  in  FLC  design.  Therefore,  the  next  subsection  dictates  a  complete  and 
systematic  design  of  an  FLC  using  GA  through  the  example  of  a  fuzzy  PID  controller 
design.  This  provides  an  insight  to  a  design  automation. 
3.6.3  Formation  of  GA  based  designs 
In  the  design  of  a  fuzzy  controller  using  a  genetic  algorithm,  two  specific  areas  of 
design  choices  are  to  be  considered.  They  are,  mainly,  fuzzy  controller  design  choices  in 
section  3.6.1  and  design  choices  in  the  genetic  algorithm  itself  in  chapter  2  section  2.5. 
A  flow  chart  of  the  controller  design  package  using  a  genetic  algorithm  is  given  in 
Appendix  I.  To  demonstrate  the  design  process,  the  direct  implemented  2-D  fuzzy  PID 
controller  for  a  single-input  single  output  (SISO)  control  system  is  used  as  an  example 
here: 
Fuzzy  controller  design  choices: 
The  design  choices  associated  with  such  DI-FPID  controller  are  listed  as  follows: 
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(a)  2  input  and  1  output  decision  variables; 
(b)  7  fuzzy  sets  for  each  decision  variables; 
(c)  An  universe  of  discourse  of  range  -3  to  +3; 
(d)  Rule  structure  :  If  x  is  A  and  x  is  B  Then  u  pD  ; 
(e)  49  (=72)  rules; 
(f)  min-max  operation; 
(g)  Singleton  de-fuzzification  technique; 
(h)  control  law: 
,k 
upjD(k)=(9  Z  upD(i)At+upD(k) 
i=0 
(ii)  Fuzzy  parameter  sets  to  be  optimised  by  GA: 
(a)  Selection  of  membership  type  between  triangular/trapezoidal  or  bell-type; 
(b)  al,  (3i  and  bi  parameters  of  input  membership  functions; 
(c)  ai  parameters  of  output  membership  functions  (Note:  ßi  and  b  are 
redundant  as  singleton  de-fuzzification  is  used) 
(d)  Input  scaling  factors,  S.  and  SS  (Note:  Output  scaling  factor  So  is  fixed  to 
1); 
(e)  Integral  scaling  constant,  i; 
(f)  49  consequences  of  rules. 
Design  choices  in  GA: 
After  FLC  design  choices,  the  next  consideration  is  the  design  choices  in  genetic 
algorithm  and  they  are  given  as  follows: 
(a)  population  size  =  100;  (due  to  the  size  of  the  problem) 
(b)  A  rank-based  selection  scheme  in  Section  2.2.2;  (better  than  the  traditional 
roulette  scheme  selection) 
(c)  Multiple  crossover  strategy  with  its  rate  fixed  at  0.7;  (better  than  single-point 
crossover  strategy) 
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(Needs  no  prior  knowledge  of  fixing  the  rate) 
(e)  A  generation  gap  method  in  Section  2.2.5;  (for  improvement  of  GA  convergence 
time) 
(fl  A  prior  knowledge  with  the  use  of  an  ideal  rule-base  discussed  in  section  3.3.3; 
(for  a  good  start  of  the  search) 
(g)  Non-binary  integer  coding  in  (2.2)  with  multiple  range  coding;  and  (for  a  shorter 
chromosome  length  and  flexible  range  coding) 
(h)  Fitness  function  in  (2.  la&b).  (for  low  overshoots,  fast  rise-time  and  minimum 
steady-state  errors) 
In  the  literature,  binary  coding  is  commonly  used  in  FLC  designs  using  GA  (Karr,  1991; 
Hwang  et.  al,  1992;  Linkens  and  Nyongesa,  1992;  Wang  and  Kwok,  1993;  Hessburg  et. 
al,  1993;  Cooper  and  Vidal,  1994).  However,  there  are  problems  associated  with  such 
coding  scheme,  such  as  "Hamming  Cliffs"  effects,  large  chromosome  length,  large  run- 
time  of  the  GA  and  inflexibility  of  decoding  range  as  discussed  in  Chapter  2.  Therefore, 
a  non-binary  integer  coding  scheme  is  proposed  in  this  thesis  with  a  flexibility  in  coding 
range  selection.  It  provides  less  "Hamming  Cliffs"  effects  and  reduces  the  chromosome 
length  for  improvements  in  the  run-time  of  the  GA. 
Due  to  the  use  of  7  fuzzy  sets  for  each  decision  variable,  Base-7  integer  coding 
scheme  is  adopted  for  maximising  the  computer  effort.  As  implemented  in  Turbo  Pascal 
in  a  66NIHz  personal  computer,  the  coding/decoding  for  fuzzy  parameter  sets  is 
provided  as  follows: 
{Input  Scaling  factor  for  Xe(k)  } 
case  chrom[1]  of 
0:  Se  :  =O.  0+(((chrom[2]*49)+(chrom[3]*7)+(chrom[4]))*(0.342-0.0)/342 
1,2:  Se  :  =O.  0+(((chrom[2]*49)+(chrom[3]*7)+(chrom[4]))*(3.42-0.0)/342 
3,4:  Se  :  O.  0+(((chrom[2]*49)+(chrom[3]*7)+(chrom[4]))*(34.2-0.0)/342 
5,6:  Se  :  0.0+(((chrom[2]*49)+(chrom[3]*7)+(chrom[4]))*(342-0.0)/342 
end; 
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(k)  } 
case  chrom[5]  of 
0  :  S.  :  =O.  O+(((chrom[6]*49)+(chrom[7]*7)+(chrom[g]))*(0.342-0.0)1342 
1,2:  S.:  =O.  0+(((chrom[6]  *49)+(chrom[7]  *7)+(chrom[8]))*(3.42-0.0)/342 
3,4:  S.:  =0.0+(((chrom[6]*49)+(chrom[7]*7)+(chrom[8]))*(34.2-0.0)/342 
5,6:  S.:  =O.  0+(((chrom[6]  *49)+(chrom[7]  *7)+(chrom[8]))*(342-0.0)/342 
end; 
{Integral  Scaling  constant} 
case  chrom[9]  of 
0  :9'  :  ý0.0+(((Chrom[10J*49)+(chrom[l  l]*7)+(chrom[12]))*(0.00342-0.0) 
1,2:  rp  :  O.  0+(((chrom[10]*49)+(chrom[11]*7)+(chrom[12]))*(0.0342-0.0) 
3,4:  (o  :  =O.  0+(((chrom[10]*49)+(chrom[11]*7)+(chrom[12]))*(0.342-0.0) 
5,6:  (o  :  =O.  0+(((chrom[10]*49)+(chrom[l  l]*7)+(chrom[12]))*(3.42-0.0) 
end; 
{Input  membership  functions  -position  parameters  a.  for  Xe(k)  } 
a±S  :  0.1+(((chrom[  13]  *7)+(chrom[  14]))*(2.25-0.1)148); 
a±M:  =(a±S+0.1)+(((chrom[15J*7)+(chrom[16]))*(2.75  (a±S+0.1))/48); 
{Note  aZO  and  a±B  are  fixed  at  0.0  and  3.0  respectively} 
{Input  membership  functions  -position  parameters  a1  for  Xe.  (k)  } 
atS  :  =O.  1+(((chrom[17]  *7)+(chrom[181))*(2.25-0.1)148); 
a±M  :  =(a±S+0.1)+(((chrom[19]  *7)+(chrom[20]))*(2.75-(a±S+0.1))148); 
{Note  aZo  and  a±B  are  fixed  at  0.0  and  3.0  respectively} 
(Output  membership  functions  -position  parameters  al  for  X0(k)  ) 
ats  :  =O.  1+(((chrom[21  ]*  7)+(chrom[22]))*(2.25-0.1)/48); 
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{Note  aZo  and  a±B  are  fixed  at  0.0  and  3.0  respectively} 
{Input  membership  functions  -base-length  parameters  b.  for  Xe  (k)  } 
b±B  :  =(0.25+(((chrom[25]*7)+(chrom[26]))*(3.0-0.025)/48)); 
b±M  :  =(0.25+(((chrom[27]*7)+(chrom[28]))*(3.0-0.025)/48)); 
b±s  :  =(0.25+(((chrom[29]*7)+(chrom[30]))*(3.0-0.025)/48)); 
bZo  :  (0.25+(((chrom[31]  *7)+(chrom[32]))*(3.0-0.025)/48)); 
{Input  membership  functions  -base-length  parameters  b.  for  X.  (k)  } 
b±B  :  =(0.25+(((chrom[33]*7)+(chrom[34]))*(3.0-0.025)/48)); 
b±M  :  =(0.25+(((chrom[35]*7)+(chrom[36]))*(3.0-0.025)/48)); 
b±s  :  =(0.25+(((chrom[37]*7)+(chrom[38]))*(3.0-0.025)/48)); 
bzo  :  =(0.25+(((chrom[39]*7)1(chrom[40]))*(3.0-0.025)/48)); 
{Input  membership  functions  -shape  parameters  fl,  for  X.  (k)  } 
Q±B  :  =1.5+((chrom[41])*(4.5-1.5)/6); 
ß±M:  =1.5+((chrom[42])*(4.5-1.5)/6); 
ß±S  :  =1.5+((chrom[43])*(4.5-1.5y6); 
ßZ0  :  =1.5+((cprom  [44])*(4.5-1.5)/6); 
{Input  membership  functions  -shape  parameters  6l  for  X.  (k)  } 
)6±B  :  =1.5+((chrom[45])*(4.5-1.5)/6); 
ß±M  :  =1.5+((c  prom  [46])  *  (4.5.1.5)/6); 
ß±S  :  =1.5+((chrom  [47])*(4.5-1.5)/6); 
ßzo  :  =1.5+((chrom[48])*(4.5-1.5)/6); 
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If  chrom[49]<3  then  M  type±B:  =L  else  M  typetg:  =N; 
If  chrom[50]<3  then  M  typet  1:  =L  else  M  type:  =N; 
üchrom[51]<3  then  M  type±S:  =L  else  M  typeeS:  =N; 
If  chrom[52]<3  then  M  typeZO:  =L  else  M  typeZ0:  =N; 
{Note:  L  represents  triangular/trapezoidal-type  and  N  represents  bell-type.  } 
(Input  membership  functions  -membership-  type  parameters  (Linear/Non-linear)  for  X.  (k)  } 
If  chrom[53]<3  then  M  type  fg:  =L  else  M  type±B:  =N 
If  chrom[54]<3  then  M  type  f:  =L  else  M  type  ±M:  =N; 
If  chrom[55]<3  then  M  type±S:  =L  else  M_typeeS:  =N; 
If  chrom[56]<3  then  M  typezo:  =L  else  M  typeZ0:  =N; 
{Note:  L  represents  triangular/trapezoidal-type  and  N  represents  bell-type.  } 
{Rule-base} 
for  j:  =1  to  49  do 
begin 
k:  =56+j; 
member[j]:  =chrom[k]; 
end; 
{Note:  member(j]  stores  control  actions  for  49  rules.  } 
3.7  Application  to  a  liquid  level  control  system 
Without  loss  of  generality,  a  laboratory-scale  non-linear  coupled  liquid-level 
regulation  system  shown  in  Figure  3.9  is  used  in  the  pilot  study  of  this  work  to 
demonstrate  the  controller  designs  using  the  genetic  algorithm  assisted  design  method. 
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In  this  laboratory-scale  system  as  operated  in  a  single-input  single-output  (SISO) 
configuration,  the  input  flow  to  Tank  1  is  used  as  the  system  input,  Q1  (cm3/s),  which 
maps  from  an  actuator  voltage  in  the  implementation  and  controls  the  liquid  level  in 
Tank  2,  x2  (cm).  The  input  to  Tank  2,  Q2  (cm3/s),  is  used  as  a  constantly-biased 
disturbance.  The  non-linear  state-space  equation  of  the  system  is  given  by 
A-1=  Qlul  -  alcl  2g(xl  -  x2  ) 
A 
dr  =  alcl  2g(x1-  x2)  -  a2c2  2g(x2  -  x0)  +Q2u2 
3.21 
where  A=  100  cm2,  is  the  cross-section  of  both  tanks;  a1=  0.386  cm2  and  a2  =  0.976 
cm2,  the  orifice  areas  of  Tank  1  and  Tank  2;  respectively;  cl=c2=0.58,  the  discharge 
constants  for  Tank  1  and  Tank  2,  respectively;  xl  and  x2  (cm),  the  liquid  level  of  Tank  1 
and  Tank  2,  respectively;  Q1=Q2=2000  cm3/min/volt  (max.  ),  the  maximum  inflow  rate 
per  actuating  volt  for  Tank  1  and  Tank  2,  respectively;  x0=  3  cm,  the  height  of  the 
orifices  in  both  tanks;  g=981  cm/s2,  the  gravitational  constant;  and  u1=u2=1  (max),  the 
control  input  to  Tank  1  and  Tank  2,  respectively.  A  maximum  of  5  volts  of  the  actuating 
voltage  is  used  to  linearly  map  onto  the  maximum  inflow  rate  Q=2000  cm3/min. 
The  objective  of  this  SISO  control  system  is  to  drive,  through  the  input  to  Tank  1, 
the  liquid  level  at  Tank  2  towards  the  desired  level  of  10  cm  as  fast  as  possible  with 
minimum  overshoots  and  steady-state  errors.  Subsequently  a  step-down  command  of  5 
cm  is  given  at  800  s  with  the  same  objective  as  the  step-up  operation.  In  this  SISO 
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, control  system,  a  transportation  delay  of  6s  is  used  as  obtained  from  the  real  laboratory- 
scale  system.  As  implemented  in  Turbo  Pascal  and  using  the  4th-order  Runge  Kutta 
method,  genetic  algorithm  based  controllers  are  designed  based  on  such  laboratory-scale 
system  and  to  be  discussed  in  the  following  sections. 
3.7.1  Design  simulation  by  evolutionary 
Based  on  the  design  objective  criteria  (fitness  function)  and  non-binary  integer 
coding  scheme  discussed  in  Chapter  2  equations  (2.  la&b)  and  (2.2),  respectively,  the 
fuzzy  controllers  devised  from  the  PID  structure  are  designed  using  GA  whose 
simulated  results  are  depicted  in  Figures  3.10-  3.14.  As  for  fuzzy  PI  controller  designs, 
Figure  3.10  shows  simulated  closed-loop  responses  from  conventional  2-D  rule-base 
fuzzy  PI  (C-FPI)  and  1-D  rule-base  direct  implemented  fuzzy  PI  controllers  (DI-FPI). 
And  as  for  fuzzy  PID  configurations,  Figure  3.11--  3.14  show  simulated  closed-loop 
responses  from  conventional  3-D  rule-base  fuzzy  PID  (C-FPID),  2.5-D  rule-base  DI- 
FPID,  2-D  rule-base  DI-FPID  and  1-D  rule-base  DI-FPID  controllers,  respectively.  To 
further  verify  the  performance  of  the  GA  designed  control  systems  in  terms  of  rejection 
of  disturbances,  a  constant  inflow  of  liquid  of  Q2=500  cm3/min  is  applied  at  an  interval 
of  400  s.  This  is  to  test  the  robustness  in  rejecting  bounded  disturbances. 
(i)  Fuzzy  PI  controllers: 
Using  similar  GA  assisted  design  approach  discussed  in  section  3.6.3,  fuzzy  PI 
controllers  are  automatically  designed  with  PI  control  structures  as  follows: 
Conventional  fuzzy  PI  controller(C-FPI) 
Rule  structure: 
If  x2  is  A  and  z2  is  B  Then  Auu1 
Control  law: 
u  1(k)=uPl(k-1)+Dupj(k) 
Direct  implemented  1-D  rule-base  fuzzy 
PI  controller  (DI-FPI) 
Rule  structure: 
If  x2  is  A  Then  up 
Control  laww. 
k 
ujl(k)=ý  uu(i)tt+up(k) 
i=0 
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(a)  2-D  rule-base  conventional  fuzzy  PI  controller: 
Rule-base: 
+B 
XQ)e 
_B 
xý  (r) 
+B  +M  +s  14  -M  -B 
-B  -B  -B  -B  -M  $  +M 
-B  -M  -M  -M  -S  +S  +S 
-B  -B  -S  -S  +S  0  +M 
-B  -M  -S  0  0  +S  +S 
-B  0  0  0  +B  +B  +B 
-S  0  0  +B  +B  +B  +B 
+S  +S  +S  +B  +B  +B  +B 
Input  and  output  scaling  factors: 
Se=  0.30;  SAe=  15.40;  So=  1.35 
Input  membership  functions-  position  parameters: 
err:  atg=±3.0;  a1=±O.  999;  a±S=±0.861;  a0=0.0; 
Herr:  atg  =  ±3.0  ;a=  ±0.577;  a±S  =  ±0.279;  a0  =0.0; 
Note:  Bolded  values  are  manually  fixed. 
Output  membership  functions-  position  parameters: 
afg=±3.0;  aß=±  2.301;  a±S=±1.712;  a0=0.0; 
Note:  Bolded  values  are  manually  fixed;  f3  and  b  are  redundant  as  singleton  de- 
fuzziication  is  used 
Input  membership  functions-  base-length  parameters: 
err:  b±g  =  ±0.625;  b=  ±1.08333;  b±S  =  ±1.04167;  bo  =  0.8125 
ierr:  b±B  =  ±0.54167;  b=  ±0.9375;  b±s  =  ±1.16667;  bo  =  0.77083 
Input  membership  functions-  shape  parameters: 
err:  ßtg=  1.5;  ßm=4.0;  (3±S=2.5;  ßo=4.0 
Herr:  f3  =  3.5;  ß±M  =  4.0;  ßt5  =  3.0;  ßo  =  3.5 
Input  membership  functions-  membership-type: 
err:  ±B  --ý  N;  ±M  -*  N;  ±S  -*  L;  ZO  -*  L 
Derr:  ±B  -+  N;  ±M  -ý  N;  ±S  -+  N;  ZO  -*  N 
65 Note:  L  represents  triangular/trapezoidal-type  and  N  represents  bell-type. 
(b)  1-D  rule-base  DI-Fuzzy  PI  controller: 
Rule-base: 
e(r) 
+B  +M  +S  0  -S  -M  -B 
-B  4  -S  0  +M  +M  +M 
Input  scaling  factor  and  integral  scaling  constant: 
Si  =  129.0;  So  =1.0;  q$  =  0.006 
Note:  Bolded  value  is  manually  fixed. 
Input  membership  functions-  position  parameters: 
o;,  =±3.0;  ach,  I=±2.377;  cc±S=±0.414;  ao=0.0; 
Note:  Bolded  values  are  manually  fixed. 
Output  membership  functions-  position  parameters: 
atg=±3.0;  aß=±2.230;  a±S=±2.026;  a0=0.0; 
Note:  Bolded  values  are  manually  fixed;  83,  and  bl  are  redundant  as  singleton  de- 
fuzzification  is  used 
Input  membership  functions-  base-length  parameters: 
b  fg  =  ±0.5  ;b=  ±0.875;  b±S  =  ±2.20833;  bo  =  1.83333 
Input  membership  functions-  shape  parameters: 
O±B=2.0;  ß±M=4.0;  ß±S=  1.5;  00=4.5 
Input  membership  functions-  membership-type: 
err:  ±B  --)ý  N;  ±M  -*  N;  ±S  -*  L;  ZO  -+  L 
Note:  L  represents  triangular/trapezoidal-type  and  N  represents  bell-type. 
A  poor  step-down  transient  response  (jerking)  of  the  conventional  fuzzy  PI  controller  is 
observed  in  Figure  3.10.  Superimposed  with  the  response  of  the  direct  implemented 
fuzzy  PI  controller  in  the  same  figure,  a  superior  performance  in  terms  of  smaller 
overshoots  and  a  good  transient  response  of  the  direct  implemented  method  is  observed 
as  compared  to  its  conventional  fuzzy  counterparts. 
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Figure  3.10:  Simulated  responses  of  2-D  rule-base  C-FPI  and  1-D  rule-base  DI-FPI 
controllers  designed  by  the  GA. 
(ii)  Fuzzy  PID  controllers: 
Again  using  the  GA  assisted  design  approach,  fuzzy  PID  controllers  are 
automatically  designed  with  PID  control  structures  are  given  as  follows: 
Conventional  fuzzy  PID  controller(C- 
FPID) 
Rule  structure: 
If  x2  is  A  and  z2  is  B  and  z2  is  C 
Then  AupJD 
Control  law: 
uPID(k)  =  uPID(k  -1)+AuPID(k) 
Direct  implemented  2.5-D  rule-base  fuzzy 
PID  controller  (DI-FPM) 
Rule  structure: 
PD  part:  If  x2  is  A  and  z2  is  B 
Then  uPD 
PI  part:  If  x2  is  C  Then  up 
Control  law: 
k 
uPID(k)  =ýE  uP(i)At  +u  pD(k) 
i=0 
67 Direct  implemented  2-D  rule-base  fuzzy 
PID  controller  (DI-FPID  ) 
Rule  structure: 
If  x2  is  A  and  k2  is  B  Then  uPD 
Control  law: 
,k 
uPID(k)-ýp  I  uPD(i)At+uPD(k) 
i=0 
Direct  implemented  I-D  rule-base  fuzzy 
PID  controller  (DI-FPID) 
Rule  structure: 
If  x2  is  A  Then  uP 
Control  law: 
uPID(k)=(I+()uP(k)+oup(i)At-rp  up(k-1I 
i=0 
GA  optimised  parameters  for  four  fuzzy  PID  controllers  are  as  follows: 
(a)  3-D  rule-base  conventional  fuzzy  PID  controller: 
Rule-base 
+B 
+M 
+S 
Xe(t)  o 
-M 
-B 
Xe(t) 
e  (t) 
+8  +M  +S  0  -S  -M  -B 
+8 
+M 
*5 
XQ  (t)  o 
a 
-M 
-8 
S  +3  +M  +B  S  -M  "M 
+M  S  +M  -8  -B  S  "B 
+M  +B  -B  -B  -B  -M  -M 
S  +B  0  +M  -B  S  4 
+$  -M  -B  -B  +6  0  -M 
"M  S  0  -B  +0 
-B  +B  +M  +M 
±. 
.  -M 
Xe(t) 
"B  "M  "S  e0 
"S  -M  -B 
(t) 
-3  -B  +s  -M  0  +a  +B 
+B  +B  -S  -M  +B  d  0 
+M  +s  +M  +B  +S  0  +B 
-M  0  +0  -B  -M  -M  3 
+M  +M  +s  +M  4  0  4 
+M  -M  4  +M  -M  -B  +s 
+E  +M  +B  0  -M  +M  0 
xe(t) 
ýB  +M  ýS  0  -6  -M  "B 
(t) 
ýB 
ýM 
ýS 
XQ(t)  o 
d 
"M 
"B 
+s  "B  d  +B  3  0  0 
-M  +M  +B 
+$  0  +3  -M  +0  4  -B 
-M  +0  -8  0  -3  -l  +M 
+s 
+B  3  +M  -s 
q-B 
-"  0 
+M  0  -M  -M  -M 
x  (t) 
El  e(t) 
ýB  ýM  d0  -d  -M  -8 
ýB 
ýM 
ýS 
o  X 
.  (t) 
-s 
-M 
-B 
+B  +M  3  -B  +3  +M  +3 
-B  0  -8  -M  +3  +B  0 
+8  -M  +M  -M  0  -8  -M 
+M  -B  -M  0  -8  -M  +6 
-M  0  +M  +B  +M  -3  +3 
-M  0  +M  +B  +3  +3  +3 
+8  +B  +B  -M  -3  +3  +M 
68 Ke(t)  Ye(1) 
+B  *M  +S  0  -S  -M  -B  +B  +M  +S  0  -S  -M  -B 
+B  -S  +3  +M  +S  +S  0  +M  +B  -M  +B  -S  +B  0  +B  +B 
+M  -B  0  4  4  -M  -M  "3  +M  +3  0  +B  +M  -3  -B  -F 
+S  -M  -B  +B  +B  "M  +B  -M  +S  -B  -S  0  4  +M  0  -M 
e  ýt) 
0  +M  -B  -B  +B  0  +3  -S 
X.  (t) 
0  0  -3  0  -B  -M  0  4 
-S  +3  0  -S  +M  +B  *M  +S  -S  "M  -B  -S 
0  +B  +M  -B 
-M  -M  +B  +B  +M  0  -B  +B  -M  +S  +M  +S  3  -B  +M  +7 
-B 
0  -S  -B  +B  -B  -S  0  -B 
0  +M  +S  -S  +B  +S  +A 
e(t)  I'"  ,  e(t) 
$  +S  +M  +S  +S  0  +M 
-B  0  S  -S  -M  -M  -3 
-M  -B  +B  +B  -M  +B  -M 
+M  -B  -B  +B  0  +S  -S 
+S  0  -S  +M  +B  +M  +S 
-M  +B  +B  +M  0  -B  +B 
0  -S  -B  +B  -B  -S  0 
XQ(t) 
B 
X(t) 
+B  +M  +3  03  -M  -B 
+B  -B  -B  -S  0  -M  -B  +E 
+M  +S  +M  -B  -B  +B  -M  +1 
+3  S  -M  0  -B  -B  -B  +A 
(t) 
00  -S  +B  -B  +M  0  -N 
-S  +B  +B  0  -S  +B  +3  -B 
-M  +S  0  +8  -B  +B  +B  0 
-B  +3  -3  0  -S  -B  +M  -B 
-B  -B  -S  0  -M  -B  +B 
+S  +M  -B  -B  +B  -M  +M 
S  -M  0  -B  -B  -B  +M 
0  -S  +B  -B  +M  0  -M 
+B  +B  0  -S  +B  +S  -B 
S  +B  -B  +B  +B  0 
+S +  s  -S  0  -S  -B  +M  -B 
-M  +B  3  +8  0  +B  +B 
+S  0  +B  +M  -S  -B  -M 
-B  3  0  -S  +M  0  -M 
0  -S  0  -B  -M  0  4 
"M  -B  "S  0  +B  +M  -B 
+S  +M  +S  3  -B  +M  +S 
0  +M  +S  -S  +B  +S  +M 
Input  and  output  scaling  factors  : 
Se  =  0.27  1;  SAe  =  28.7;  SA2e  =  1.06;  So=0.87 
Input  membership  functions-  position  parameters: 
err:  a  =+_3.0;  aß=±2.331;  a±S  =  ±0.637;  a0=0.0; 
Derr:  atg  =  ±3.0  ;a  1=  ±2.698;  a±S  =  ±1.399;  ae  =0.0; 
A2err:  atg  =  ±3.0  ;a_  ±2.683;  a±S  =  ±1.847;  ae  =0.0; 
Note:  Bolded  values  are  manually  fixed. 
Output  membership  functions-  position  parameters: 
a  =±3.0;  aß=±2.301;  a±S=±1.712;  a0=0.0; 
Note:  Bolded  values  are  manually  fixed;  6,  and  b.  are  redundant  as  singleton  de- 
fuzzification  is  used 
Input  membership  functions-  base-length  parameters: 
err:  b±g  =  ±0.40625;  b  _x.  84375;  bts  =  ±1.03125;  bp  =  1.03125 
Derr:  b_  ±0.46875;  b=  ±0.59375;  b±s  =  ±1.46875;  b0  =  0.28125 
A2err:  b±g  =  ±0.75;  b±  _  ±1.71875;  b±s  =  ±1.40625;  bp  =  1.25 
Input  membership  functions-  shape  parameters: 
69 err:  ß±B  =  2.0;  P±M  =  3.5;  ß±S  =  2.0;  ßo  =  1.5 
Derr:  P±B  =  2.5;  P±M  =  2.5;  ß±S  =  3.5;  ßo  =  1.5 
A2err:  P  ±B  =  4.5;  ß±M  =  3.5;  ß±S  =  2.5;  ßo  =  4.5 
Input  membership  functions-  membership-type: 
err:  ±B  N;  ±M-L;  ±S-N;  ZON 
Derr:  ±B  -ý  L;  ±M  -+  N;  ±S  --ý  L;  ZO  N 
A2err:  ±B  *  L;  ±M  -*  L;  ±S  -3  N;  ZO  ->  L 
Note:  L  represents  triangular/trapezoidal-type  and  N  represents  bell-type. 
(b)  2.5-D  rule-base  DI-Fuzzy  PID  controller: 
Fuzzy  PD  term: 
Rule-base: 
+B 
+M 
+S 
Xe(t)  0 
-M 
-B 
e(t) 
_u  _ua  .c0S  -M  -B 
-B  -B  -B  -B  -B  0  +S 
-B  -B  -M  -M  -S  +S  +S 
-B  -B  -M  S  0  0  0 
-B  -M  -S  0  +S  +M  +B 
-S  0  0  +S  +B  +B  +B 
0  +S  +S  +M  +M  +M  +B 
-M  -M  +M  +B  +B  +B  +B 
Input  scaling  factors: 
Se  =  30.90;  SAe  =  323.0;  So  =  1.0 
Note:  Bolded  value  is  manually  fixed. 
Input  membership  functions-  position  parameters: 
err:  atg  =  ±3.0  ;  aß  =  ±1.121;  a±s  =  ±0.593;  ap  =  0.0; 
Derr:  atg  =  ±3.0  ;  a±y  =  ±2.037;  a±S  =  ±0.637;  a0  =0.0; 
Note:  Bolded  values  are  manually  fixed. 
Output  membership  functions-  position  parameters: 
a±g=±3.0;  aß=±  2.689;  a±S=ß.  16;  a0=0.0; 
Note:  Bolded  values  are  manually  fixed;  ßi  and  b.  are  redundant  as  singleton  de- 
fuzzification  is  used 
70 Input  membership  functions-  base-length  parameters: 
err:  btg  =  ±0.70833;  b_  ±0.70833;  b±s  =  ±0.89583;  bo  =  0.3125 
Derr:  b±g  =  ±0.8125;  b=  ±0.79167;  b±s  =  ±1.04167;  bo  =  0.68750 
Input  membership  functions-  shape  parameters: 
err:  P±B=2.0;  P±M=2.5;  ß±S=3.5;  ßo=4.5 
oerr:  ß+Fj  =1.5; 
R±M  =  3.5;  R±S  =  3.5;  Ro  =  2.0 
Input  membership  functions-  membership-type: 
err:  ±B-+N;  ±M-+N;  ±S-N;  ZO-+L 
Herr:  ±B-ýN;  ±M-+L;  ±S-*N;  ZO-+N 
Note:  L  represents  triangular/trapezoidal-type  and  N  represents  bell-type. 
Fuzzy  I  term: 
Rule-base: 
Xe  (t) 
+B  +m  +S  o  _S  at  B 
-B  -M  -S  0  +S  +{ý  +B 
Input  scaling  factor  and  integral  scaling  constant: 
Se=289.0;  So=  1.0;  0'  =  0.007 
Note:  Bolded  value  is  manually  fixed. 
Input  membership  functions-  position  parameters: 
atg=±3.0;  ate=±2.453  ;  ats=±1.936;  ap=0.0; 
Note:  Bolded  values  are  manually  fixed. 
Output  membership  functions-  position  parameters: 
ate=±3.0;  aß=±2.689;  a±S=ß.  160;  a0=0.0; 
Note:  Bolded  values  are  manually  fixed;  /31  and  bl  are  redundant  as  singleton  de- 
fuzzification  is  used 
Input  membership  functions-  base-length  parameters: 
btg  =  ±1.1875;  b=  ±1.1875;  b±S  =  ±1.25;  b0  =  0.77083 
Input  membership  functions-  shape  parameters: 
ßts  =  3.0;  ß±M  =  3.5;  ß±S  =  3.0;  00  =  4.5 
Input  membership  functions-  membership-type: 
err:  ±B-+L;  ±M-+L;  ±S-+L;  ZO  --N 
71 )  2-D  rule-base  DI-fuzzy  PID  controller: 
base: 
+g 
+M 
+g 
XQ(t)  0 
s 
-M 
-B 
e(r) 
.n  +M  +S  0  -S  -M  -B 
-B  -B  -B  -B  -M  -M  -M 
M  -M  -M  0  0  0 
M  -M  -S  -S  +M  +M  +B 
B  M  -S  0  +S  +M  +B 
0  0  S  +S  +S  +M  +M 
.B  M  -M  +M  +B  +B  +B 
0  0  +M  +B  +B  +B  +B 
Input  scaling  factors  and  integral  scaling  constant: 
Se  =  32.80;  SOe  =  329.0;  So  =  1.0;  (p  =  0.0098 
Note:  Bolded  value  is  manually  fixed. 
Input  membership  functions-  position  parameters: 
err:  a  tg  =  ±3.0  ;a=  ±1.589;  a±s  =  x.  796;  ap  =  0.0; 
Derr:  atB  =  ±3.0  ;  a±M  =  ±1.576;  a±S  =  ±0.772;  a0  =0.0; 
Note:  Bolded  values  are  manually  fixed. 
Output  membership  functions-  position  parameters: 
a±B  =±3.0;  a±M=±2.675;  a±s=±2.25;  a0=0.0; 
Note:  Bolded  values  are  manually  fixed;  ßl  and  bl  are  redundant  as  singleton  de- 
fuzzification  is  used 
Input  membership  functions-  base-length  parameters: 
err:  b=  ±1.6875;  b±  _  ±1.5;  b±S  =  ±1.15625;  b0  =  0.25 
Derr:  btg  =  ±1.40625;  b±M  _  +0.875;  b±S  =  ±0.71875;  bo  =  1.53125 
Input  membership  functions-  shape  parameters: 
err:  I3±  =2.0;  f3  =4.0;  ßt5=  1.5;  00=3.0 
Herr:  ß±g  =  3.5;  ß±M  =  3.5;  ßt5  =  4.0;  00  =  4.5 
Input  membership  functions-  membership-type: 
err:  ±g  L;  ±M  -ý  L;  ±S  -+  N;  ZO  L 
Derr:  ±B  -*  L;  ±M  N;  ±S  -->  N;  ZO  N 
Note:  L  represents  triangular/trapezoidal-type  and  N  represents  bell-type. 
72 1-D  rule-base  DI-fuzzy  PID  controller: 
xe(t) 
+B  +M  +S  0SM  -B 
-B  -M  S0  +S  +M  +B 
scaling  factor,  derivative  and  integral  scaling  constants: 
Se  =  221.0;  So  =  1.0;  rp  =  3.42;  (p  =  0.0056 
Note:  Bolded  value  is  manually  fixed. 
membership  functions-  position  parameters: 
a±B  =±3.0  ;  ate=±1.725  ;  a±s=±0.414;  ap=  0.0; 
Note:  Bolded  values  are  manually  fixed. 
it  membership  functions-  position  parameters: 
a  =±3.0;  a  =x.  149;  a±S=  ±1.802;  a0=0.0; 
Note:  Bolded  values  are  manually  fixed;  /31  and  bl  are  redundant  as  singleton  de- 
f  izzification  is  used 
Input  membership  functions-  base-length  parameters: 
b_  ±1.5  ;b_  +_0.29167;  b±s  =  ±1.58333;  bp  =  2.25 
Input  membership  functions-  shape  parameters: 
OIB=3.0;  PIM=3.0;  PIS=2.5;  ßo=3.0 
Input  membership  fiwctions-  membership-type: 
err:  +B  -*  N;  ±M  -+  L;  ±S  --ý  N;  ZO  -+  L 
Note:  L  represents  triangular/trapezoidal-type  and  N  represents  bell-type. 
As  can  be  seen  in  Figure  3.11.3.14,  all  direct  implemented  fuzzy  controllers  have 
achieved  much  superior  performances  in  terms  of  small  overshoots  and  good  transient 
responses  compared  to  the  3-D  conventional  fuzzy  counterpart.  The  high  overshoot 
response  of  the  3-D  conventional  fuzzy  PH)  controller  is  due  to  excessive  numerical 
errors  in  the  over  complicated  control  action  computations.  In  Figure  3.14,  the  1-D  DI- 
FPID  controller  have  experienced  more  oscillations  at  the  steady-state  compared  to 
other  DI-FPID  controllers.  This  may  due  to  the  use  of  fuzzy  control  actions,  mainly 
u  p(k)  and  u  p(k  -1)  ,  which  can  be  inconsistent  and  unpredictive  in  each  sampling 
73 instant.  Hence  the  difference  of  them,  Au  p(k),  would  produce  a  non-linear  actions.  As 
in  the  conventional  means,  such  control  actions  are  more  derivative 
(Du  p(k)  =  ul,  (k)  -  ul,  (k  -1))  and  can  provide  linear  predictive  actions.  In  all,  it  still 
provides  good  transient  response  as  well  as  an  acceptable  steady-state  response. 
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Figure  3.11:  Simulated  result  of  the  3-D  rule-base  C-FPID  designed  by  GA. 
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Figure  3.12:  Simulated  result  of  the  2.5-D  rule-base  DI-FPH)  controller  designed  by  GA. 
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Figure  3.14:  Simulated  result  of  the  1-D  rule-base  DI-FPID  controller  designed  by  GA. 
In  terms  of  robustness  to  parameter  variations,  the  previously  GA  designed  2-D 
DI-FPID  controller  is  chosen  as  an  example  for  performance  studies.  The  controller  is  to 
be  tested  in  the  liquid  level  control  system  described  earlier  with  the  maximum  rate  of 
inflow  Q1  subjected  to  an  increment  of  75%  and  also  a  decrement  of  27%.  The  choice 
of  27%  decrement  in  Q1  is  due  to  avoiding  the  failure  of  reaching  the  10  cm  height  in 
the  steady-state  of  the  plant  with  a  chosen  small  value  of  Ql.  Figure  3.15a  shows  the 
performances  of  the  2-D  DI-FPID  fuzzy  controller  in  the  parameter  variation  test. 
During  the  test,  parameter  variation  is  inserted  at  an  interval  of  400  seconds.  In  Figure 
75 3.15b,  a  plot  of  the  collection  of  control  actions  generated  by  the  fuzzy  controller  is 
given  when  tested  in  a  75%  increment  of  Q1. 
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Figure  3.15a:  Simulated  result  of  the  2-D  rule-base  DI-FPID  controller  with 
parameter  variations. 
As  can  be  seen  in  Figure  3.15a,  the  2-D  DI-FPID  controller  has  experienced  oscillations 
when  an  increase  of  75%  is  exerted  in  Q1.  But  it  settles  down  in  due  course  with  zero 
steady-state  error  in  both  step-up  and  step-down  response.  However,  when  Q1 
increases  more  that  75%,  a  pure  oscillation  occurs  throughout  the  400  seconds  interval. 
Despite  pure  oscillations,  the  fuzzy  controller  can  still  maintained  the  system  at  its 
desired  level.  Also  observed  in  Figure  3.15a,  the  fuzzy  controller  has  a  good  reaction  in 
the  response  to  a  decrement  of  27%  in  Q1.  Smooth  closed-loop  response  is  achieved 
during  the  course.  However,  when  Q1  decreases  more  than  27%,  the  10  cm  liquid  level 
is  not  approachable  with  insufficient  amounts  of  inflow  as  mentioned  earlier. 
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Figure  3.15b:  Control  actions  generated  by  the  2-D  DI-FPID  controller  with  a 
parameter  variation  at  75%  increment  of  Ql. 
In  Figure  3.15b,  a  non-linear  mapping  of  control  actions  onto  the  10  cm  and  5  cm  liquid 
levels  can  be  observed  when  the  control  system  is  not  subjected  to  parameter  variations. 
It  can  be  seen  at  10  cm  height,  the  control  action  required  at  steady-state  is 
approximately  0.7  whereas  at  5  cm  height,  an  approximate  value  of  0.375  is  required. 
Therefore  the  control  action  value  at  0.375  with  5  cm  height  is  not  linearly  scaled  onto  a 
value  of  0.7  with  10  cm  height  shown  in  Figure  3.15b.  Apart  from  the  nonlinearity  of 
control  actions,  a  saturation  level  at  100%  of  Ql  is  used  in  the  control  system.  This  also 
adds  another  nonlinearity  to  the  system.  Looking  at  both  Figure  3.15a  and  Figure  3.15b, 
at  the  beginning  of  the  reponse,  it  can  be  seen  that  the  fuzzy  controller  has  output  level 
at  100%  maintaining  for  approximately  160  seconds  before  it  reaches  desired  level  of  10 
cm.  Such  exertions  to  the  actuator  may  be  harmful  and  it  may  cause  a  fast  wear-offs  of 
the  actuator.  In  terms  of  robustness  to  parameter  variations,  such  a  fuzzy  controller  can 
adjust  itself  to  account  for  the  change  of  Q1  and  it  can  seen  in  Figure  3.15b  at  parameter 
change  intervals. 
3.7.2  Implementation  of  designed  systems 
In  the  simulated  design,  the  model  has  discrepancies  compared  with  the  real 
system.  For  example,  a  linear  mapping  of  the  actuator  voltage  onto  the  rate  of  inflow  of 
77 liquid  into  Tank  1  is  assumed.  Despite  such  discrepancy  in  the  model,  real 
implementations  of  SISO  closed-loop  control  systems  with  previously  GA  designed 
fuzzy  controllers  are  carried  out  whose  captured  responses  are  depicted  Figure 
3.16-3.19.  Similar  to  that  of  the  simulation  case  in  rejecting  bounded  disturbances,  a 
disturbance  of  constant  inflow  of  liquid  of  approximately  500  cm3/min  injecting  into 
Tank  2  through  Q2  at  an  interval  of  400  seconds  is  carried  out  physically.  However,  in 
the  real  implementation,  a  personal  computer  (PC)  and  an  analogue  to  digital  (A/D) 
converter  are  employed  and,  in  turn,  the  data  of  the  closed-loop  response  is  collected. 
Hence  captured  closed-loop  responses  are  generated  though  a  PC  instead  of  a  scope  as 
depicted  in  Figure  3.16-3.19. 
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Figure  3.16:  Real-implemented  responses  of  2-D  rule-base  C-FPI  and  1-D  rule-base  DI- 
FPI  controllers  designed  by  the  GA. 
It  can  be  seen  in  Figure  3.16,  the  conventional  fuzzy  PI  controller  has  failed  completely 
in  the  real  implementation.  Such  failure  fulfils  the  claims  reported  by  Lee  (1993)  and 
Chen  and  Tong  (1994)  for  a  poor  performance  of  the  controller.  A  windup  integral  has 
occurred  due  to  the  saturation  of  the  actuator.  Although  manual  amendments  of  the 
scaling  factors  and  rule-base  have  been  attempted,  no  sign  of  improvements  has  been 
observed. 
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Figure  3.17:  Real-implemented  responses  of  the  3-D  rule-base  C-FPID  and  2-D  rule- 
base  DI-FPID  controllers  designed  by  the  GA. 
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Figure  3.19:  Real-implemented  response  of  the  1-D  rule-base  DI-FPID  controller 
designed  by  the  GA. 
As  observed  from  Figure  3.17,  the  3-D  conventional  fuzzy  PID  controller  has  also 
encountered  poor  transient  response  with  a  winding-up  problem  as  similar  to  that  of  the 
conventional  fuzzy  PI  case.  Similarly,  manual  adjustments  of  the  scaling  factors  and 
rule-base  have  been  attempted,  no  sign  of  improvement  has  been  observed.  However, 
from  Figure  3.17-3.19,  all  direct  implemented  fuzzy  PID  controllers  have  maintained 
their  sound  performances  in  real  implementation  even  with  an  injection  of  a  disturbance 
of  constant  inflow  of  liquid  of  approx.  500  cm3/min  into  Tank  2.  Such  performances  are 
relatively  similar  to  those  observed  in  simulations.  In  comparison  among  DI-FPID 
controllers,  they  are  performing  equally  well. 
3.8  Multiple  Input  Multiple  Output  Control  System 
Based  on  the  state-space  model  described  in  equation  (3.21),  a  multiple-input 
multiple-output  (MIMO)  configuration  is  used  such  that  the  input  to  Tank  2,  Q2 
(cm3/s),  is  used  as  a  second  system  input.  Liquid  levels  in  Tank  1  and  Tank  2,  xl  (cm) 
and  x2  (cm),  are  controlled  by  the  two  system  inputs  Ql  (cm3/s)  and  Q2  (cm3/s), 
respectively.  In  such  MIMO  control  system,  liquid  levels  of  10  cm  and  9  cm  are 
controlled  with  desired  minimum  rise-time,  overshoots  and  steady-state  errors.  Note 
that  the  liquid  level  in  Tank  I  has  to  be  specified  higher  than  that  of  Tank  2  due  to  the 
so requirement  of  outflow  of  liquid  in  Tank  1  through  Tank  2  to  reach  the  reservoir. 
Moreover,  in  order  to  allow  liquid  level  in  Tank  1  to  rise  to  the  desired  level,  the  desired 
liquid  levels  of  Tank  1  and  Tank  2  are  bounded  with  a  maximum  difference,  r  (cm), 
given  by. 
1Ql2 
r_ 
clal 
max  -  2g  (3.22) 
and 
2 
clal  2grmax 
c2a2 
x2  =  2g  +xO 
(3.23)  min 
at  the  extreme  of  Q2=0  with  a  given  Ql.  A  transportation  delay  of  1  sec  is  found  in  the 
real  system  and  it  is  included  in  all  such  simulations  and  designs. 
Based  on  the  work  of  Lee  (1990),  two  types  of  fuzzy  control  configurations  for  a 
MIMO  system  are  proposed.  They  are  approached  by  means  of  using  several  SISO 
fuzzy  controllers  or  several  MISO  fuzzy  controllers  configuration  methods.  Hence, 
based  on  GA  assisted  design  approach  for  this  two-input  two-output  control  system, 
two  types  of  fuzzy  control  configuration  are  investigated.  They  are  mainly  2xSISO 
(diagonal)  and  2xMISO  (non-diagonal)  configuration  methods.  Figure  3.20  and  Figure 
3.21  shows  the  schematic  diagram  of  the  MIMO  control  system  using  non-diagonal  and 
diagonal  configurations  of  fuzzy  controllers,  respectively. 
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Figure  3.20:  Multiple-input  multiple-output  control  system  using  a  non-diagonal 
controller  configuration. 
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Figure  3.21:  Multiple-input  multiple-output  control  system  using  a  diagonal 
controller  configuration. 
3.8.1  Non-diagonal  multivariable  control 
Based  upon  Figure  3.20,  two  feedback  control  variables  are  used  in  the  fuzzy 
controller  which  produces  two  control  outputs  to  the  MIMO  plant.  These  two  outputs 
of  the  fuzzy  controller  will,  therefore,  require  two  lookup  tables  to  produce  their  control 
actions.  Hence,  each  lookup  table  is  formulated  from  these  two  feedback  control 
variables.  In  this  configuration,  there  is  a  lack  of  integral  actions  in  each  fuzzy  output  at 
current  state.  However,  as  can  be  observed  in  the  use  of  direct  implementation  methods 
discussed  earlier,  an  integral  action  can  be  directly  implemented  as  an  accumulation  of 
scaled  control  actions  which  is  applicable  to  current  situations.  Therefore  the  two  fuzzy 
outputs  are  designed  with  direct  implemented  integral  actions.  Simulated  closed-loop 
responses  of  the  non-diagonal  configuration  method  for  fuzzy  control  system  are 
depicted  in  Figure  3.22.  As  optimised  by  GA,  the  fuzzy  controller  whose  optimised 
parameters  and  control  structures  are  given  in  the  following: 
Direct  implemented  2x  2-D  rule-base  fuzzy  controller 
Rule  structure: 
Control  law: 
If  e1  is  A  and  e2  is  B  Tben  ul  and  u2 
k 
ul(k)=rp  E  uj(i)ät+uj(k),  j=1,2 
i=0 
82 Tank  1: 
Rule-base: 
+B 
+M 
+S 
X(1)0 
-S 
-M 
-B 
Xer(t) 
+B  +M  +S  0  "S  "M  "B 
"B  -B  -B  -B  +B  +B  +B 
-M  -M  -M  -M  0  +B  +B 
-B  -B  -B  -S  +s  +$  +s 
-B  -M  -S  0  +S  +M  +B 
-M  "M  -M  +S  +s  +B  +B 
-B  -B  -B  +M  +M  +M  +B 
-M  -M  -M  +B  +B  +B  +B 
Input  scaling  factors  and  integral  scaling  constant: 
Se 
T1 
=  2.27;  se 
T2 
=  3.0;  So  =  1.0;  (p  =  0.0104 
Note:  Bolded  value  is  manually  fixed. 
Input  membership  functions-  position  parameters: 
eTl  .  a±g  =  ±3.0  ;a=  ±2.364;  a±S  =  ±0.593;  a0  =  0.0; 
eT2  :  a±g  =  ±3.0  ;a=  ±1.637;  a±S  =  ±1.489;  a0  =0.0; 
Note:  Bolded  values  are  manually  fixed. 
Output  membership  functions-  position  parameters: 
atg=±3.0;  a  =±2.437;  a±S=  ±1.578;  a0=0.0; 
Note:  Bolded  values  are  manually  fixed;  ß,  and  bI 
.  are  redundant  as  singleton  de- 
fuzzification  is  used 
Input  membership  functions-  base-length  parameters: 
eTl  :  btg  =  ±0.5;  b=  ±1.53125;  b±s  =  ±1.0625;  bo  =  1.0 
eT2  .±1.  =1.68750 
Input  membership  functions-  shape  parameters: 
eTl.  P±B=3.0;  RiM=2.0;  I±S=  1.5;  00  =3.5 
eT2  .  P±B  =  2.0;  ß±M  =  3.5;  P±S  =  4.5;  Po  =  1.5 
Input  membership  functions-  membership-type: 
eTl:  ±B  -)-  N;  ±M-+  L;  ±S-N;  ZO-L 
83 eT2:  ±B--N;  ±M-  L;  ±S-*  L;  ZO  -*L 
Note:  L  represents  triangular/trapezoidal-type  and  N  represents  bell-type. 
Tank  2: 
Rule-base: 
+B 
+M 
X￿1)+5 
-M 
"B 
XB, 
r(t)  +B  +M  +S  0  -S  -M  -B 
-B  -B  -B  -B  +B  +B  +B 
-B  -B  -B  -M  -M  +S  +S 
-B  -B  -B  -S  +M  +M  +M 
-B  -M  -S  0  +S  +M  +B 
-M  -M  0  +S  +S  +M  +M 
0  -S  -S  +M  +M  +B  +B 
-B  -B  -B  +B  +B  +B  +B 
Input  scaling  factors  and  integral  scaling  constant: 
seT1  =1.31;  se 
T2 
=10.1;  So=1.0;  (p  0.015 
Note:  Bolded  value  is  manually  fixed. 
Input  membership  functions-  position  parameters: 
eT1:  atg=±3.0;  ate=±1=1.845;  a±S=±1.041;  ao=0.0; 
eT2  :  atg  =  ±3.0  ;a=  ±2.218;  a±s  =  ±1.489;  ap  =0.0; 
Note:  Bolded  values  are  manually  fixed. 
Output  membership  functions-  position  parameters: 
atg=±3.0;  aß=±  2.23;  a±S=  ±2.026;  a0=0.0; 
Note:  Bolded  values  are  manually  fixed;  Q,  and  bt  are  redundant  as  singleton  de- 
fuzzification  is  used 
Input  membership  functions-  base-length  parameters: 
eTl  . 
b±B  =  x"96875;  b±  _  ±1.34375;  b±s  =  ±1.5312;  bo  =  0.90625 
eT2  :  b±B  =  ±0.9375;  b±  _  ±0.96875;  b±s  =  ±0.96875;  bp  =  1.53125 
Input  membership  functions-  shape  parameters: 
84 eTl.  P±B=4.0;  ß±M=4.5;  ß±S=2.5;  ß0=4.0 
eT2  .  R±B  =  2.0;  OtM  =  1.5;  ß±S  =  1.5;  00  =  3.0 
Input  membership  functions-  membership-type: 
eTl'  ±B-+L;  ±M->  N;  ±S-+N;  ZO-  L 
eT2:  ±B-+L;  ±M-+L;  ±S-L;  ZO-+N 
Note:  L  represents  triangular/trapezoidal-type  and  N  represents  bell-type. 
It  can  be  observed  in  Figure  3.22,  a  small  overshoot  at  the  step-down  response  has 
occurred  and  this  is  due  to  the  failure  of  using  derivative  terms  in  the  control  law. 
However,  the  overall  response  has  achieved  good  performance  with  zero  steady-state 
error. 
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Figure  3.22:  Simulated  responses  of  2-D  rule-base  DI-FPI  fuzzy  controller  designed  in  the 
non-diagonal  form  by  the  GA. 
3.8.2  Diagonal  multivariable  control 
Based  upon  Figure  3.21,  two  feedback  control  variables  are  fed  directly  into  two 
fuzzy  controller  separately.  Hence  in  such  configuration,  these  two  fuzzy  controller  can 
be  constructed  using  the  2-D  rule-base  direct  implemented  fuzzy  PID  approach  given  in 
(3.15d).  Each  fuzzy  controller  will,  therefore,  have  a  full  PID  feature.  Figure  3.23  shows 
simulated  closed-loop  responses  of  the  diagonal  configuration  method  for  fuzzy  control 
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Time  (sec) system.  As  optimised  by  using  GA  assisted  design  approach,  fuzzy  controllers  for  the 
MIMO  system  whose  optimised  parameters  are  given  in  the  following: 
Fuzzy  PID  controller  for  Tank  1: 
Rule-base: 
+B 
+M 
+S 
Xe(t)  o 
-M 
-B 
e 
+B  +M  +S  0  -S  -M  -B 
-B  -B  -B  "B  +S  +M  +M 
-M  -M  -M  -M  -S  +M  +M 
-M  -M  -S  -S  -S  -S  +B 
-B  -M  -S  0  +S  +M  +B 
-S  -S  +S  +S  +S  +S  +S 
0  +M  +M  +M  +M  +M  +M 
o  -S  -S  +B  +B  +B  +B 
Input  scaling  factors  and  integral  scaling  constant: 
Se  =  178.0;  SAe  =  0.0  19;  So  =  1.0;  cp=0.006 
Note:  Bolded  value  is  manually  fixed. 
Input  membership  functions-  position  parameters: 
err:  atg=  ±3.0;  a  =±2.515;  a±S=±1.399;  ap=00.0 
Derr:  a±B  =±3.0;  aß=±2.318;  a±S=  ±1.981;  a0=  0.0 
Note:  Bolded  values  are  manually  fixed. 
Output  membership  functions-  position  parameters: 
atg  =  ±3.0  ;a=  ±1.35;  a±s  =  ±1.220;  ap  =  0.0; 
Note:  Bolded  values  are  manually  fixed;  ßi  and  bl  are  redundant  as  singleton  de- 
fuzzification  is  used 
Input  membership  functions-  base-length  parameters: 
err:  btg  =  ±1.125;  b=  ±1.625;  b±S  =  ±1.625;  b0  =  1.4375 
Derr:  btg  =  ±1.6875;  b_  ±0.25;  b±s  =  ±0.65625;  bo  =  1.0625 
Input  membership  functions-  shape  parameters: 
err:  P±B  =  2.5;  ß±M  =  4.0;  ß±S  =  3.0;  ßo  =  1.5 
eery:  ßtg  =  1.5;  O±M  =  2.0;  R±S  =  3.5;  Ro  =  3.0 
Input  membership  functions-  membership-type: 
err:  ±B->N;  ±M--L;  ±S-*L;  ZO  ->N 
86 Derr:  ±B-),  L;  ±VI-+L;  ±S-->  L;  ZO  -+L 
Note:  L  represents  triangular/trapezoidal-type  and  N  represents  bell-type. 
Fuzzy  PID  controller  for  Tank  2: 
Rule-base: 
e  (r) 
+B  +M  +S  S  -M  "B 
+g  -B  -B  _B  .B  +M  +B  +B 
+M  -M  -M  -M  -M  000 
+S  "B  -S  +M  +M  +B 
Xe(t)  p  .g  .M  -S  0  +S  +M  +B 
-S  -B  -B  -B  +S  +B  +B  +B 
-M  -M  +M  +M  +M  +M  +B  +B 
-B  M  +M  +M  +B  +B  +B  +B 
Input  scaling  factors: 
Se  =  99.0;  Sie  =  0.243;  So  =  1.0;  (p'=O.  0108 
Note:  Bolded  value  is  manually  fixed. 
Input  membership  functions-  position  parameters: 
err:  a  tB  =  ±3.0  ;a=  +2.094;  a±s  =  x.  682;  ap  =  0.0; 
Derr:  a=  ±3.0  ;  a±vi  =  ±2.401;  a±s  =  ±1.533;  ap  =0.0; 
Note:  Bolded  values  are  manually  fixed. 
Output  membership  functions-  position  parameters: 
a=  ±3.0  ;aj=±1.437;  ats  =  ±1.309;  ap  =  0.0; 
Note:  Bolded  values  are  manually  fixed;  ßl  and  bl  are  redundant  as  singleton  de- 
ftizzification  is  used 
Input  membership  functions-  base-length  parameters: 
err:  btB  =  ±1  125;  b±  _  ±1.0625;  b±S  =  ±0.90625;  bo  =  1.25 
Aerr:  b±  =  ±1.3125;  b±  _  _.  65625;  b±S  =  ±0.65625;  bo  =  0.75 
Input  membership  functions-  shape  parameters: 
err:  P±B=3.0;  P±M=2.0;  0±S=3.5;  0o=3.5 
Aerr:  ß±g  =  4.5;  R  =1.5;  R±s  =  2.0;  Po  =  2.0 
87 Input  membership  functions-  membership-type: 
err:  ±B-+L;  ±M-+L;  ±S-N;  ZO-ýN 
Derr:  ±B  -  L;  ±M  -+  N;  ±S  -+  L;  ZO  -*  L 
Note:  L  represents  triangular/trapezoidal-type  and  N  represents  bell-type. 
It  can  be  observed  in  Figure  3.23,  the  overshoot  problem  encountered  in  the  non- 
diagonal  configuration  method  has  been  improved  by  such  diagonal  configuration 
method.  Smaller  overshoots  are  maintained  throughout  the  response  with  excellent 
performance.  It  can,  therefore,  be  concluded  that  the  use  of  derivative  terms  in  both 
tanks  can  provide  good  prediction  to  stabilised  the  system  faster. 
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Figure  3.23:  Simulated  responses  of  2-D  rule-base  DI-FPID  fuzzy  controller  designed  in 
the  diagonal  form  by  the  GA. 
Since  direct  implemented  fuzzy  PID  controllers  implemented  in  the  diagonal 
configuration  are  performing  better  than  the  non-diagonal  case,  they  will  be  used  in 
further  robustness  test  with  parameter  variations.  This  time,  the  size  of  orifice,  al,  in 
Tank  1  is  subjected  to  a  change  of  ±70%  since  the  parameter  Q1  has  been  used  earlier  in 
the  parameter  variation  test  in  the  SISO  control  system.  Figure  3.24  shows 
performances  of  the  2xDI-FPID  fuzzy  controller  in  the  parameter  variation  test.  During 
the  test,  parameter  variation  is  inserted  for  a  duration  of  400  seconds  in  both  step-up 
and  step-down  responses. 
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fire  (sec) From  Figure  3.24,  it  can  be  seen  that  the  DI-FPID  controller  have  maintained 
good  robustness  up  to  ±70%  changes  of  the  size  of  the  orifice,  a  I,  in  Tank  1.  However, 
when  al  increases  more  than  70%,  a  steady-state  error  has  occurred  in  Tank  2  in  the 
duration  of  parameter  change  in  the  step-down  response.  But  the  controller  in  Tank  I 
has  maintained  good  performances  with  zero  steady-state  error  for  a  very  much  higher 
percentage  of  parameter  changes.  The  resulting  of  steady  state  errors  in  Tank  2  is  due  to 
the  bounded  maximum  difference,  rmax  (cm),  governed  by  (3.22).  An  increase  of  al 
will  decrease  rmax  and  hence  the  liquid  level  in  Tank  2  will  not  be  able  to  go  below  9 
cm  which  is  the  desired  level.  In  the  overall,  2-D  rule-base  DI-FPID  controllers  has 
achieved  good  robustness  in  parameter  variations  in  this  MIMO  system  case  and  also  in 
the  previous  SISO  system  case. 
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Figure  3.24:  Simulated  result  of  the  diagonal  DI-FPID  controllers  with  parameter 
variations. 
3.9  Application  to  a  cart-pole  balancing  unstable  system 
Further  verification  of  the  use  of  direct  implementation  techniques  in  fuzzy  control 
is,  again,  tested  in  an  unstable  cart-pole  balancing  system  shown  in  Figure  3.25  whose 
description  is  given  by  (Karr,  1991): 
89 Centre  Line 
Figure  3.25:  Cart-pole  balancing  system. 
Fu+mp(Ä2  sing-9cos8)-/J  x 
z=  (3.24a) 
mC+mp 
-g  sin  9+  cos6 
-Fu-m  pL62  sing+/JCz  /tP9 
mC+mP  mp 
g  (3.24b) 
Lqmp 
cos2  8 
3  mC+mp 
where  mC=1.0  (kg),  mass  of  cart;  mp=0.1  (kg),  mass  of  pole;  L=0.5  (m),  length  of 
pole;  g=9.81  (m/sec2),  gravitational  constant;  µC=0.0005,  coefficient  of  friction  of  cart 
track;  pp=0.000002,  coefficient  of  friction  of  pole  on  cart;  u=±l  (max),  control  input  to 
vary  the  magnitude  of  the  directional  force  to  the  cart,  F=ION  (max),  force  applied  to 
cart's  centre  of  mass;  x,  position  of  cart  from  the  centre  line;  and  0,  angle  of  pole  from 
its  vertical  axis. 
As  shown  in  the  schematic  diagram  of  Figure  3.25,  the  cart  is  free  to  move  along 
the  one-dimensional  track  while  the  pole  is  free  to  rotate  only  in  the  vertical  plane  of  the 
cart  and  track.  A  force  of  varying  magnitude  can  be  applied  to  the  centre  of  the  mass  of 
the  cart  at  discrete  time  intervals.  The  objective  of  this  control  system  is  to  apply  forces 
90 to  the  cart  until  it  is  stationary  at  the  centre  of  the  track  while  simultaneously  positioning 
the  pole  in  the  vertical  position  without  any  angular  velocity  (Karr,  1991). 
In  the  design  of  the  fuzzy  logic  controller  for  such  control  system,  it  is  important 
to  identify  important  decision  variables  that  constitute  to  an  effective  control  action.  As 
given  in  (3.24a&b),  four  decision  variables  are  readily  identified  as  being  important  to 
the  cart-pole  balancing  system  (Karr,  1991).  They  are  the  current  positions  of  cart  and 
pole  and  the  rate  of  changes  of  these  positions,  mainly  x,  x,  0  and  b,  respectively. 
Due  to  this  4  identified  input  decision  variables,  a  4-dimensional  rule-base  of  the  fuzzy 
controller  is  formulated.  A  large  rule-base  will  be  resulted  if  a  large  number  of  fuzzy  sets 
are  used  for  each  input  decision  variable.  For  example,  if  4  fuzzy  sets  are  used,  a 
possibility  of  256  (=44)  conditions  are  generated  and  the  GA  design  in  the  personal 
computer  will  not  be  able  to  cope  up  with  such  memory  size.  Hence,  the  choice  of  the 
number  of  fuzzy  sets  are  limited  to  3  which  contributes  to  a  possibility  of  81  (=34) 
different  conditions  that  could  exist  in  the  control  system. 
Direct  implementation  method  of  a  fuzzy  controller  is  adopted  here  to  provide  a 
flexibility  of  whether  or  not  to  included  an  integral  action  to  the  control  system.  Using 
the  GA  assisted  design  approach,  a  4-D  rule-base  fuzzy  controller  for  the  cart-pole 
balancing  problem  is  automatically  designed.  Simulated  closed-loop  response  of  the 
cart-pole  balancing  problem  is  depicted  in  Figure  3.26a  with  an  initial  condition  of 
x=  -2.0m  and  0=0.2rad.  Figure  3.26b  shows  a  plot  of  control  actions  generated  by 
the  fuzzy  controller  when  producing  a  response  shown  in  Figure  3.26a.  To  further  test 
the  performance  of  the  controller,  a  new  set  of  initial  condition  is  used  with  x  =1.9m 
and  0=  -0.15rad.  The  simulated  result  using  this  new  set  of  initial  condition  is  depicted 
in  Figure  3.27.  However,  such  fuzzy  controller  is  implemented  in  the  following  manner: 
Direct  implemented  4-D  rule-base  »  controller  for  cart-pole  balancing 
ssystem 
Rule  structure: 
If  O  is  A  and  Ä  is  B  and  x  is  C  and  x  is  D  Then  ucpb 
Control  law- 
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Input  and  integral  scaling  factors  : 
Sx=4.3;  SAX  =  1.07;  So  =  1.0; 
So=  0.13;  SA9  =0.156;  go  =0.047 
Note:  Bolded  value  is  manually  fixed. 
Input  membership  functions-  position  parameters: 
x:  a+e  =  11.0;  ap  =  0.0; 
Ax:  a++  _  ±1  A;;  a0  =  0.0; 
0:  atg  =  ±1.0;  a0  =  0.0; 
A0:  atg  =  ±1.0;  a0  O.  0; 
Note:  Bolded  values  are  manually  fixed. 
Output  membership  functions-  position  parameters: 
atg  =  ±1.0;  ap  =  0.0; 
Note:  Bolded  values  are  manually  fixed;  /3.  and  bl  are  redundant  as  singleton  de- 
fuzzification  is  used 
92 Input  membership  functions-  base-length  parameters: 
x:  btg  =  ±0.97917;  bp  =  0.83333 
Ax:  b  fg  =  ±0.97917;  bo  =  1.22917 
0:  b=  ±0.66667;  bp  =  0.6875 
A0:  b=  ±0.33333;  bp  =  0.3125 
Input  membership  functions-  shape  parameters: 
x:  ßfj3  =  1.5;  ßo  =  4.5 
Ax:  ß±B  =1.5;  (3o=4.5 
0:  ß=1.5;  ßo=4.5 
AO:  ß±B=  1.5;  ßo=4.5 
Input  membership  functions-  membership-type: 
x:  ±B-*L;  ZO--*L 
Ax:  ±B--*L;  ZO--*L 
±B-*L;  ZO--L 
AO:  ±B--+L;  ZO  -+L 
Note:  L  represents  triangular/trapezoidal-type  and  N  represents  bell-type. 
As  can  be  observed  in  GA  optimised  parameters,  the  integral  scaling  constant  has 
been  optimised  to  a  value  of  0.047.  The  maximum  contribution  of  the  integral  action 
collected  from  the  simulated  response  in  Figure  3.26a  is  approximately  0.00625  of  an 
unity  control  action  shown  in  Figure  3.26b.  Note  that  an  unity  of  a  control  action 
represents  a  100%  of  the  controller  output.  Therefore,  the  integral  action  is  small 
enough  to  be  neglected  in  this  control  problem.  A  PD-type  fuzzy  control  system  will  be 
sufficient  and  this  is  similar  to  that  used  by  Karr  (1991).  It  is  also  verified  that  when 
tested  with  integral  action  removed  from  the  control  law,  a  similar  closed-loop  response 
in  Figure  3.26a  is  obtained.  It  can  also  be  seen  in  Figure  3.26a,  the  cart  and  pole  of  the 
control  system  have  reached  and  stabilised  at  their  desired  positions  with  approximately 
2  seconds.  A  very  small  oscillation  of  the  pole  is  also  observed  at  its  steady-state  as  the 
control  system  is  itself  inherently  unstable. 
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Figure  3.26a:  Simulated  responses  of  the  direct  implemented  4-D  rule-base  fuzzy 
controller  designed  by  GA. 
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Figure  3.26b:  Control  actions  generated  by  the  direct  implemented  4-D  rule-base 
fuzzy  controller. 
With  a  change  of  initial  conditions  stated  earlier,  the  performance  of  the  direct 
implemented  fuzzy  controller  has  slightly  deteriorated  in  the  pole  balancing  as  shown  in 
Figure  3.27.  The  pole  of  the  physical  system  has  experienced  more  oscillation  at  its 
steady-state  response.  However,  it  stabilises  to  zero  steady-state  eventually  in  due 
course.  As  for  the  cart,  it  behaves  similarly  as  before  in  Figure  3.26a  with  low 
overshoots  and  zero  steady-state  error.  The  overall  performance  of  the  fuzzy  controller 
is  satisfactory. 
94 In  term  of  robustness  to  parameter  variations,  such  4-D  rule-base  fuzzy  controller 
for  the  cart-pole  balancing  control  system  whose  performance  is  evaluated  with  a 
variation  of  the  mass  of  cart,  mc,  of  ±20%.  Figure  3.28  show  performances  of  the  GA 
designed  direct  implemented  fuzzy  controller  with  parameter  variations.  During  the  test, 
initial  conditions  of  the  control  system  used  are  similar  to  those  in  Figure  3.26a. 
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Simulated  responses  of  the  direct  implemented  fuzzy  controller  with  different 
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Figure  3.28:  Simulated  responses  of  the  direct  implemented  fuzzy  controller  with 
parameter  variations. 
As  can  be  seen  in  Figure  3.28,  the  cart  is  positioned  to  the  centre  of  the  track  with  good 
rise-time  and  overshoots  when  it  is  subjected  to  ±20%  change  of  its  mass.  However,  the 
pole  has  experienced  different  response  when  reacted  to  such  parameter  changes. 
95 Oscillations  of  pole  around  the  vertical  position  has  occurred  when  the  mass  of  cart  has 
increased  20%  more.  But  when  the  mass  of  the  cart  is  20%  less,  the  pole  has  maintained 
good  response  and  settled  to  its  vertical  position  in  due  course.  In  all,  the  cart  and  pole 
control  system  is  controllable  with  such  fuzzy  controller. 
3.10  Conclusion 
This  chapter  has  reported  the  developments  of  a  Direct  Implementation  (DI)  of 
fuzzy  PI  and  PID  controllers  and  their  designs  using  genetic  algorithms.  The  DI  fuzzy 
approach  has  excelled  in  performance  both  in  simulations  and  implementations 
compared  with  the  conventional  fuzzy  approach.  In  particular,  the  formally  claimed  poor 
transient  response  in  implementation  encountered  by  the  2-D  conventional  FPI 
controller  is  overcome  by  the  1-D  DI-FPI  controller  reported  in  this  thesis.  Also  as 
reported  in  the  thesis,  the  3-D  conventional  FPID  controller  has  encountered  poor 
performance  in  implementation  due  to  excessive  errors  accumulated  in  the  control  action 
computation.  Such  problem  is,  however,  rectified  by  all  DI-FPID  controllers  discussed 
in  the  thesis.  Another  advantage  of  the  DI-FPID  controller  is  their  reduced  rule-base 
formation.  For  example,  a  3-D  rule  base  of  343  rules  is  reduced  to  56,49  and  7  rules  as 
required  by  the  2.5-D  DI-FPID,  2-D  DI-FPID  and  1-D  DI-FPID  controllers, 
respectively.  Unlike  other  hybrid  fuzzy  PID  controllers,  true  features  of  PID  control 
structures  are  maintained  in  the  direct  implemented  fuzzy  controllers.  In  general,  the 
main  advantage  of  direct  implementation  technique  applicable  to  fuzzy  control  system  is 
that  it  provides  a  feasible  use  of  the  integral  action  in  the  control  law  without  increasing 
the  size  of  rule-base.  Basically,  the  integral  action  is  directly  implemented  as  an 
accumulation  of  scaled  control  actions.  Despite  reductions  of  the  size  of  rule-bases 
achieved  in  DI  fuzzy  PI  and  PID  controllers,  computational  efforts  are  also  reduced  in 
computing  control  actions  in  real-time  and  also  minimised  the  design  time. 
The  application  of  genetic  algorithms  in  FLC  designs  avoids  a  painstaking  trial- 
and-error  process  arising  from  the  complexity  of  design  and  a  lack  of  analytical  and 
numerical  design  tools.  Due  to  the  fact  that  the  problem  of  fuzzy  logic  control  system 
design  is  equivalent  to  a  multi-modal,  multi-objective  optimisation  problem,  the  genetic 
algorithm  is,  so  far,  the  best  tool  for  this  design  automation.  Therefore,  the  GA  has 
formed  a  basis  for  computer-aided  design  automation  of  complicated  control  systems.  In 
96 the  FLC  design,  parameter  sets  such  as  the  rule-base,  membership  function  design 
parameters  (position,  base-length  and  shape)  are  commonly  optimised  by  the  GA.  In  this 
thesis,  a  larger  design  flexibility  is  established  by  using  the  GA  assisted  design.  Apart 
from  the  rule-base  and  membership  functions,  a  few  more  parameter  sets  are  proposed 
to  be  optimised  by  the  GA.  They  are  the  type  of  memberships  (a  selection  between 
triangular/trapezoidal  and  bell-type),  scaling  factors  and  integral  scaling  constants  (a 
choice  of  including  a  direct  implemented  integral  action  in  the  control  law).  These  would 
provide  a  more  complete  FLC  design  using  GA. 
97 Chapter  4: 
Sliding  Mode  Control 
4.1  Introduction 
Classical  and  modem  control  theory  has  been  successful  for  systems  that  are  well 
defined,  both  in  terms  of  deterministically  and  stochastically.  For  a  linear  or  a  non-linear 
control  system  to  work,  it  is  necessary  to  have  an  accurate  model  of  the  plant  to  be 
controlled,  or  the  plant  must  have  linearly  parametrizable  dynamics  (such  as  in  the  case 
of  adaptive  control).  In  many  engineering  applications,  however,  this  is  impossible  or 
very  difficult  to  achieve  due  to  the  lack  of  detailed  a  priori  information,  complicated 
dynamics,  severe  nonlinearity  and/or  time-variance  of  the  plant.  Modelling  difficulties 
like  these  have  forced  control  engineers  to  use  simplified  or  linearised  models,  which  are 
vulnerable  to  parameter  inaccuracy  (structured  uncertainty)  and  unmodelled  dynamics 
(unstructured  uncertainty),  with  degraded  control  performance.  To  combat  (or  limit  the 
effect  of)  such  modelling  difficulties,  current  control  engineering  has  adopted  a  widely 
recognised  robust  control  approach,  called  sliding  mode  control  (SMC)  or  variable 
structure  system  (VSS).  This  strategy  is  similar  to  fuzzy  logic  control. 
Recall  Figure  3.3  in  Chapter  3  and  observe  the  skew  symmetric  phase-plane. 
There,  the  states  outside  the  central  "ZO"  region  are  forced  to  move  towards  this  region 
by  the  rule-base  lookup  table.  Subsequently  when  within  this  region,  no  control  action  is 
taken,  i.  e.  the  states  will  be  allowed  to  slide  towards  the  origin.  Such  control  system  has, 
however,  produced  its  control  actions  based  upon  the  states  of  the  system  to  be 
controlled.  At  the  origin  of  the  phase-plane  diagram,  the  control  system  will  maintain  its 
state  position  by  producing  a  zero  input  or  a  constant  input  to  the  system  depending  on 
the  type  to  be  controlled.  For  example,  a  liquid  level  control  system,  a  constant  input  is 
to  be  maintained  for  holding  the  desired  liquid  level.  A  zero  input  is  needed  if  for 
example,  in  a  cart  positioning  control  system  when  the  desired  position  is  reached. 
Similarly,  the  behaviour  based  sliding  mode  control  system  depends  very  little 
upon  the  model  to  be  controlled  and  allows  efficient  control  of  high-order  non-linear 
plants  producing  control  settings  based  mainly  on  the  observed  plant  input/output 
behaviour  (as  opposed  to  model  predictions)  and  on  considerations  concerning  some 
98 characterisation  of  the  modelling  uncertainties  (Itkis  1976;  Utkin  1993).  The  system 
response  is  forced  onto  (or  close  to)  a  predetermined  sliding  surface  (or  to  be  confined 
in  its  neighbourhood)  and  towards  a  pre-specified  point  (usually  the  origin)  in  state- 
space,  using  predetermined  switching  gains  and  switching  variables.  Unlike  other 
robust  schemes,  such  as  Hoo  and  p-synthesis  which  computationally  intensive  linear 
methods,  only  are  needed  the  sliding  surface  in  the  form  of  a  pre-defined  switching 
combinations  of  these  variables.  This  results  in  both  robustness  and  simplicity  for  on-line 
implementations.  This  approach  has  been  found  very  effective  in  dealing  non-linear 
systems  and  in  their  feedback  linearisation  (Hung,  Gao  and  Hung  1993;  Slotine  and  Li 
1991) 
The  existence/convergence  issues  of  such  control  schemes  have  been  extensively 
studied  and  successful  applications  to  control  of  various  industrial  processes,  power 
systems,  electric  drives,  robots,  spacecraft  and  space  structures,  aircraft,  ships,  and 
guidance  systems  are  widely  reported  (Hung  et  al  1993;  Utkin  1993).  Design  has  so  far 
been  by  way  of  trial-and-error  based  techniques  using  an  initial  model  for  simulation 
studies  with  subsequent  fine-adjustments  carried  out  manually  on-line.  Such  deficiency 
in  design  can  easily  be  rectified  by  using  an  automatic  design  approach  based  upon  a 
genetic  algorithm  and  will  be  discussed  later. 
4.2  Sliding  mode  control 
4.2.1  Sliding  surface 
Suppose  a  continuous  non-linear  system  to  be  controlled  is  defined  by  the  general 
state-space  equation  : 
. z=  f(x,  t)+bu(t)  (4.1) 
where  xe  Rn  is  the  state  vector  and  also  used  as  output  vector,  ue  R'n  the  input 
vector,  f  and  b  are  properly  dimensioned,  n  the  order  of  the  system  and  m  the  number  of 
inputs.  With  a  given  set  of  reference  commands,  xd,  e=x  -xd  is  defined  as  the 
negative  tracking  error  vector  for  reference  xd(t).  Then  the  sliding  variable  is  a  linear 
combination  of  error  signals  as  given  by: 
99 s(e,  t)=HTe 
where  H=[hl  h2 
...... 
hn]eRn  represents  the  coefficients,  or  slope,  of  the  sliding  surface. 
The  sliding  surface  equation,  S,  is  given  by  (Utkin  1976;  Utkin  and  Yang  1978;  Hung  et 
al  1993): 
S(e,  t)  =  (e  I  s(e,  t)  =  0)  (4.2) 
A  special  case  of  (4.1)  is  a  commonly  studied  nth-order  single-input  single-output 
dynamic  system  which  can  usually  be  described  by: 
x(")  =  f(x,  t)+  u  (4.3) 
where  x=  [x  x 
....  x(n-1)] 
T 
and  x  is  the  output  of  interest.  This  system  represents  a 
wide  range  of  practical  systems,  whose  dynamics  given  by  (4.1)  can  usually  be  written 
into  (4.3).  The  system  dynamics  staying  in  sliding  mode  is  given  by. 
s(e,  t)  =0  (4.4) 
Usually  such  a  time-varying  sliding  mode,  is  simply  defined  in  the  state-space  R"  by  the 
scalar  equation,  given  by: 
s(t)  = 
(7d 
+h) 
n-1 
e  (4.5) 
where  h  is  a  strictly  positive  constant  that  can  also  be  interpreted  as  the  slope  of  the 
sliding  surface.  The  sliding  surface  is,  however,  determined  by  s(t)=0.  For  instant,  if  n=2 
(for  a  second-ordered  system)  ,  the  sliding  surface  is  given  by: 
s(t)=e+he=0 
100 Here,  s  is  simply  a  weighted  sum  of  the  position  and  velocity  error.  In  this  thesis,  the 
"sliding  surface"  at  s(t)-O  and  the  "sliding  hyperplane"  are  inter-changeable  and  thus 
mentioned  throughout. 
In  effect,  Eq.  (4.5)  represents  (n-1)th  order  linear  filtering.  The  tracking  error  is 
seen  as  the  output  of  (n-  1)  cascaded  first  order  low-pass  filter  with  the  cut-off  frequency 
at  h  rad/sec  and  with  input  s(t).  Suppose  s(t)  can  be  forced  to  hold  its  value  within  a 
"small"  range.  Then  robust  accurate  tracking  can  be  achieved  if  h  is  chosen  to  be 
sufficiently  "small"  with  respect  to  high  frequency  unmodelled  dynamics  (such  as 
unmodelled  structural  modes  and/or  neglected  pure  time  varying  delays)  (Slotine  and  Li 
,  1991).  The  problem  of  tracking  x=  xd  is  equivalent  to  stabilising  (4.5),  ie.,  the 
problem  of  remaining  on  the  sliding  surface  in  the  phase-plane  diagram  shown  in  Figure 
4.  la,  V  PO,  since  s=0  Vt  represents  a  linear  differential  equation  whose  unique  solution 
is  e=0.  Thus  the  problem  of  tracking  the  n-dimensional  vector  yd  can  be  reduced  to  that 
of  keeping  the  scalar  quantity  s  at  zero  and  thus  sliding  of  the  states  to  the  origin  of 
phase-plane  diagram.  This  observation  can  be  summarised  by  Figure  4.  lb 
e 
sli 
co 
e 
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Figure  4.1a:  Sliding  surface. Ia 
+,  0 
Observer 
4.2.2  Sliding  condition  and  reachability 
Constructing  a  Lyapunov  function: 
V(e,  t)  =  V(s)  =2  s2  (4.6) 
from  (4.5),  the  nth-order  tracking  problem  is  now  being  replaced  by  a  1st-order 
stabilisation  problem  in  which  the  scalar  s  is  to  be  kept  at  zero.  The  existence  and 
convergence  condition  is  obtained  from  the  Lyapunov  stability  theory,  as  given  by 
(Utkin,  1977;  Young 
, 
1978;  Slotine  and  Li,  1991): 
2  dts2 
5-resl50,  Vs  (4.7) 
or 
SSS  -mSJSO,  vs 
where  17  >0  is  a  constant.  This  means  it  is  required  that 
<-17  when  s>0  (4.8) 
zr  when  s<0 
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Figure  4.  lb:  A  tracking  system  using  sliding  mode  control i.  e.,  switching  to  achieve  velocity  reversal  of  s  must  occur  once  s  crosses  s=0. 
Essentially,  condition  (4.7)  states  that  the  squared  "distance"  to  the  surface,  as  measured 
by  s2,  decreases  along  all  system  trajectories.  Thus,  it  constraints  trajectories  to  point 
towards  the  surface  s(t)  as  illustrated  in  Figure  4.2.  More  precisely,  satisfying  condition 
(4.7)  means  the  sliding  surface  s(e,  t)=0  will  always  be  reached  in  a  finite  time  smaller 
than  kI  /  il,  since  the  convergence  speed  J.  >_  77.  Hence,  the  system's  behaviour 
once  on  the  surface  is  termed  as  sliding  mode.  From  (4.5)  the  sliding  surface  can  be 
classified  as  both  a  place  and  dynamics  as  defined  by  the  condition  itself,  given  by  (4.5), 
when  the  system  trajectories  are  on  the  sliding  surface. 
e 
s=0 
7  .  >o 
i<o 
s>  O  slope  -N  °<0  i<0  / 
i>0 
s>0 
s<0  i<0 
i>O 
sliding  surface 
s<0 
i>0 
Figure  4.2:  Sliding  mode  operations. 
Note  that,  however,  (4.7)  is  a  satisfying  condition  and  not  a  necessary  condition. 
Satisfying  this  enables  the  system  state  be  driven  from  an  arbitrary  initial  point  onto  the 
sliding  surface  and  towards  a  pre-defined  point  or  the  origin,  fulfilling  condition  (4.7). 
4.2.3  Chattering 
The  implementation  of  a  selected  control  law  is  usually  imperfect,  for  example 
switching  is  not  instantaneous,  a  larger  switching  value  is  used  to  over  satisfy  the 
103 condition  (4.7)  and  the  value  of  s  is  not  known  with  finite  precision.  This  leads  to 
chattering  as  shown  in  Figure  4.3. 
C 
It  can  be  realised  that,  when  operating  in  the  sliding  mode,  the  system  response  is 
chattering  along  the  s=0  hyperplane  towards  the  origin.  Chattering  is  undesirable  in 
practice,  since  it  involves  high  control  activity  and  also  further  excites  high-frequency 
dynamics  neglected  in  the  course  of  modelling  (such  as  unmodelled  structural  modes, 
neglected  time-delays,  and  so  on).  Therefore  the  control  law  is  to  be  suitably 
smoothened  which  will  be  discussed  in  later  section. 
4.2.4  Sliding  region  and  new  sliding  condition 
(i)  Constant  sliding  region  , 
To  smooth  all  the  chattering,  hyperplane  (4..  4)  is  modified  to  js(e,  tý  S  ý,  where 
ý>  0,  to  tolerate  some  disturbances  or  dynamic  uncertainties  while  still  moving  along 
the  neighbourhood  of  sliding  surface  towards  the  origin.  This  is  graphically  depicted  in 
Figure  4.4.  From  this,  the  robustness  criterion  of  (4.7)  changes  to  a  more  relax 
condition: 
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Figure  4.3:  Chattering  along  the  sliding  surface. 2  dt  s2  <_  (4.9) 
This  means  that  the  control  law  needs  to  meet  the  condition  sS  -r)  only  when  szý 
and  to  meet  s  >_  il  only  when  s:  5  -ý.  The  hysteresis  provides  a  buffer  area  for  the 
dynamics  of  s.  In  other  words,  frequently  small  switchings  are  replaced  by  occasional 
but  large  switchings.  States  outside  the  boundaries  are  attracted  to  them,  but  no  action 
is  taken  when  they  are  within  the  boundary,  resulting  in  a  trade-off  of  tracking  precision 
for  reduced  chattering. 
e 
surface 
'-  sliding  region 
Figure  4.4:  Sliding  region  for  a  robust  system. 
(ü)  Time-varying  sliding  region 
To  make  the  case  more  general,  consider  the  situation  where  the  desired 
trajectory,  xd(t),  varies  with  time  arbitrarily.  Thus,  it  is  sensible  to  study  a  time-varying 
boundary,  fi(t),  of  the  sliding  region  given  by  ls(e,  t)ý  _< 
fi(t),  where  4(t)>_  0. 
In  Section  3.2.2,  we  see  that  the  sliding  mode  can  be  reached  in  a  finite  time,  i.  e., 
t, 
k(eo,  oý 
reach  17 
(4.10) 
105 if  the  reaching  speed  1s1  >_  i.  For  the  time-varying  boundaries,  we  have  also  to 
guarantee  that  the  distance  to  them  always  decrease  for  reachability,  i.  e.  (Slotine  and  Li, 
1991) 
d 
(s-f]:  5-17,  Vs> 
(4.11) 
d 
Is  17,  VS:  5 
. 
dt 
Rewrite  (4.11)  to  form: 
VsZ 
This  means  the  sliding  condition  of  (4.7)  becomes: 
ss5(ý-i  sI  VIsI  zý  (4.12) 
Following  the  argument  on  s  given  in  Section  4.2.2,  we  see  that  (4.12)  means  the 
reaching  velocity  must  be  greater  than  (ý-  77),  i.  e., 
t 
reach 
< 
k(eo,  O)I 
(4.13) 
Eq.  (4.12)  means  the  condition  becomes  more  stringent  when  the  boundary  contracts 
(i  e.  ý<  0),  but  becomes  more  relaxed  when  the  boundary  expands  (ý  >  0).  To  assist 
design,  one  can  intuitively  replace  71  of  (4.7)  by  (4-  77). 
106 4.2.5  Equivalent  control 
The  control  input  u  that  satisfies  the  condition  s=0  given  by  (4.4)  is  called 
"equivalent  control",  ueq.  Hence,  differentiating  s(x,  t)  with  respect  to  time  yields 
s(e,  t)=(  +h)n-le 
=  e(n)  +  ble(n  -1)+....  +  n-  le 
=X(n)_x  d 
(n)  +  ble(n  -1)+....  +  n- 
le 
=f(x,  t)+u-xd(n)+ble(n-1)+....  +  n-1e=0  (4.14) 
Solving  this  equation  yields  the  equivalent  control: 
U_  Ueq  =-  f(x,  t)+Xd(n)  -  ble(n-1)-....  -  n- 
le 
(4.15) 
This  implies  that  the  equivalent  control  can  be  regarded  as  to  achieve  feedback 
linearisation  by  letting  u=ueq  to  cancel  out  f(x,  t)  and  hence  replace  the  system 
dynamic  by  that  of  the  sliding  surface. 
4.2.6  Hard  switching  SMC 
In  feedback  linearisation,  however,  it  is  almost  impossible  to  obtain  Ueq 
accurately,  as  f(x,  t)  is  from  the  model  and  can  only  be  estimated  by  f(x,  t)  in  practice. 
This  means  the  equivalent  control  of  (4.15)  can  be  estimated  as: 
üeq  =  -f  +xd(n)  -  ble(n  -1)_.... 
-
  n- 
le 
(4.16) 
Now,  the  objective  is  to  provide  a  stabilising  control  with  the  presence  of  the 
modelling  error  (as  well  as  disturbances).  Thus  a  control  action  u  is  constructed  based 
107 on  üeq  to  satisfy  the  sliding  condition  (4.7).  As  observed  earlier  from  (4.8),  this 
condition  means  switching  of  i  by  combining  (4.14)  and  (4.16).  This  yields: 
s=4f+u-üeq  (4.17) 
where  Af  =f-f  is  independent  of  u.  Thus,  to  satisfy  (4.8),  one  choice  for  (4.17) 
would  be  to  have 
u-  üeq  =  -k  sgn(s) 
ie. 
u=  üeq  -k  sgn(s)  (4.18) 
where  sgn  is  the  signum  function: 
+l,  Vs  >0 
sgn(s)  =  0,  Vs  =0 
-1,  tos  <0 
To  verify  this  and  to  determine  k,  rewrite  (4.7)  to 
ss  =  s[ef  -k  sgn(s)] 
=  sef  -  Msl  (4.19) 
Usually,  the  model  uncertainty  arised  from  the  feedback  linearisation  approach  given  by 
(4.16)  is  bounded.  That  is,  the  estimation  error  on  f  is  to  be  bounded  by  some  known 
value.  Thus,  let 
II>-3L  =  IIL111D  _  ýo  >0  (4.20) 
108 where  1[11, 
ýO  stands  for  finite  norm  in  Euclidean  space.  Then,  if  k  is  chosen  large  enough 
to  cover  this  uncertainty  bound  as 
k=  i7+ý0  >:  0 
(4.21) 
we  have: 
ss  <-  W0  -(ii+ýO*l  _  -*  (4.22) 
as  derived.  Hence,  the  invariancy  of  the  sliding  mode  to  uncertainty  or  disturbance  can 
be  achieved  with  a  correct  choice  of  k  in  (4.18).  Note  that,  however,  the  equivalent 
control  given  by  (4.16)  is  a  combination  of  derivative  control  and  feedback  nonlinear 
cancellation. 
The  switching  scheme  of  (4.18)  produced  by  the  control  discontinuity  k  across  the 
surface  s(t)  =  0,  is  termed  as  hard-switching  as  two  distinctive  levels  are  defined.  The 
switching  levels  need  not,  however,  be  symmetrical,  as  long  as  it  satisfies  (4.7)  Vs 
. 
This 
prompts  that  (4.18)  is  replaced  by  an  asymmetrical  hard-switching  law  given  by  (Utkin, 
1977;  Hung,  GAo  and  Hung,  1993): 
u=  üeq  -  K(s,  gyp)  sgn(s) 
where 
kl>ýO, 
K(s,  ý0)  =  0, 
k2>ý0, 
Vs>0 
Vs=0 
`ds  <0 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
4.2.7  Existing  soft-switching  schemes 
In  hard  switching  schemes,  chattering  will  also  be  contributed  by  rigid  switching 
action.  Thus,  instead  of  using  hard-switching  schemes  such  as  that  of  (4.18),  "soft- 
109 switching"  or  "piece-wise  switching"  schemes  could  be  employed.  For  example,  an 
obvious  alternative  to  signum  function  is  the  use  of  a  "saturation  function"  shown  in 
Figure  4.5  (  Slotine  and  Li,  1991). 
s 
Figure  4.5:  A  saturation  function  for  soft-switching. 
Here  the  saturation  function  is  defined  as 
sis< 
sat( 
S)=  (4.25) 
sgn(-)  otherwise 
The  corresponding  SMC  control  law  thus  becomes: 
u=  üeq  -k  sat()  (4.26) 
where  k  may  also  depend  upon  40  and  s  as  given  by  (4.24)  and  ý>  0.  This  provides 
prompt  but  gradual  (continuous)  actions  and  reduces  chattering.  In  effect,  the 
continuous  action  of  (4.26)  involves  no  switching  at  all.  This  casts  doubt  whether  (4.8) 
will  be  satisfied  when  s  just  changes  sign.  A  proof  is  provided  by  Slotine  (1984)  and  a 
treatment  of  this  issue  will  be  given  in  the  next  section. 
110 For  a  softer  and  smoother  control,  the  continuous  saturation  function  can  be 
replaced  by  the  differentiable  hyperbolic-tangent  (tanh)  function.  This  gives  the  control 
laws  (Healey  and  Lienard,  1993;  McGookin,  1993): 
u=  ueq  -k  tank(  )  (4.27) 
Here  the  strictly  positive  constant  ý  is  used  to  define  the  gradient  of  the  transition 
slope,  as  illustrated  in  Figure  4.6.  The  choice  of  the  value  of  ý  is  based  on  the  dynamic 
response  of  the  system  and  is  defined  by  trial-and-error  method  so  far.  Again,  there  has 
been  no  proof  on  the  convergence  of  the  control  law  and  no  guidelines  on  how  to 
choose  k  or  ý.  A  treatment  of  this  will  be  given  in  the  next  section. 
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Figure  4.6:  A  hyperbolic-tangent  function  for  soft  switching. 
4.2.8  Integral  control 
The  reachability  condition  of  (4.7)  requires  1s1  2:  17  which  results  in  unwanted 
chattering.  This  becomes  less  severe  when  ISI  becomes  smaller.  When  1s1  is  very  small, 
however,  there  exists  a  danger  that  the  states  be  trapped  at  some  "steady-state"  point 
III (e,  e)  =  (0,  constant),  if  the  feedback  linearisation  results  in  a  system  behaving  like  a 
Type-O  linear  system.  An  effort  that  may  be  made  to  account  for  this  "steady-state" 
error  is  to  include  J0edt  as  an  interested  system  variable.  By  doing  so,  the  order  of  the 
system  (4.3)  becomes  (n+1)  and  that  of  sliding  surface  (4.5)  becomes  n.  Based  on  (4.5), 
(4.14),  we  have 
nnS 
dt 
(7+h  ) 
Joedt  = 
(dt 
+h)  e= 
(n-I  dt 
+h) 
(dt 
+h)e 
d  n-1  d  n-1 
= 
(dt 
+h)  e+h(dt  +h)  e 
=f-f+u-üeq+h(dt+h 
n-1  )e 
We  can  thus  still  use  (4.18)  to  provide  control  action,  with  new  equivalent  control  given 
d1  by  ü  -h(  +h)n-  e].  Ifk  is  still  chosen  as  (4.21),  then  (4.7)  is  satisfied.  From  the 
[eq 
dt 
above  derivation,  we  see  that,  however,  apart  from  s  involving  integration  on  the  error 
signal,  the  integral  action  is  not  apparent'  in  the  controls.  This  may  not  be  accepted  by 
practising  engineers. 
4.3  Extended  switching  schemes 
4.3.1  Passive  sliding  region 
There  is  no  sliding  region  under  hard  switching  control  laws  (4.18)  and  (4.23) 
since  switching  (  and  thus  also  chattering)  will  take  place  if  s(e,  t)  changes  sign.  To  ease 
this,  trade-off  may  be  made  on  the  sliding  error  by  creating  a  sliding  region  with 
112 thickness  ý.  Thus,  we  devise  a  switching  function  given  by  Figure  4.7  and  term  is  a 
"cut-off  function".  It  is  defined  by. 
0  <_1 
cut(i)  = 
iS 
[sgn(.  )  otherwise 
where  ý  represents  the  "cut-off  threshold". 
J 
Figure  4.7:  A  cut-off  function  with  cut-off  threshold 
Replacing  the  signum  function  in  (4.18)  by  this  function  gives 
u=  üeq  -k  cut(3) 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
This  scheme  provides  no  switched  actions  at  all  when  the  states  fall  within  the  region.  It 
merely  lets  the  states  passively  follow  üeq  and  coast  towards  the  origin. 
The 
113 To  design  an  SMC  control  law  given  by  (4.29)  that  satisfies  (4.12),  consider  s 
outside  the  sliding  region,  ie.,  lslz  ý.  Combining  (4.17)  and  (4.29),  it  clearly  follows 
that 
s=0f-kcut(  s)  (4.30) 
=of-ksgn(  ) 
therefore, 
ss  =  s4f  -  ký) 
_< 
lsJl4,  fI  -  kiss 
This  implies  we  need  to  choose: 
k=i1+I0.1-ý,  dý{Z  (4.31) 
in  order  to  satisfy  (4.12).  Thus  clearly,  two  asymmetrical  values  of  a  constant  k  may  be 
chosen  in  a  similar  manner  to  (4.24).  A  guideline  for  two  pessimistic  robust  designs  is 
given  by 
k=q+ýoVIn>0  (4.32a) 
or 
k=iJ+fo-ý,  '7>II 
I  (4.32b) 
Chattering 
To  assess  the  chattering,  study  the  system  behaviour  with  control  given  by  (4.29). 
From  (4.30),  we  have 
s=of-x  cut(  ) 
=ef,  dlsi<4 
(4.33) 
114 Here  t\f  represents  the  model  uncertainty.  This  means  the  chattering  will  be  determined 
by  IsI  which  is  bounded  by  ýo 
. 
Indeed,  if  no  action  that  ensures  robustness  is  taken 
within  the  sliding  region,  the  equivalent  control  given  by  (4.16)  will  result  in  s  drifting  at 
a  speed  dictated  by  the  modelling  error.  However,  this  is  independent  off  as  shown  in 
(4.33).  This  implies  that  the  high-frequency  activities  of  s  is  significantly  lower  than  that 
of  Of 
,  when  sliding  mode  is  ensured  by  the  choice  of  k  based  on  (4.31).  Further,  as 
discussed  in  Section  4.2.1,  the  rate  of  change  of  error,  e,  is  reduced  from  s  by  an  (n- 
1)th  order  of  low-pass  filter.  Note  that  (4.33)"  and  thus  all  conclusions  hold  if  ý  is  time- 
varying. 
More  directly  and  importantly,  study  the  control  action  itself  By  (4.29),  we  have: 
ü= 
d  (ü  )-k  d 
cut()  dt  eq  dt 
üeq,  Vs0ý  (4.34) 
Here  üeq  depends  only  on  the  model  f,  the  highest  order  variation  of  the  reference 
xd(/z)  and  the  observed  error  states,  which  are  all  continuous.  Its  independence  of  the 
control  action  or  s  means  it  is  the  minimum  value  that  the  rate  of  change  of  u  can  be. 
Thus,  Eq.  (4.34)  implies  that  the  system  will  always  have  minimum  chattering  both 
inside  the  sliding  region  and  outside.  Sudden  chattering  occurs  when  s  moves  in  and  out 
of  the  sliding  region  of  thickness  ý.  This  is  compared  to  zero  thickness  and  theoretically 
infinite  switching  rate  if  a  Signum  function  is  used.  Nevertheless,  chattering  will  always 
exist,  due  to  the  switching  action  given  by  (4.29)  to  ensure  robustness. 
Trade-off  of  tracking  accuracy 
The  reduction  of  chattering  is  achieved  at  the  cost  of  tracking  accuracy,  as  the 
sliding  error  s  is  drifted  at  a  speed  of  Of  when  there  is  no  additional  action  to  üeq  is 
taken  within  the  sliding  (tolerance)  region.  ffk  is  chosen  by  (4.31),  nonetheless,  sliding 
error  smaller  than  ý  is  robustly  guaranteed. 
115 4.3.2  Piece-wise  hard  switching 
An  obvious  candidate  for  a  smoothen  control  than  passive  switching-off  is  the  use 
of  the  switching  scheme  shown  in  Figure  4.8.  The  switching  activity  gracefully  steps 
down,  instead  of  being  completely  shut-of.  The  control  law  is  also  given  by  (4.23)  but 
with 
kl>ýods> 
K(s,  ý0)=  k2sgn(s)  -ýSsS  (4.35) 
k3>ýO-ý  `ds< 
which  satisfies  (4.31).  Here,  asymmetric  switching  scheme  is  used  to  account  for 
asymmetrical  system  to  be  controlled  in  a  more  general  situation.  Clearly,  k2  may  also 
be  made  asymmetrical  if  needed.  We  term  this  scheme  "piece-wise  switching  scheme". 
s 
Figure  4.8:  Piece-wise  hard-switching  function  for  SMC. 
4.3.3  Linear  switching  region 
Instead  of  switching  to  zero  actions  taken  on  the  sliding  error  s,  the  saturation 
function  of  (4.25)  given  by  Figure  4.5  can  be  used  to  provide  a  continuous  control 
action.  This  function  acts  like  a  low-pass  filter  acting  on  the  passive  switching  of  (4.28). 
116 Such  a  control  law  is  valid  only  if  (4.8)  is  satisfied.  The  following  provides  the  proof  or 
design  guide  devised  in  the  literature  (Slotine,  1984): 
Now  study  (4.17)  with  (4.26).  Combining  the  two  equations  gives: 
ss=s  Af-ksat(s) 
=  shf  -  ks  sat(3)  (4.36) 
To  guarantee 
s.  §:  5  -  7j1Sl,  vs 
we  must  have 
1sll4/1-  kr  sat(S)  S  -r  s1,  Vs 
i.  e., 
Islletl-kýl  t(  I)s-rýsl,  Vs 
This  implies 
k  Il  +'AA,  Vs  (4.37) 
sat(  ) 
This  is  impossible  as  it  is  destroyed  when  Isl  -,  -  0.  It  is,  however,  easy  to  infer  that  if  a 
sliding  region  is  used,  then  (4.9)  is  satisfied.  Let  the  maximum  sliding  error  allowed  be 
ý.  Then  the  choice  of 
k=r7+Ie,  /1,  Vs>_ý  (4.38) 
Will  satisfy  the  sliding  condition  given  by  (4.9).  Note  here  k  is  independent  of  ý,  i.  e., 
reachability  is  guarantee  for  a  constant  thickness. 
117 To  include  a  general  case,  suppose  the  region  thickness,  and  thus  also  the  value  of 
in  (4.25),  may  be  time-varying.  From  (4.36),  we  have 
ss5k  4'l-krsat(s),  vs 
=  (ýIIDl1-  AIsl  sat(m) 
1ýJI4t1-  kkI,  vN  2 
_(-  JIsI,  VIsl  ý*  ý 
if 
k=  i  I4f1- 
(4.39) 
That  is,  condition  (4.12)  is  satisfied  for  such  a  k.  Again,  k  can  be  conservatively 
designed  by  (4.32a)  or  (4.32b). 
Chattering 
From  (4.30)  and  (4.25),  we  have 
s=of-ksat(ss  ) 
=0f-ks,  V  J<4  (4.40) 
(i)  is  a  constant. 
In  this  case,  we  have: 
I 
of 
p+N 
(4.41) 
118 where  p  stands  for  the  first-order  differentiation  operator.  This  means  s  is  the  output  of 
a  time-varying  first-order  low-pass  filter  on  the  bounded  input  Of. 
. 
Such  input  can  be 
regarded  as  a  disturbance  signal  bounded  by  a  step  signal  with  amplitude  ý0,  due  to 
feedback  cancellation  uncertainty.  This  makes  the  error  states  drift  out  of  the  sliding 
surface  at: 
-kt 
s  sts  (1-e  ý  )Of  (4.42) 
If  4f  varies  only  slowly  with  time  or  to  a  distance  bounded  by 
-kt 
5k  (1-e  )gyp  N 
The  speed  at  which  the  states  drift  is  given  by. 
-kt 
1z  fe  ý 
-*0,  when  t  -+co  (4.43) 
or 
-kt 
IMl 
0e 
ý 
Even  when  Of  varies  time,  the  high-frequency  chattering  in  terms  of  s  will  be 
significantly  lower  than  the  dynamics  of  Of 
,  since  (4.41)  means  the  cut-off  frequency  of 
the  low-pass  filter  is  X  rad/sec.  (Note  the  above  discussions  will  be  more  rigorous  if  k 
is  chosen  as  a  constant,  such  as  that  given  by  (4.32a). 
By  the  definitions  of  s,  it  can  be  seen  that  such  sliding  error  s  is further  filtered  to 
form  e  by  (n-1)  cascaded  low-pass  filter  with  a  cut-off  frequency  at  h  rad/sec.  This  and 
(4.43)  implies  the  performance  of  such  a  continuous  control  is  indeed  better  than  that  of 
the  passive  sliding  region  controller. 
(ii)  4  is  time-varying. 
119 In  this  case,  we  need  to  restrict  the  allowable  choices  of  ý  in  order  to  filter  out 
the  high  frequency  sliding  errors.  A  simple  restriction  is  given  by: 
A.  =  rl+IA,  l  -ý=  (4.44) 
This  result  and  (4.40)  for  A=h  is  obtained  in  Slotine  and  Li  (1991). 
From  (4.44),  we  have 
s:  ts 
p+A 
(17  +IAJJ) 
or 
77  (4.45) 
This  means  is  allowed  to  vary  within  0,  with  a  velocity  given  by  e-At. 
This  result  together  with  (4.39)  is  graphically  depicted  in  Figure  4.9. 
----------------------------------- 
o"  lAfI  --------------------------------- 
c 
k  =72  *  IAfI-ZeýX 
------------------------ 
Figure  4.9:  Plot  of  the  filter  response. 
120 Eq.  (4.44)  means  that  the  sliding  boundary  ý  can  not  change  as  quickly  as  the  model 
uncertainty  I41,  as  it  is  filtered  from  (Q1  by  a  low-pass  filter  with  a  cut-off  frequency  at 
2  radsec  and  a  gain  at  This  is  graphically  depicted  by  Figure  4.10.  It  may  serve  a 
missing  link  between  time-domain  robust  methods  and  frequency-domain  robust 
methods. 
p+ 
Idol 
Specwm  of  v* 
I&fl 
ýl+I  Afoi 
A 
Spectrum  of  l 
log  (frequency) 
Figure  4.10:  Spectrum  of  filtering. 
Similarly,  by  (4.41),  s  is  also  damped  from  4f  by  a  low-pass  filter  of  a  cut-off 
frequency  at  A  rad/sec,  since  (k  /0=A=  constant.  This  means  that,  whether  the 
thickness  of  the  sliding  region  varies  with  time  or  not,  high  frequency  chattering  in  terms 
of  s  can  always  be  eliminated.  However,  with  the  thickness  starting  from  zero,  less 
control  gain  is  required.  Note  that  the  above  derivations  are  for  Isl  <  ý.  When  outside 
the  region,  s  is  brought  back  to  it  by  the  robustness  criterion  given  by  (4.12). 
Now  study  4  directly  as  in  the  previous  sub-section.  By  (4.26),  we  have: 
ICI- 
Jü 
-kdt[sat(i) 
Slüegl  +kdd  sat( 
d 
P  kdt 
:5  eql+ 
121 IeqI+j  s-  2  (4.46) 
As  t  ->  oo,  ý 
--*  0  and  s  -4  0  (or  low-pass  filtered  from  Af  ),  this  means  zi  is  bounded 
close  to  jand 
there  are  no  impulse  terms  of  is  for  all  s.  (Note  that  the  above 
discussions  will  be  more  rigorous  if  k  is  more  conservatively  chosen  by  (4.32b),  instead 
of  by  (4.31)). 
4.3.4  Hyperbolic-tangent  sliding  region 
To  have  a  softer  sliding  control  than  (4.26),  study  the  control  law  given  by  (4.27). 
Here  the  hyperbolic-tangent  function  acts  as  a  more  practically  implementable  low-pass 
filter  than  saturation  function.  By  (4.17),  we  have: 
s=41-ktann(3) 
(4.47) 
Again,  no  finite  k  can  be  obtained  to  satisfy  (4.7),  if  no  sliding  band  is  permitted.  Thus, 
consider  a  band  thickness  of  ý  such  that: 
cam(  zr.  ß(1)=0.7616,  V  Iz  , 
therefore, 
ss=sAf-kstann(  ý 
sef  -k  Jj  tank(  ) 
kIIA11-  kýl  twh(1),  VIII  z4 
<(i-n$SI 
122 if  we  choose 
k=  17+1AO-ý 
tanh(i) 
(4.48) 
That  is,  condition  (4.12)  is  satisfied  for  such  a  k.  Again,  conservative  designs  are  given 
by: 
17  +  4t0 
I! A. 
k=- 
tanh(1)  '  77>  0  (4.49a) 
or 
IN. 
tanh(l) 
Chattering 
The  discussions  on  this  is  more  complicated  than  that  of  the  previous  sub-section, 
as  the  hyperbolic-tangent  function  is  a  non-linear  function.  Thus  Eq.  (4.47)  stands  for  a 
non-linear  filtering  problem.  Ifs  is  well  within  the  sliding  region,  however,  we  have: 
tank(s)=S-1  Sl 
3+? 
Sl 
5-...... 
3()  15(  J 
if  ki  «  (4.50) 
This  makes  the  situation  similar  to  that  of  the  previous  section.  Following  the 
derivations  of  (4.43),  we  can  infer  that: 
00 
if  Of  is  close  to  a  constant.  To  verify  the  remark  on  9,  numerical  solution  to  (4.47)  for 
(l)  =  2.63  is  given  by  Figure  4.11.  Of  =1,  =1,  i  =1  and  thus  k= 
t2 
123 4 
09  ------  -------  ------'  -----  ---------- 
0.8  ------------------"-----  ...................... 
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Figure  4.11:  Plot  of  the  filter  response. 
As  can  be  seen  in  Figure  4.11,  s  is  decaying  exponentially  towards  zero  when  s  crosses 
the  s=0  hyperplane  and  increases  to  reach  a  constant  (<  i).  Thus  it  fulfils  the  conclusion 
given  above  with  chattering  eliminated  with  s  -*  0. 
Again,  if  we  further  choose 
k  A4  nt  I4 
(4.51) 
(1  ) 
the  conclusions  of  ý  and  ý  also  hold,  i.  e.,  we  have 
t  -+  00 
or  more  precisely, 
In  this  case,  we  have 
ý_  17  +I°JI  [i_e_2  tanh(1)tl  (4.52) 
A  tanh(1)  J 
ICI  -  üeq  -k 
dI 
tom(  ) 
Slüegl+kd  tanh( 
124 =l  üe  I 
+k 
d  [tanh(.:  E)]_d  :  q 
d(S)  dt 
Slüegl+  s-  2  (4.53) 
since 
d  [tanh()jý1 
d()This 
means  Iül  is  also  bounded  close  to 
1eqJ 
and  has  no  impulse  terms  involved. 
Similarly,  the  piece-wise  sliding  hypothesis  can  also  be  applied  this  control 
scheme.  The  control  law  is  still  given  by  (4.35).  The  switching  parameter  is  given  by: 
kl>ý0  Vs> 
K(s,  gyp)  tank(  )=  k2  -ý  Ss5  (4.54) 
1  k3>ý0-ý  ds< 
Graphically,  the  switching  function  is  depicted  in  Figure  4.12. 
Kis.  to)  tanh( 
. t2l 
oc27 
i 
-0.7616k2 
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Figure  4.12:  The  piece-wise  and  hyperbolic-tangent  type  of  switching  function. 
125 4.3.5  Attempts  towards  smooth  control  by  error  signals 
Hard-switching  method,  a  combination  of  switching  terms  directly  independent 
upon  the  error  signal,  such  as  es  and  es,  may  be  used  in  the  control  law,  as  given  by 
(Utkin,  1977;  Nandam  and  Sen,  1992;  Lua 
, 
1993): 
u=  üeq  -Ksgn(s)-K1  sgn(es)-K2  sgn(es)  (4.55) 
where  K  is  given  by  (4.24)  and 
kla 
, 
Ves>O 
K1=  0,  es=0 
klb 
, 
ties  <0 
k2a  Vs  >0 
K2  =0,  es  =0 
k2b  `des  <0 
These  are  added  in  the  hope  of  more  gradual  actions  taken  for  small  chattering. 
Apart  from  the  use  of  constant  switching  gains,  linear  feedback  switching  gains  are  also 
commonly  used  in  the  sliding  mode  control.  Here  we  have  generalised  the  control  law 
based  on  Nandam  and  Sen  (1992)  and  Lua  (1993)  to  include  all  possible  controller 
choices  within  the  "hard-switching"  structure  with  a  further  extension  of  an  integration 
term  to  form  a  generic  structure  as  given  by: 
u=üeq-Ksgn(s)-Kljedt-Kpe-KD 
de  (4.56) 
Apart  from  the  equivalent  control  and  directly  switching  term  given  in  the  control  law, 
the  fourth  term  represents  a  proportional  switching  gain  Kp  for  the  error,  the  third  an 
integral  switching  gain  KI  for  the  accumulation  of  error,  and  the  last  a  derivative 
switching  gain  KD  for  the  change-of-error.  A  potential  advantage  of  this  strategy  is  its 
126 ability  of  possible  use  of  undistorted  non-linear  model  of  the  physical  system.  The 
parameters  of  this  state-feedback  control  structure  are  hard-switched,  when  the  system's 
states  cross  the  sliding  surface  in  the  state-space,  as  described  by  (Itkis  1976;  Utkin  and 
Yang  1978;  Nandam  and  Sen  1992;  Lua  1993;  Utkin  1993)  where 
kll 
, 
vs>0 
KI=  0,  s=0  (4.57a) 
k12 
, 
Vs  <0 
kPl  `des  >0 
Kp=  0,  es=0  (4.57b) 
kP  `des  <0 
kDl 
, 
`des  >0 
KD  =0,  is  =0  (4.57c) 
kk 
, 
Vs  <O 
4.3.6  Modified  equivalent  control  from  PID  structure 
The  control  equivalent,  üeq,  given  in  the  previous  sections  was  estimated  from 
the  states  and  nonlinearities  of  the  system.  In  a  complex  and  coupled  system,  difficulties 
may  arise  in  determining  the  control  equivalent.  If  a  sophisticated  design  method  is 
available  for  direct  control  of  the  non-linear  system,  feedback  linearisation  is 
unnecessary  as  a  "wise"  selection  of  k  will  always  satisfy  the  robustness  condition 
provided  11,  f  11￿  is  bounded.  This  argument  is  somewhat  similar  to  that  for  the  H. 
frequency-domain  design  method,  i.  e.,  to  cover  the  pessimistic  situation.  It  is  also 
harmless  to  replace  the  n-th  order  derivative  of  the  reference,  xd(n),  with  (Slotine  and 
Li,  1991): 
127 l 
<_ 
(2h  i1 
t/t  (4.58) 
if  ls(t)1S  ý  vt  (4.59) 
This  implies  control  actions  in  the  form  of  P+D+D2+.....  can  be  employed,  if 
integration  is  taken  into  consideration.  Clearly,  if  the  design  tool  permits,  we  could 
simply  search  for  a  PID  controller  instead,  provided  the  search  obeys  the  sliding 
condition  (4.7).  The  use  of  conventional  control  law  based  upon  PID  terms  in 
substitution  of  the  control  equivalent  may  be  used  to  ease  the  design  for  engineers.  In 
addition,  control  parameters  of  a  conventional  control  system  are  easily  determined  with 
the  current  existing  tools.  Thus,  the  control  equivalent  law  using  the  conventional 
methodology  can  be  given  by: 
üeq  =-Kl  e-KI  f  edt-KD 
dt  (4.60) 
Including  (4.60)  into  (4.18)  yields: 
de 
u=-Ksgn(s)-Kljedt-Kpe-KD  dt  (4.61) 
and  in  (4.27)  yields: 
u=-Ktanh(s  )-K1f  edt-Kpe-KD 
de 
(4.62) 
1 
where  K  is  given  by  (4.35)  and 
kjl,  vs>ý 
K1=  k12,  -Ss54 
(4.63a) 
1k13, 
vs 
k  1, 
Ves>ý 
Kp=  kam,  -ýSes5ý 
(4.63b) 
[kp,  Iles  <-4 
128 kDl,  ties  >ý 
KD  =.  k  D2'  -ý  _< 
is  <i  (4.63c) 
[kD3, 
ties  <- 
This  could  then  be  used  to  replace  (4.56)  to  provide  a  simpler  SMC  for  practising 
engineers.  Note  that  when  the  states  fall  onto  the  sliding  region  bounded  by  ý,  the 
control  input  u  is  transform  to  the  PID  control  equivalent  automatically.  This  added 
conventional  control  action  should  force  the  states  to  the  origin  and  thus  provide 
quicker  tracking  that  FLC  does.  The  synergy  between  FLC  and  SMC,  however, 
indirectly  implies  that  FLC  is  also  robust. 
4.3.7  Extending  to  MIMO  systems 
Consider  the  more  general  multi-variable  system  given  by  its  error  dynamics, 
where  eeRn,  f¬Rn,  b¬R1m,  and  ueRm.  The  sliding  surface  is  thus  given  by  (4.2). 
In  order  to  solve  the  first-order  stabilisation  problem,  we  need  to  find  au  such 
that 
I=HTe=HTf+HTbu  (4.64) 
is  kept  at  zero  for  all  t.  This  can  obviously  not  be  satisfied  due  to  modelling  inaccuracy. 
Suppose  the  model  approximating  f  is  given  by  1.  Then  the  equivalent  control  in  the 
effort  to  best  approach  s=0  is  given  by  üeq  such  that 
HTf+HTbüeq=0  (4.65) 
where  HTbERIXm.  Note  that  no  explicit  state  feedback  in  the  form  similar  to  (4.16)  is 
necessary  here.  This  indirectly  supports  our  view  in  the  possibility  of  constructing  a  PID 
structure  discussed  in  Section  4.3.6. 
Now  substitute  (4.65)  to  (4.64),  this  yields: 
129 s=HT(f-f)+HTb(u"üeq)  (4.66) 
=  HT  1f  +HT  b(u  -  ueq  ) 
where  Of  =f  -f  ¬  Rn 
. 
(i)  Passive  sliding  region 
Let 
u  =üeq  -k  cut(3)  (4.67) 
where  k=  [kl,  k2......  km]T  eRm  (4.68) 
needs  to  guarantee  condition  (4.9)  is  satisfied. 
Substituting  (4.67)  into  (4.66)  yields: 
s=  HT  Of  -  HTbk  cut(s)  (4.69) 
where  HT  Af  e  Rl  and  HTbk  E  Rl 
Thus, 
Si  :5  S11 
JHT  4I  jj 
00 
-  sHT  bk  cut(.:,!  ) 
_  HTAA  -  sHT  bk,  V  sj  z 
(4.70) 
if  k  is  selected  such  that 
HTbk=r7+IHTAJ1-ý  (4.71) 
Discussion:  If  uncertainties  occur  in  b,  the  lower  bound  of  b  can  be  used  in  (4.71)  to 
obtain  a  larger  value  of  k. 
130 It  can  be  seen  that,  different  from  (4.31)  derived  from  the  simplified  system  (4.3),  the 
selection  of  sliding  surface  directly  influences  the  choice  of  k.  This  certainty  makes  the 
trial-and-error  based  manual  design  more  complicated. 
Following  the  discussions  in  Section  4.3.1,  it  can  be  seen  that,  within  the  sliding 
region,  chattering  is  given  by: 
s=  HTef 
similarly,  control  activity  is  also  bounded  as  given  by: 
Ilulloo  =11  ^eq  1100  (4.72) 
(ii)  Linear  sliding  region 
Let 
U=  keq  -ksat()  (4.73) 
Substituting  (4.73)  into  (4.66)  yields: 
s=  HT  Af  -  HT  bk  sat(")  (4.74) 
and 
ss  <_  I  JJHTA.  -  (sI  HT  bk,  V  sl  zý 
N(-  -i  ) 
if  k  is  chosen  such  that  (4.71)  holds. 
Following  the  discussions  in  Section  4.3.1,  it  can  be  seen  that,  within  the  sliding 
region,  chattering  is  given  by: 
s=HTLtf-HTbk!,  Vlsl  <  (4.75) 
131 Again,  assuming  Af  varies  very  slowly  and  ý=0.  Then  we  have: 
I 
-HT  O.  I  (4.76) 
HTbk 
P+ 
Le., 
_HTbkt 
s;  Zý 
H  bk  1-e  HTOf  (4.77) 
and  thus: 
_HTbkt  s  HT  Of  e  -+  0,  when  t  ---  oo  (4.78) 
In  the  case  that  ý*0,  let  for  example: 
'%  _7l+JHT4fJ-ý=HTbk 
This  implies: 
77+IHT°ý  ý  sýs  A 
(i_e_iU) 
(4.79) 
allowing  to  vary  within  [0, 
T1  +I2HT  °iJ] 
with  a  velocity  given  by  e-'t  .  In  other 
words,  if  we  allow  ý  varies  with  time  but  close  to  the  form  given  by  (4.79),  the  low- 
pass  filtering  characteristics  of  s  given  by  (4.76)  will  still  hold  and,  thus,  the  chattering 
will  be  eliminated 
Now  study  iü  directly.  By  (4.73),  we  have: 
H=  üeq-kdt[sat(s) 
132 s  s  lUeq  I 
+k 
d  [sat()j( 
ddt  () 
S  lüegl 
+kl  dtv 
ý 
=lüegl+ 
Is-  2  (4.80) 
As  t  -+  oo,  ý  -+  0  and  s  -->  0,  this  means  4  is  bounded  close  to  lüeq  I 
and  there  are  no 
impulse  terms  of  4  for  all  s. 
(iii)  Hyperbolic-tangent  sliding  region 
Let 
anh()  u=  üeq  -kt 
Then  substituting  (4.81)  into  (4.66)  yields: 
(4.81) 
s=  HT  Af  -  HTbk  tanh(3)  (4.82) 
and 
ss  S  kjjHTAf  _  NHTbk  tanh(1),  VN  2 
=I  ! (ý-  77)  (4.83) 
if  k  is  chosen  such  that: 
17+IHTO,  ý- 
HT  bk  =(1)  (4.84) 
tanh 
Similarly,  for  Is)  «i,  we  can  infer  that 
t  --ý  oo  s  -->  0 
133 and  from  (4.84),  we  have: 
7I+JHTAV  - 
k= 
HT  b  tanh(1) 
and 
I uH  =  ueq  -kdd  '5 
[tom(') 
_<Jt  eql+kJ  tanh(ýý 
=ýüegl  +kdd 
ltanh(-ý). 
ld 
(ý 
-  eql+k  i-  3 
since 
d  ftanh(±.  )l  51 
d() 
This  means  141  is  also  bounded  close  to 
lüegl 
and  has  no  impulse  terms  involved.  As 
discussed  in  Section  4.3.6,  a  PID  type  of  switching  control  will  also  hold,  but  the  sliding 
control  action  is  to  be  properly  replaced  by  a  vector  for  MIMO  case. 
4.4  Design  by  genetic  evolution 
From  the  discussions  from  Section  4.3,  it  can  be  seen  that,  in  general,  the  design 
of  a  sliding  mode  controller  is  usually  consisted  of  three  steps,  namely 
(1)  The  choice  of  the  sliding  surface  or  sliding  region; 
134 (2)  The  feedback  switching  control  law  u  that  satisfies  the  sliding  condition  and 
thus  accounts  for  modelling  uncertainty;  and 
(3)  Trade-off  between  control  chattering  and  tracking  precision. 
Since  chattering  is  undesirable  in  practice  and  required  to  be  minimised,  the 
discontinuous  control  law  is  to  be  suitably  smoothened  to  achieve  an  optimal  trade-off 
between  control  bandwidth  and  tracking  imprecision.  Hence,  the  design  becomes  even 
more  difficult  and  the  only  available  means  to  date  is  by  way  of  manual  trial-and-error.  It 
begins  with  design  considerations  in  solving  the  existence  and  convergence  problem 
before  assigning  SMC  parameters  analytically  and  then  devises  an  equivalent  control 
based  on  the  mathematical  model.  An  ideal,  nominal,  linear  time-invariant  model, 
however,  exists  and  has  commonly  used  so  far  (Itkis  1976;  Utkin  and  Yang  1978; 
Dorling  1985;  Utkin  1993).  In  most  circumstances,  model  linearisation  is  usually 
required  and  time-consuming,  resulting  a  loss  of  useful  information  of  the  physical 
model.  In  addition,  this  approach  is  too  difficult  to  apply  to  practical  problems,  since  all 
controller  parameters  (gains)  are  to  be  optimised  simultaneously  and  the  plant  dynamics 
could  be  complex  or  non-linear  for  analytical  approach.  In  this  thesis,  a  genetic 
algorithm  assisted  design  approach  is  proposed  for  the  automatic  design  of  SMC 
system.  In  this  design  approach,  undistorted  non-linear  systems  can  easily  be  included  in 
the  SMC  design. 
Taking  control  law  (4.62)  as  an  example,  in  summary,  the  design  involves  choices 
of  switching  logic  associated  with  12  parameters  required  by  (4.35)  and  (4.63a--c), 
together  with  ý,  (in  the  case  of  a  soft-switching  scheme);  and  the  choice  of  the  slope  of 
sliding  hyperplane  (h,  given  in  (4.5),  together  with  the  region  thickness,  ý.  The  genetic 
algorithm  used  in  the  FLC  design  in  Chapter  3  is  to  be  used  here  for  the  SMC.  The 
previously  adopted  Base-7  coding  scheme  is,  however,  replaced  by  a  Base-10  coding  for 
simplicity  of  usage  and  precision.  Therefore,  in  the  genetic  algorithm,  the  coded 
chromosome  has  concatenated  genes  described  by: 
K11,  K12,  K13,  KP1,  KP2,  KP3,  KD1,  KD2,  KD3,  k1,  k2,  k3,  ý,, 
'h 
135 Each  parameter  is  coded  with  2  digits  giving  a  resolution  of  1%  of  its  range.  Other 
parameters  such  as  A  and  i  may  also  include  into  the  optimisation  search.  Again,  an 
additional  digit  can  also  be  used  for  the  range  selection.  Hence,  they  sum  to  a 
chromosome  length  of  45  (15x3)  digits.  Similar  fitness  function  used  formerly  is  also  to 
be  employed  here  for  evaluation  of  system  performance  in  terms  of  rise-time,  overshoots 
and  steady-state  errors.  As  optimised  by  the  genetic  algorithms,  the  later  subsections 
demonstrate  the  results  of  three  sliding  mode  control  systems  in  applications  to  a  2nd. 
order  laboratory-scale  non-linear  coupled  liquid-level  regulation  system  given  by 
equation  (3.21)  Chapter  3.  It  is  used  as  the  pilot  study  to  demonstrate  the  SMC  design 
using  genetic  algorithms.  In  this  control  system,  there  is  an  explicit  constraint  of  the 
driving  voltage  of  pump  for  both  tanks  such  that  they  are  limited  to  [0,5V]  when 
simulating  the  response  and  evaluating  the  performance.  In  addition,  a  linear  mapping  of 
the  pump  driving  voltage  onto  the  maximum  flow  rate  Ql  and  Q2  is  used  in  the 
simulation. 
4.4.1  Hard-switching  SMC  system  with  a  sliding  hyperplane 
The  GA  optimised  controller  parameters  for  control  law  of  (4.61)  without  a  sliding 
region  are: 
h=0.117 
0.021 
, 
Vs<0  2.2 
, 
des<0 
K=  0,  Vs=0  Kp=  19.103 
, 
Ves=0 
0.021  Vs>0  83.33 
, 
Ves>0 
, 
0.15  , 
Vs<0  48.0 
, 
Ves<0 
K1=  0.133  , 
Vs  =0  KD  =  36.0  , 
ties  =0 
0  11  Vs>0  0.0  , 
`des>0 
.  , 
Here,  the  system  used  as  a  pilot  study  in  this  thesis  is  given  by  (3.21).  The  parameters 
are  accurately  identified  using  methods  described  by  Li  and  Tan  (1995).  Thus  we  have 
assumed  ý0  =  0.01.  The  GA  maximum  search  range  using  the  range  selection  strategy 
136 for  il  is  [0,99]  and  eventually  recommends  q=0.011  as  shown  in  the  value  of  K  above. 
The  assumption  of  a  small  ýO  is  mainly  used  to  test  the  design  methodology  and  see 
how  the  real  implemented  system  will  behave  under  search  assumption  and  also  even  if 
ý0  is  in  practice  greater  than  0.01. 
The  simulated  and  implemented  responses  of  the  hard-switching  SMC  system  with 
a  sliding  hyperplane  are  depicted  by  Figure  4.13  and  Figure  4.16,  respectively.  Figure 
4.14  shows  a  plot  of  s-trajectory  produced  by  the  SMC  system.  In  terms  of  robustness 
to  parameter  variations,  Figure  4.15  shows  the  performances  of  the  controller  when  the 
maximum  inflow  rate  Q1  of  the  system  is  subjected  to  changes  of  a  50%  increment  and 
a  20%  decrement. 
It  can  be  seen  in  Figure  4.13  and  Figure  4.14,  chattering  has  occurred  using  the 
hard-switching  scheme  with  a  siding  hyperplane.  However,  the  robustness  performance 
of  the  controller  is  maintained  even  with  an  injection  of  a  disturbance  with  a  constant 
inflow  of  500  cm3/min  of  fluid.  In  Figure  4.14,  it  can  be  seen  that  s  is  moving  very  fast 
towards  the  s=0  sliding  hyperplane  without  sliding  along  the  hyperplane  first  and  it  can 
easily  visualise  and  coincide  with  the  intersection  point  of  the  desired  set  point.  This  is 
due  to  the  fitness  function  using  by  the  GA  with  the  objective  of  fast  rise-time,  low 
overshoots  and  minimum  steady-state  errors. 
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Figure  4.13:  Simulated  response  of  a  hard-switching  SMC  system  designed  by  GA. 
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Figure  4.14:  Plot  ofs(t)  response  of  a  hard-switching  SMC  system  designed  by  GA. 
In  the  parameter  variation  test,  Figure  4.15  shows  a  chattering  effect  of  response 
in  dealing  with  the  parameter  variation  of  an  increase  of  50%  for  Q1.  However,  the 
robustness  of  the  controller  is  still  maintained  with  the  presence  of  chattering.  Apart 
from  the  simulation  results,  the  real-implemented  captured  response  depicted  by  Figure 
4.16  shows  a  similar  type  of  chattering  in  the  closed-loop.  The  amount  of  chattering  is 
much  more  severe  but  the  system  is  still  controllable. 
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Figure  4.15:  Simulated  responses  of  a  hard-switching  SMC  system  with  parameter 
variation. 
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Figure  4.16:  Implemented  response  of  a  hard-switching  SMC  system  designed  by 
GA. 
4.4.2  Piece-wise  hard-switching  with  a  passive  sliding  region 
Simulated  and  implemented  results  of  the  GA  designed  SMC  system  of  (4.61) 
with  a  sliding  region  are  given  by  Figure  4.17  and  Figure  4.20,  respectively,  whose 
optimised  controller  parameters  are: 
ý=0.004 
10.229 
, 
Vs  <  -0.004 
K=  0.104 
,  -0.0045s:  5  0.004 
10.542 
, 
Vs  >  0.004 
h=0.094 
39.0 
, 
Yes  <-0.004 
Kp=  60.319  ,  -0.0045esS0.004 
164.583 
, 
Yes  >  0.004 
0.37 
, 
Vs  <  -0.004 
K1=  0.148 
,  -0.004:  5  s:  5  0.004 
0.047 
, 
Vs  >  0.04 
23.0  , 
Iles  <  -0.004 
KD=  7.583 
,  -0.0045es50.004 
3.0 
, 
Ves  >  0.004 
A  plot  of  s-trajectory  produced  by  the  SMC  system  is  depicted  by  Figure  4.18.  In  terms 
of  robustness  to  parameter  variation,  Figure  4.19  shows  the  performances  of  the 
139 controller  when  the  maximum  inflow  rate  Q1  of  the  system  is  subjected  to  changes  as 
before. 
It  can  be  seen  in  Figure  4.17  and  Figure  4.18,  a  reduced  chattering  in  step-up 
response  is  achieved  using  the  piece-wise  hard-switching  scheme  with  a  passive  sliding 
region  when  compared  to  that  of  a  sliding  hyperplane.  It  can  be  concluded  that  in  this 
control  system,  a  sliding  region  hypothesis  is  much  superior  in  terms  of  the  amount  of 
chattering.  The  reduced  chattering  is  achieved  by  the  slow  down  (damping)  effects  of 
switching  parameters  by  changing  the  gain  from  kl  to  k2  or  from  k3  to  k2,  respectively. 
When  Isl  <  4v,  the  only  discontinuous  element  available  is  the  k2  term  and  it  may  produce 
that  reduced  amount  of  chattering  in  the  response. 
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Figure  4.17:  Simulated  response  of  a  hard-switching  SMC  system  designed  by  GA. 
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Figure  4.18:  Plot  ofs(t)  response  of  a  hard-switching  SMC  system  designed  by  GA. 
In  the  parameter  variation  test,  Figure  4.19  shows  a  smooth  effect  of  response  in 
dealing  with  the  parameter  variation  of  an  increase  of  50%  for  Q1.  Apart  from  the 
simulation  results,  the  real-implemented  captured  response  depicted  by  Figure  4.16  also 
shows  a  similar  type  of  reduced  chattering  in  the  closed-loop. 
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Figure  4.19:  Simulated  responses  of  a  hard-switching  SMC  system  with  parameter 
variation. 
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Figure  4.20:  Implemented  response  of  a  hard-switching  SMC  system  designed  by 
GA. 
4.4.3  Piece-wise  soft-switching  with  a  hyperbolic-tangent  sliding  region 
Simulated  and  implemented  results  of  such  a  GA  designed  SMC  system  of  (4.62) 
are  given  by  Figure  4.21  and  Figure  4.24,  respectively,  whose  optimised  controller 
parameters  are: 
=  0.005 
1=0.0001 
h=0.137 
10.729 
, 
Vs  <  -0.005 
K=  0.167 
,  -0.0055sS0.005 
0.667 
, 
Vs  >  0.005 
0.44 
, 
Vs  <  -0.005 
KI  =  0.142 
,  -0.005:  5  S:  5  0.005 
0.02 
, 
Vs  >  0.005 
34.0  , 
ties  <  -0.005 
Kp=  31.417  ,  -0.0055esS0.005 
30  , 
ties  >  0.005 
44.0 
, 
des  <-0.005 
KD=  27.813  ,  -0.00554sS0.005 
7.0  ties  >  0.05 
142 A  plot  of  s-trajectory  produced  by  the  SMC  system  is  depicted  by  Figure  4.22.  In  terms 
of  robustness  to  parameter  variation,  Figure  4.23  shows  the  performances  of  the 
controller  when  the  maximum  inflow  rate  Ql  of  the  system  is  subjected  to  changes  as 
before. 
It  can  be  seen  in  Figure  4.21  and  Figure  4.22,  a  further  reduction  of  chattering  in 
step-up  response  is  achieved  in  the  piece-wise  soft-switching  scheme  when  compared  to 
that  of  hard-switching  scheme  of  both  using  a  sliding  region.  Such  further  reduction  of 
chattering  is  mainly  due  to  the  use  of  continuous  element  (a  hyperbolic-tangent  function) 
in  the  control  law  to  avoid  the  rigid  switching.  When  comparing  both  Figure  4.18  and 
Figure  4.22,  a  larger  overshoot  of  s  is  observed  for  the  soft-switching  scheme.  It  shows 
that  the  hard-switching  scheme  can  provide  fast  reversal  of  control  actions  in  dealing 
with  disturbances.  After  all,  the  objective  of  the  soft-switching  scheme  is  to  reduce 
chattering  by  smoothening  the  control  actions  and  also  maintain  its  robustness  in  terms 
of  disturbance  rejections  and  model  uncertainties. 
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Figure  4.21:  Simulated  response  of  a  soft-switching  SMC  system  designed  by  GA. 
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Figure  4.22:  Plot  ofs(t)  response  of  a  soft-switching  SMC  system  designed  by  GA. 
In  the  parameter  variation  test,  Figure  4.23  shows  a  much  smoother  effect  of  response  in 
dealing  the  parameter  variation  of  an  increase  of  50%  for  Q1.  The  real-implemented 
captured  response  depicted  by  Figure  4.16  shows  a  similar  type  of  reduced  chattering  in 
the  closed-loop. 
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Figure  4.23:  Simulated  responses  of  a  soft-switching  SMC  system  with  parameter 
variation. 
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Figure  4.24:  Implemented  response  of  a  soft-switching  SMC  system  designed  by 
GA. 
A  comparison  of  performances  among  SMC  controllers  in  real  implementation  is 
carried  out:  As  can  be  observed  in  Figure  4.16,  the  real-implemented  hard-switching 
SMC  system  with  a  sliding  hyperplane  has  exhibited  chattering  in  the  steady-state- 
response.  Such  undesirable  chattering  is,  then,  reduced  with  the  introduction  of  a  sliding 
region  in  the  control  law  as  shown  in  Figure  4.20.  Further  improvement  of  the  steady. 
state  response  is  demonstrated  in  Figure  4.21  in  which  the  hard-switched  discontinuous 
nonlinearity  in  the  control  law  is  replaced  by  a  soft-switched  continuous  nonlinearity 
described  by  a  hyperbolic-tangent  function. 
4.5  Summary 
The  theory  of  the  variable  structure  system  (VSS)  or  sliding  mode  system  (SMS) 
has  been  well  developed.  However,  most  of  the  VSS  are  developed  based  upon  the 
gathered  linearised  state-space  information  of  the  plant.  In  general,  the  sliding  mode 
control  consists  of  two  main  parts.  Namely,  (a)  a  linear  control  law  which  is  also  termed 
as  the  equivalent  control  law  and  (b)  a  non-linear  part  which  may  use  a  discontinuous  or 
continuous  switching  terms.  For  a  discontinuous  switching,  various  types  of  non-linear 
elements  are  available  in  the  literature  and  these  non-linearities  may  include  (Dorling, 
1985):  (a)  relay  with  constant  gains;  (b)  relay  with  state-dependent  gains;  (c)  a  linear 
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switched  elements.  Due  to  some  imperfect  implementations  of  such  hard-switched 
features,  chattering  along  the  sliding  manifold  can  easily  occur.  These  increase  the 
control  activities  and  also  further  excite  the  high  frequency  components  in  the  control 
system.  The  simplest  way  of  overcoming  this  major  disadvantage  of  sliding  mode 
implementation  is  to  "soften"  the  control  action  of  the  non-linearities  elements  of  the 
control  law.  In  this  thesis,  a  hyperbolic-tangent  function  is  used  giving  a  small  region  of 
unsaturated  control  effect  around  the  sliding  hyperplane  (Healey  and  Lienard,  1993). 
Another  soft-switched  feature  that  can  also  easily  found  in  the  literature  is  the  saturation 
amplifier  (Slotine,  1984).  The  difference  of  two  is  that  one  is  non-linear  and  the  other  is 
linear. 
Although  the  use  of  soft-switching  features  is  aiming  at  reducing  the  chattering 
effects  along  the  sliding  surface  manifold,  they  may  still  insufficient  due  to  the  size  of 
switching  gains  used  for  the  unsaturated  control  A  sliding  region  hypothesis  is, 
therefore,  proposed  in  this  thesis.  This  sliding  region,  14,  is  defined  as  a  boundary  layer 
on  the  sliding  hyperplane.  The  width  of  the  sliding  region  represents  the  tolerance  from 
sliding  motions  due  to  parameter  uncertainty  and  disturbances.  It  works  in  a  way  that  a 
slow-down  effect  is  achieved  by  using  a  large  switching  gain  when  distant  away  from  the 
sliding  region,  ie.  Isl  >  14  and  a  smaller  switching  gain  when  within  the  sliding  region. 
Hence,  large  and  small  amplitude  disturbances  or  noise  can  be  easily  rejected  by  using 
different  switching  gains.  In  general,  the  use  of  sliding  region  is  to  resemble  a 
generalised  type  of  fuzzy  control  with  multi-region  of  control  actions. 
As  mentioned  earlier  in  this  chapter,  the  vast  majority  work  of  sliding  mode 
controller  design  is  using  a  design  approach  based  upon  an  ideal,  nominal,  linear  time- 
invariant  model,  however,  exists  and  has  commonly  used  so  far  (Itkis  1976;  Utkin  and 
Yang  1978;  Dorling  1985;  Utkin  1993).  This  approach  begins  with  design 
considerations  in  solving  the  existence  and  convergence  problem  using  eigenvalue 
assignment  for  equivalent  control,  and  then  a  calculus  based  optimisation  method  is 
applied  to  differentiate  the  performance  index  in  order  to  solved  for  optimised  SMC 
parameters  analytically.  In  this  approach,  model  linearisation  is  time-consumingly 
required  and  will,  however,  result  in  loss  of  useful  information  of  the  physical  model. 
Due  to  the  difficulties  in  estimating  the  equivalent  control  from  the  state  and 
nonlinearities  of  the  system,  a  conventional  PID  control  law  based  upon  PID  terms  is 
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design  for  engineers,  especially  in  a  case  of  complex  and  coupled  system.  Using  the 
sliding  region  hypothesis,  a  piece-wise  type  of  PID  control  equivalent  is  also  developed 
for  the  SMC  system  in  which  a  full  switching  capability  is  available.  Hence,  the  need  of  a 
linearised  model  of  the  plant  can  be  avoided  by  using  the  PID  control  structures. 
Since  there  exists  a  large  number  of  controller  parameters  to  be  optimised 
analytically  and  simultaneously,  a  quest  for  an  effective  design  approach  is,  therefore, 
necessary.  Although  existing  CACSD  packages  have  largely  been  developed  to  carry 
out  passive  simulation  tasks,  they  provide  only  few  direct  or  automated  design  facilities. 
A  priori  controller  parameters,  such  as  those  obtained  from  some  preliminary  analysis, 
are  first  needed  before  undertaking  simulations  and  evaluations.  They  are  intuitively  and 
manually  adjusted  until  a  "satisfactory"  design  emerges.  Clearly,  such  a  design  process  is 
neither  automated  nor  easily  carried  out,  since  mutual  interactions  among  parameters  are 
hard  to  predict.  These  deficiencies  have  contributed  to  the  failure  of  SMC  and  other 
non-linear  control  schemes  to  be  widely  accepted  by  practising  engineers.  On  the  other 
hand,  the  use  of  gradient-guided  based  numerical  optimisations  would  provide  an 
alternative  for  the  optimisation  of  control  parameters  simultaneously.  But  they  would 
not  result  in  the  global  optimum  in  such  multi-modal  design  space  and  would  require  the 
performance  index  to  be  "well-behaved"  in  practice  (Goldberg  1989,  Holland  1992; 
Srinivas  and  Patnaik  1994).  Further,  since  the  SMC  controller  parameters  and  the 
control  signals  that  an  actuator  can  provide  are  usually  bounded  in  practice,  it  becomes 
more  difficult  to  apply  such  traditional  optimisation  techniques  under  such  practical 
constraints.  This  type  of  optimal  design  problems  thus  forms  an  unsolvable  problem 
known  in  computer  science  (Li  et.  al  1995).  Hence  a  genetic  algorithm  based  design  is 
developed  here  in  this  thesis. 
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Fuzzy  Sliding  Mode  Control 
5.1  Introduction 
Sliding  mode  control  achieves  robustness  by  adding  a  non-linear  control  signal 
across  the  sliding  surface,  satisfying  the  sliding  condition.  However,  a  sliding  mode 
control  system  has  a  particularly  high  control  gain  due  to  the  robust  non-linear 
compensation  and  can  suffer  from  the  effects  of  actuator  chattering  due  to  the  switching 
and  imperfect  implementations  (Slotine  and  Li,  1991).  On  the  other  hand,  fuzzy  logic 
control  has  excelled  in  dealing  with  this  by  its  fuzzification  tolerance.  In  addition,  FLC  is 
relatively  easy  to  implement  and  can  also  be  developed  as  part  of  other  control 
methodologies.  The  feature  of  a  smooth  control  action  of  FLC  can  thus  be  used  to 
overcome  the  disadvantages  of  the  SMC  systems.  This  is  achieved  by  merging  the  FLC 
with  the  variable  structure  of  the  SMC  to  form  a  fuzzy-sliding  mode  controller  (FSMC). 
In  this  hybrid  control  system,  the  strength  of  the  sliding  mode  control  lies  in  its  ability  to 
account  for  modelling  imprecision  and  external  disturbances  while  the  FLC  provides 
better  damping  and  reduced  chattering. 
5.2  Application  of  fuzzy  logic  to  sliding  mode  control 
In  the  literature,  two  common  areas  where  the  possible  applications  of  fuzzy  logic 
system  are  identified.  They  are  (a)  the  use  of  fuzzy  logic  control  scheme  to  replace  the 
non-linear  element  in  the  sliding  mode  control  law  (Ting,  et.  al,  1994);  and  (b)  the  use  of 
fuzzy  logic  control  to  adjust  the  switching  gains  of  the  non-linear  element  (Ishigame  et. 
al,  1991;  Kung  and  Lin,  1992;  Meyer  et.  al,  1993;  Ting,  et.  al,  1994).  Due  to  the  close- 
relationship  between  the  sliding  mode  and  fuzzy  control  system  as  both  of  them  are 
designed  based  on  the  phase-plane  partitioning  of  control  actions,  the  third  area  where 
the  hybrid  system  can  be  developed  is  proposed.  It  proceeds  by  using  the  sliding  mode 
control  system  to  smoothen  the  fuzzy  control.  Such  hybrid  system  is  consisted  of  a 
fuzzy  PD  controller  and  a  sliding  mode  I  controller.  The  sliding  mode  control  is  used  to 
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provide  a  switching  capability  with  the  whole  control  structure. 
5.2.1  Fuzzy  switching  element  for  the  SMC  system 
Consider  SMC  for  a  single-input  single-output  non-linear  system  again.  The 
control  action  u  is  to  be  discontinuous  across  the  sliding  hyperplane  in  order  to  satisfy 
the  robustness  condition.  Undesirable  chattering  will  occur  due  to  the  use  of  the 
discontinuous  term.  To  improve  such  inadequacy,  the  discontinuous  term  is  replaced  by 
a  FLC  term  to  form  a  FSMC  control  action  given  by  (Ting,  et.  al,  1994): 
U=  üeq  -  u1  (s)  (S.  1) 
where  u1(s)  provides  the  switching  power  determined  by  fuzzy  control  means.  It  is 
assumed  that  in  this  system,  the  sliding  mode  s  is  measurable  by  a  state  observer  and  to 
be  used  to  form  the  input  space  A  of  the  fuzzy  controller.  Similarly,  the  control  uf.  (s) 
will  also  form  the  output  space  F  of  the  fuzzy  controller.  The  major  switching  control 
rules  can  be  written  in  the  form  of 
Rj:  If  s(t)  is  A.  Then  uf.  is  F,  ism,  ....,  +m  , 
j=1,  ....,  r  (5.2) 
where  2m+1  represents  the  maximum  number  of  linguistic  variables,  e.  g.  NB,  PB,  ZO, 
etc.;  and  r  the  number  of  rules.  Here  -  is  used  to  mean  F  is  a  fuzzy  variable  that 
belongs  to  F  i. 
For  this  scheme,  Ting  et.  al  (1994)  have  studied  the  case  where  all  membership 
functions  are  of  identical  triangular  shapes  that  are  uniformly  spread  across  the  universe 
of  discourse  as  shown  in  Figure  5.1.  Their  controller  is,  in  effect,  a  saturation  controller 
given  by  (4.26),  since  s(t)  can  and  can  only  belong  to  Al  and  A,  +1,  where 
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=1.  To  obtain  a  true  FSMC,  therefore  let  us  study  with  membership  with 
minimum  restriction.  For  simplicity,  the  commonly  used  symmetrical  membership 
functions  are  used  to  demonstrate  the  robust  stability  of  the  system  using  such  fuzzy 
scheme.  In  addition,  the  following  conditions  of  membership  functions  are  made  are 
made: 
(a)  A.,  i=  -m,  ....,  +m  is  spread  across  the  universe  of  discourse  A=  [-i,  4]  and 
similarly  for  F  j,  i=  -m,  ....,  +m  is  spread  across  F=  [-K,  K]. 
(b)  For  boundary  membership  functions: 
ßA+m  (s)  -1  vs(t)  >ý 
IUA-M(S)='  Vs(t)  <-ý 
p,  F  (F)  =1  VF  >K 
-UF  m 
(F)  =1  VF  <  -K 
The  graphical  representation  of  Al  and  F  defined  on  the  universe  of  discourse  A  and  F 
are  shown  in  Figure  5.2. 
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Figure  5.1:  Membership  functions. A_  (gm)  Ao(F)A,  (F,  )  Anf  Fm) 
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Figure  5.2:  Membership  functions  of  sets  Al  and  F  for  input  and  output  fuzzy 
variables  Al  and  F 
j,  respectively. 
Based  upon  above  membership  conditions  and  by  rule  (5.2),  we  can  infer  that 
if  s_ý,  i.  e., 
1ýUAi  (s)  _  0,  tai  *m 
lt14m 
(s)  =1, 
then  ufis  and  only  is  Fm,  ie., 
juF(  m)-0,  Vi;, 
, uFm  (Fn)  =1, 
The  fuzzy  representation  Fm  of  the  non-linear  control  action  ufis  defuzzified  using  the 
centre  of  gravity  or  the  fuzzy  singleton  method.  Thus  by  condition  (b),  we  have 
m 
'uF  (S)F  f;  F 
m 
u  _i=-m  i=m 
fm 
E  NF  JUF 
m 
i=  -m  ý 
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0Ä(F) 
(K)  (-K) =FmIPFm(Fm)=1=-K 
Similarly,  if  s:  5  ý,  Le., 
(Al_s)' 
ýý(s)=e  a 
then  of  is  calculated  base  upon  rule  of  inference  and  defuzzification,  i.  e., 
JUF 
uf  <-K 
m 
I 
'OF  1=-m  r 
Thus,  if  we  select  K  as  given  by  (4.38),  we  have: 
lujJzti+1411,  VJsJzý  (5.3) 
By  (4.17),  we  have: 
ss=s(4f  -uf) 
Isllofl  -  ISI(i+14fJ),  VISI  >-  ý 
-  -0  (5.4) 
ie.,  the  robustness  condition  (5.4)  is  satisfied  while  s  moves  out  of  the  region 
While  in  the  region,  smooth  control  ufis  obtained  by  fuzzy  logic. 
Based  on  the  above  proof  a  further  enhancement  of  the  fuzzy  SMC  control  law 
with  a  PID  equivalent  control  given  by  (4.60)  in  Chapter  4  is  adopted.  The  resultant 
FSMC  control  law  is  given  by: 
u=u1.  -KJf  edt-Kpe-KD 
e 
(5.5) 
where 
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KI-  k12,  -ý::  5  s<4  (5.6a) 
k13,  Vs  >ý 
1kl,  1,  Ves<-ý 
KI,  =  kP2,  -ý  S  es  :5ý  (5.6b) 
kP3,  Ves>  ý 
kDl,  `des  <- 
KD  =  kD2,  -ý<esS  (5.6c) 
LkD3,  vs>ý 
and  ufprovides  the  major  switching  power  and  is  determined  by  fuzzy  means  in  (5.2). 
Single  dimensional  rule-base  is  used  here  for  ufwhich  specifies  the  relationship  between 
s(t)  and  fuzzy  control  actions.  Two-dimensional  rule-base  can  also  be  used  with  the  use 
ofs(t)  and  s(t)  as  its  input  variables. 
Base  on  the  above  derivations,  a  small  difference  is identified  when  comparing  the 
control  law  of  (5.5)  to  that  of  a  hard-switching  scheme  with  a  sliding  region  given  by 
(4.61)  in  Chapter  4.  The  difference  is  the  number  of  sliding  regions  used  in  the  non- 
linear  element  in  which  several  of  these  regions  are  used  in  the  FSMC  system  whilst  the 
sliding  region  hypothesis  has  used  only  three.  Therefore,  control  law  of  (4.61)  is 
structurally  similar  to  that  of  (5.5). 
5.2.2  Fuzzy  gain  scheduling  for  the  switching  element  in  the  SMC  system 
Based  upon  the  discussions  in  Section  4.4.1,  the  occurrence  of  undesirable  chattering 
is  usually  due  to  the  control  actions  produced  by  the  non-linear  element.  Therefore  it 
can  be  induced  directly  that  the  switching  gains  of  the  non-linear  element  play  in  the  role 
of  contributing  to  that  chattering.  Hence  the  application  of  fuzzy  logic  control  in 
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the  control  system.  Ideally,  it  works  in  a  such  way  that  when  s(t)  is  far  away  from  the 
sliding  hyperplane,  the  switching  gain  has  a  higher  value  and  when  s(t)  is  near  to  the 
sliding  hyperplane,  the  gain  is  adjusted  to  a  smaller  value.  The  application  of  fuzzy  logic 
control  to  adjust  the  switching  gains  of  the  nonlinear  element  in  hard-switching  scheme 
will  result  to  similar  controller  as  discussed  in  Section  5.2.1.  Therefore,  the  soft- 
switching  control  scheme  with  a  sliding  region  given  by  (4.62)  in  Chapter  4  will  be  used 
in  this  fuzzy  application.  The  FSMC  system  is  given  by: 
u=-K1  tank(t)-(KIIedt)-(Kpe)-(KDdt)  (5.7) 
1 
where  Kp,  KI,  and  KD  are  given  by  (5.6a-c).  Here  K  ftanh(  )  term  represents  the 
1 
major  switching  action,  4,  is  a  positive  constant  defining  the  slope  of  the  hyperbolic- 
tangent  function  and  Kfis  the  switching  gain  which  to  be  determined  by  fuzzy  means. 
In  the  such  fuzzy  SMC  scheme,  the  observable  sliding  surface  s(t)  forms  the  input 
space  of  the  fuzzy  implications  of  the  major  switching  rule.  Its  switching  gain  is  written 
in  the  form  of  fuzzy  rule,  given  by. 
Rj:  If  s(t)  is  Aj,  Then  kf  is  Bj  m,  j=1,  ....,  r  (5.8) 
where  r  is  the  number  of  rules.  With  fuzzy  implications,  Kf  is  then  transformed  to  an 
adjustable  parameter  and  hence  the  fuzzy  inference  mechanism  can  be  used  as  estimation 
mechanism  for  adaptive  control 
5.2.3  Fuzzy  PD  SMC  system  with  integral  equivalent  control 
Fuzzy  PD  control  system  has  a  problem  of  dealing  with  steady-state  error  due  to 
its  inherited  structure  of  a  conventional  PD  controller.  Hence,  this  short-coming  has 
made  the  controller  unfavourable  for  implementation.  Wang  and  Kwok  (1992)  has 
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with  a  convention  integral  controller.  Such  conventional  integral  controller  only  acts 
upon  the  accumulation  of  errors  to  improve  the  steady-state  response  and  provides  no 
switching  power  in  it.  Major  switching  power  is,  thus,  concentrated  in  the  fuzzy  PD 
term.  To  further  enhance  such  fuzzy  SMC  system,  a  switching  capability  is  proposed  in 
this  thesis  for  the  conventional  I-term. 
Based  upon  the  sliding  mode  design  methodology  devised  from  the  conventional 
PID  algorithm,  a  switching  integrator  is  to  be  used  in  conjunction  with  the  fuzzy  PD 
controller.  Such  FSMC  control  law  is  described  as: 
u=  uFPD  - 
(KI  j  edt)  (5.9) 
1k11,  b's  <  -ý 
where  KI  =  k12,  -ýSsS  (5.10) 
1k13,  vs  >ý 
Here  KI  f  edt  term  is  used  as  üeq  and  uFPD  is  determined  by  fuzzy  means  which  acts 
upon  the  error  and  rate  of  change  of  error,  namely  e  and  i.  The  fuzzy  PD  control  rules 
is  written  in  the  form  of 
Rj:  If  e  is  A.  and  e  is  Bi  Then  ", PP  is  ui  m,  j=1,  ....,  r(5.11) 
where  m  represents  the  maximum  number  of  linguistic  variables,  e.  g.  NB,  PB,  ZO,  etc.; 
and  r  the  number  of  rules.  Hence,  a  two-dimensional  rule-base  is  used  in  this  case.  Such 
a  hybrid  system  has  not  only  provide  a  fuzzy  PID  feature  but  also  reduce  the 
computational  time  (both  in  design  and  implementation)  and  complexities  associated 
with  a  three-dimensional  fuzzy  PID  controller.  Again,  like  the  true  fuzzy  PID  controller, 
three-terms  switching  capability  can  also  found  in  this  hybrid  system.  As  we  know,  the 
sliding  mode  switching  scheme  is  a  generalised  version  of  a  fuzzy  switching  scheme  in 
terms  of  less  switching  regions. 
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Without  loss  of  generality,  the  2nd-order  laboratory-scale  non-linear  coupled 
liquid-level  regulation  system  (SISO)  given  by  equation  (3.21)  in  Chapter  3  is  also  used 
in  the  pilot  study  of  fuzzy  sliding  mode  designs  using  genetic  algorithms.  Alike  the 
sliding  region  hypothesis  and  soft-switching  scheme,  the  objective  of  all  proposed 
FSMC  system  designs  is  to  demonstrate  the  reduction  of  unwanted  chattering.  This 
would,  therefore,  provide  a  wider  scope  of  selection  of  control  strategies  in  switching 
control  system  design. 
The  design  step  for  the  FSMC  system,  is  however,  a  combination  of  both  fuzzy 
logic  and  sliding  mode  system  as  discussed  in  Chapter  3  and  Chapter  4,  respectively.  In 
this  GA  design  approach,  each  design  candidate  is  consisted  of  two  groups  of  design 
parameter  sets.  Mainly,  (a)  fuzzy  logic  design  parameter  sets  (the  rule-base,  membership 
function  designs,  scaling  factors  and  etc.;  (b)  SMC  design  parameter  sets  (the  switching 
gains,  slope  of  sliding  hyperplane,  width  of  sliding  region,  etc.  In  reckon  of  seven  fuzzy 
sets  to  be  used  for  the  fuzzy  input  decision  variable,  base-7  coding  scheme  is  used 
instead  of  base-10.  Hence,  the  computational  power  is  maximised  without  any  unused 
coding  range  arising  from,  for  example,  a  non-direct  mapping  of  base-10  onto  seven 
fuzzy  sets  used.  Similar  design  criteria  of  low  overshoots,  fast  rise-time  and  minimum 
steady-state  errors  as  specified  by  (2.  la&b)  in  Chapter  2  is  also  adopted  here  in  the 
FSMC  design. 
5.3.1  FSMC-I  system  with  a  fuzzy  switching  element 
Simulated  and  real-implemented  results  of  such  GA  designed  FSMC  system  of 
(5.5)  are  given  in  Figure  5.3  and  Figure  5.6,  respectively,  whose  optimised  controller 
parameters  are  given  below. 
h=0.122  f 
40.0 
, 
Iles  <-0.0034 
=  0.0034 
Kp  =  4.7 
,  -0.0034  Ses  S0.0034 
28.9675 
, 
des>  0.0034 
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, 
Vs  <  -0.0034  0.48  V  es  <  -0.0034 
KI  =  0.135 
,  -0.034::  g  s:  5  0.0034  KD  =  0.44875 
,  -0.0034:  5  is  :S0.0034 
0.125 
, 
Vs  >  0.0034  0.43  des  >  0.0034 
Rule-base: 
x(r) 
+B  +M  +S  "  -S  -M  -B 
-M  -M  -M  "  +S  +S  +B 
Input  and  output  scaling  factors: 
Si 
3.0 
=  ;  So=0.5 
Note:  Bolded  value  is  manually  fixed. 
Input  membership  functions-  position  parameters: 
afg=±3.0;  aß=±1.095  ;  a±S=  ±0.503;  a0=0.0; 
Note:  Bolded  values  are  manually  fixed. 
Output  membership  functions-  position  parameters: 
atg=±3.0;  aß=±2.314;  afS=±2.205;  a0=0.0 
Note:  Bolded  values  are  manually  fixed;  ß,  and  b  are  redundant  as  singleton  de. 
fuzzification  is  used 
Input  membership  functions-  base-length  parameters: 
b  fg  =  0.97917  ;b=0.66667;  b±s  =  0.66667  ;  bo  =  0.58333 
Input  membership  functions-  shape  parameters: 
O±B=3.5;  ß±M=  1.5;  ßt5=2.0;  ßo=2.0 
Input  membership  functions-  membership-type: 
err:  ±B  -*  N;  ±M  -+  N;  ±S  --+  L;  ZO  -*  N 
Note:  L  represents  triangular/trapezoidal-type  and  N  represents  bell-type. 
As  can  be  observed  in  Figure  5.3,  the  unwanted  chattering  is  reduced  using  a 
fuzzy  switching  element  in  the  control  law.  However,  a  larger  damping  effect  is  achieved 
by  the  FSMC  system  in  comparing  Figure  5.3  and  Figure  4.17  in  terms  of  the  amount  of 
oscillations.  A  plot  of  s-trajectory  produced  by  such  FSMC  system  is depicted  by  Figure 
5.4.  A  further  confirmation  of  a  larger  damping  effect  can  also  be  seen  by  comparing 
Figure  5.4  and  Figure  4.18. 
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Figure  5.3:  Simulated  response  of  a  FSMC-I  system  designed  by  GA. 
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Figure  5.4:  Plot  ofs(t)  response  of  a  FSMC-I  system  designed  by  GA. 
In  terms  of  robustness  to  parameter  variations,  a  50%  increment  and  20% 
decrement  of  the  maximum  flow  rate,  Ql,  is  exerted  for  a  duration  of  400  seconds 
interval,  similar  to  that  in  Chapter  4.  Figure  5.5  shows  the  performances  of  the  FSMC 
system  under  such  parameter  variations.  It  can  be  seen  that  the  robustness  of  the 
controller  is  maintained  and  it  is  also  similar  to  that  of  the  hard-switching  scheme  with  a 
sliding  region  given  by  Figure  4.19.  Without  any  further  investigation  of  the  controller 
158 performance  in  simulations,  a  real  implementation  of  the  FSMC  system  is  carried  out, 
whose  performance  is  depicted  by  Figure  5.6.  It  can  be  seen  that  the  good  performance 
of  the  controller  is  verified  in  terms  of  low  overshoots,  fast  rise-time,  minimum  steady- 
state  errors  and  disturbances  rejection. 
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Figure  5.5:  Simulated  responses  of  a  FSMC-I  system  with  parameter  variations. 
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Figure  5.6:  Real-implemented  response  of  a  FSMC-I  system  designed  by  GA. 
159 5.3.2  FSMC-H  system  with  fuzzy  gain-scheduling 
Simulated  and  real-implemented  results  of  such  GA  designed  FSMC  system  of 
(5.7)  are  given  in  Figure  5.7  and  Figure  5.10,  respectively,  whose  optimised  controller 
parameters  are  given  below. 
h=0.147  22.0 
, 
Yes  <  -0.001 
1=0.0002 
Kp  =  12.493 
,  -0.001  S  es  S  0.001 
=  0.001  0.27 
, 
Yes  >  0.001 
L2  Vs  <  -0.001  45.0 
,V 
is  <  -0.001 
KI  =  0.13485 
,  -0.001:  5s:  50.001  KD=-47.188 
,  -0.001  S  es  5  0.001 
0.011 
, 
Vs>0.001  48.0 
, 
Ves>0.001 
Rule-base: 
XJt) 
+E  +M  +S  .d  -M  -B 
+s  +a  +B  :  +s  +s  +a 
Input  and  output  scaling  factors: 
Si  =  372.322;  So  =  0.39 
Input  membership  functions-  position  parameters: 
a  =±3.0;  a  =±0.961  ;  a±s=±0.503;  ao=0.0; 
Note:  Bolded  values  are  manually  fixed. 
Output  membership  functions-  position  parameters: 
a±B  =±3.0;  a  =  ±1.743  ;  aas=±0.548;  a0=0.0; 
Note:  Bolded  values  are  manually  fixedßl  and  bI  are  redundant  as  singleton  de- 
fuzzification  is  used 
Input  membership  functions-  base-length  parameters: 
btg  =  ±0.41667  ;b=  ±1.08333;  b±S  =  ±1.0;  b0  =  0.70833 
Input  membership  functions-  shape  parameters: 
13±B=4.5;  ß±M=  1.5;  13±S=4.5;  ß0=  3.0 
Input  membership  functions-  membership-type: 
err:  ±B  -*L;  ±M  -*  N;  ±S  -->  L;  ZO  --+  L 
Note:  L  represents  triangular/trapezoidal-type  and  N  represents  bell-type. 
160 A  plot  of  s-trajectory  produced  by  the  FSMC  system  using  a  fuzzy  gain-scheduling  is 
depicted  by  Figure  5.8.  It  can  be  observed  in  Figure  5.7  and  Figure  5.8,  smooth  control 
actions  are  achieved  for  reducing  the  unwanted  chattering.  However,  unlike  the  soft- 
switching  scheme  with  a  sliding  region  given  by  (4.62)  in  Chapter  4,  such  FSMC  system 
has  achieved  a  fast  reversal  of  control  actions  during  the  interval  of  disturbance 
injections.  Such  difference  can  be  seen  by  comparing  Figure  5.8  and  Figure  4.22.  The 
superior  performance  of  the  FSMC  system  is  due  to  the  use  of  the  fuzzy  gain- 
scheduling.  This  would  contribute  to  a  fast  reaction  of  control  actions. 
In  terms  of  robustness  to  parameter  variations  as  mentioned  earlier,  Figure  5.9 
shows  the  performance  of  the  FSMC  system  reacting  to  changes  in  Q1.  It  can  be  seen 
that  a  good  performance  is  maintained  in  the  parameter  variation  test.  In  the  real 
implementation  of  the  FSMC  system,  Figure  5.10  shows  a  similar  type  of  good 
performance  in  terms  of  low  overshoots,  fast  rise-time,  minimum  steady-state  error  and 
disturbance  rejections. 
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Figure  5.7:  Simulated  response  of  a  soft-switching  FSMC-II  system  designed  by  GA. 
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Figure  5.10:  Real-  implemented  response  of  a  soft-switching  FSMC-II  system 
designed  by  GA. 
5.3.3  Fuzzy  PD  SMC  system  with  integral  equivalent  control 
Simulated  and  real-implemented  results  of  such  GA  designed  FSMC  system  of 
(5.9)  are  given  in  Figure  5.11  and  Figure  5.14,  respectively,  whose  optimised  controller 
parameters  are  given  below. 
h=0.112 
ý=  0.00169 
Rule-base: 
6.3 
, 
Vs  <  -0.00169 
K1=O.  138 
,  -0.00169  5sS0.00169 
10.12 
, 
Vs  >  0.00169 
163 e(t)  fa  m  .s14  44  .a 
+B 
+N 
eQ). 
d 
44 
4 
-B  -B  -B  -B  -B  -14  S 
-B  -M  -M  -M  d1(  -M  -s 
4  S  S  -S  "  +M  +M 
-B  -M  S  I  +S  +M  +B 
+S  -B  A  +S  +M  +M  +M 
4  +M  +M  +M  +B  +B  +B 
-M  +8  +B  +B  +B  +B  +B 
Input  and  output  scaling  factors: 
Ser=90;  SSer=320;  So=  1.0 
Note:  Bolded  value  is  manually  fixed. 
Input  membership  functions-  position  parameters: 
err  afg=t3.0;  aß=±2.085;  a±S=±1.130;  ao=0.0; 
Aerr:  a  fg  =  ±3.0  ;a=  ±2.452;  a±S  =±1.220;  a0  =0.0; 
Note:  Bolded  value  is  manually  fixed. 
Output  membership  functions-  position  parameters: 
ccaB  =  ±3.0  ;  ai  =±2.452;  a±S  =  ±1.22;  ap  =  0.0; 
Note:  Bolded  value  is  manually  fixed;  %3l  and  b  are  redundant  as  singleton  de- 
fuzzification  is  used 
Input  membership  functions-  base-length  parameters: 
err:  btg  =  ±1.0;  bj=  ±1.59375;  b±s  =  ±1.40625;  bp  =  1.28125 
Derr:  b  fg  =  ±1.625;  b=  ±0.9375;  b±s  =  ±1.28125;  bp  =  0.75 
Input  membership  functions-  shape  parameters: 
err:  ß±  =1.5;  ß=3.5;  Rfs  =  4.5;  Ro  =  4.0 
eery:  ß±=3.0;  Rte=1.5;  R±s=3.  s;  ßo=3.0 
Input  membership  functions-  membership-type: 
err:  ±B  -*  L;  ±M  -+  N;  ±S  --ý  N;  ZO  --  N 
Derr:  ±B  -->  N;  ±M  --ý  N;  ±S  -ý  N;  ZO  -+  L 
Note:  L  represents  triangular/trapezoidal-type  and  N  represents  bell-type. 
It  can  be  seen  in  Figure  5.11,  the  common  steady-state  problem  of  a  fuzzy  PD 
controller  is improved  by  using  a  sliding  mode  integrator  incorporated  into  a  fuzzy  PD 
control.  A  zero  steady-state  response  is  achieved  by  such  FSMC  system.  A  plot  of  s- 
trajectory  produced  by  the  FSMC  system  is  depicted  by  Figure  5.12.  A  similar  type  of 
164 trajectory  is  observed  when  compared  to  other  SMC  or  FSMC  systems.  Figure  5.13 
shows  the  performances  of  the  controller  when  the  parameter  Q1  is  subjected  to 
variations  as  mentioned  earlier.  Similar  to  other  FSMC  systems,  a  good  robustness  is 
achieved  in  this  control  scheme.  The  real  implemented  results  of  such  FSMC  system  as 
depicted  by  Figure  5.14  shows  a  good  performance  in  terms  of  good  transient,  steady- 
state  response  and  disturbances  rejections. 
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Figure  5.11:  Simulated  response  of  a  fuzzy  PD  SMC  system  designed  by  GA. 
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Figure  5.12:  Plot  ofs(t)  response  of  a  fuzzy  PD  SMC  system  designed  by  GA. 
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Figure  5.14:  Real-implemented  response  of  a  fuzzy  PD  SMC  system  designed  by  GA. 
5.4  Summary 
The  vast  majority  of  work  on  the  applications  of  fuzzy  logic  to  sliding  mode 
control  system  is  concerned  with  minimising  the  undesirable  chattering  due  to  the  hard- 
switching  feature  in  the  control  law.  Two  main  areas  where  the  possible  applications  of 
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Ti..  (coc) fuzzy  logic  system  are  identified  and  discussed  in  this  chapter.  They  are  (a)  the  use  of 
fuzzy  control  scheme  to  replace  the  discontinuous/continuous  elements  in  the  sliding 
mode  control  law;  and  (b)  the  use  of  fuzzy  control  to  adjust  the  switching  gains  of  the 
discontinuoustcontinuous  elements.  Such  hybrid  systems  are  termed  as  fuzzy  sliding 
mode  control  (FSMC)  system.  Other  than  these  two  FSMC  system,  the  third  type  is 
identified  and  proposed  in  this  thesis.  It  involves  the  application  of  the  SMC  system  to 
improve  the  steady-state  deficiency  of  a  fuzzy  PD  controller  by  providing  a  switching 
integral  term.  Thus  the  proposed  hybrid  controller  has  a  full  switching  capability  found 
in  the  control  structure.  All  proposed  FSMC  systems  have  achieved  good  performances 
in  implementation  in  terms  of  good  transient  and  steady-state  response,  reduced 
chattering  and  robustness  in  rejecting  disturbances. 
However,  all  previous  work  of  FSMC  system  designs  are  mostly  proceeded  with  a 
manual  design  approach.  Hence,  in  the  manual  design  of  the  fuzzy  part  of  FSMC 
system,  one  would  easily  encounter  similar  problems  of  rules-acquisitions,  optimal 
design  of  membership  functions  and  their  parameters,  the  choice  of  scaling  factors, 
availability  of  expertise,  etc.  as  discussed  in  Chapter  3.  In  the  sliding  mode  control  part, 
similar  design  problems  as  discussed  in  Chapter  4  are  also  encountered  such  as 
difficulties  in  the  acquisition  of  equivalent  control,  the  choice  of  switching  gains  and  the 
slope  of  the  sliding  hyperplane,  deficiency  of  the  gradient-guided  optimisation 
techniques,  etc.  A  genetic  algorithm  based  FSMC  design  approach  is,  therefore, 
proposed  here  underlying  towards  the  similar  objective  of  automatic  design.  In  the 
literature,  there  is  no  report  of  the  use  of  the  genetic  algorithm  in  the  fuzzy  sliding 
model  controller  designs.  In  this  genetic  algorithm  design  approach  for  the  FSMC 
system,  the  transportation  delay,  constraints  of  the  actuator's  output  and  a  non  linear 
model  of  the  plant  can  easily  included  in  this  design  approach. 
167 Chapter  6: 
Conclusions  and  Future  Work 
6.1  Conclusions 
6.1.2  Genetic  Algorithms 
The  effectiveness  of  a  genetic  algorithm  is  typically  characterised  by  its  control 
parameters  such  as  mutation  rate,  crossover  rate  and  population  size.  Other  features 
such  as  adaptive  mutation  schemes,  types  of  crossover  technique,  generation  gap,  fitness 
function  declaration,  coding  schemes  and  selection  strategy  also  have  effects  on  the  rate 
of  convergence.  These  issues  have  all  been  addressed  in  this  thesis  within  the  framework 
of  switching  control  system  design  automation.  All  the  algorithms  described  were 
implemented  in  Turbo  Pascal,  providing  more  flexibility  when  manipulating  GAs  (when 
compared  to,  for  example,  the  commercially  available  FlexToo3(GA)TM  Mattab 
toolbox)  and  hence  aiding  in  ensuring  effectiveness,  efficiency  and  a  much  higher  speed 
of  design. 
Binary  coding  scheme  have  a  severe  "Hamming  cliff,  type  problem  due  to  the  large 
chromosome  length.  This  inefficient  scheme  may  make  it  impossible  to  code  large  and 
complex  optimisation  problems  with  a  large  number  of  design  parameters.  Another 
disadvantage  of  binary  coding  is  the  low  decoding  resolution  and  range  per  coded  bit. 
Hence,  a  non-binary  integer  coding  scheme  is  used  in  conjunction  with  a-  flexible 
decoding  range  selection.  This  successfirity  addresses  the  aforementioned  problems,  but 
although  the  Hamming  cliff  problem  is  severely  reduced,  it  reappears  within  the 
individual  gene  itself  This  effect  was  overcome  in  practice  by  combining  a  genetic 
algorithm  search  with  a  simulated  annealing  based  fine-tuning  technique  (Li,  et.  al, 
1995c). 
Unlike  gradient-guided  search  techniques,  genetic  algorithms  have  achieved  good, 
robust  and  optimal  solutions  through  being  less  prone  to  false  "local  optima"  in  the 
search  space.  Hence  they  have  been  a  favourite  tool  for  control  system  design  and  also 
in  other  areas  like  signal  processing,  image  processing,  computer  science,  etc.  Genetic 
algorithms  are  no  longer  just  an  automatic  design  tool,  but  have  also  been  used  as  a 
163 verification  tool,  a  comparison  tool,  an  acquisition  tool  (Linkens  and  Nyongesa,  1993) 
and  for  adaptive  design  (Karr,  1991;  Hwang  and  Thompson,  1994). 
6.1.2  Fuzzy  control 
As  discussed  in  Chapter  3,  the  difficulties  with  the  integral  term  when 
implementing  FLCs  is  overcome  by  using  our  direct  implementation  technique.  In  this 
technique,  the  integral  term  is  directly  implemented  as  an  accumulation  of  scaled  control 
actions.  Thus  it  provides  a  feasible  addition  of  integral  action  without  increasing  the  size 
of  the  rule-base.  Four  types  of  fuzzy  controllers  with  direct  implementation  are 
proposed  in  this  thesis.  These  controllers  are  1-D  rule-base  fuzzy  PI,  2.5-D  rule-base 
fuzzy  PID,  2-D  rule-base  fuzzy  PID  and  1-D  rule-base  fuzzy  PID.  With  direct 
implemented  fuzzy  logic  controllers  of  the  PI  and  PID  types,  it  is  difficult  to  manually 
design  the  integral  action.  This  is  because  an  integral  constant  is  used  for  scaling  the 
accumulated  fuzzy  crisp-output  control  actions  and  there  is  no  hard  and  fast  rule  for 
obtaining  such  a  constant.  A  genetic  algorithm  based  design  approach  allows  this 
parameter  to  be  determined  automatically  and  optimally.  Other  design  parameters  can 
also  be  determined  according  to  design  specifications  in  a  genetic  algorithm  based 
approach.  The  whole  design  process  is  therefore  fully  automated  producing  near-optimal 
performances. 
With  the  assistance  from  GAs,  rule  reduction  can  be  achieved  effectively  and  thus 
new  optimal  FLCs  were  obtained.  In  the  case  of  a  2.5-D  fuzzy  PID  controller  with 
direct  implementation,  a  difficulty  is  encountered  in  the  simultaneous  manual  design  of 
two  separate  rule-bases.  It  is  difficult  to  account  for  interactions  between  a  pair  of  such 
controllers,  for  example  a  fuzzy  PD  and  fuzzy  PI  pair.  They  have  to  be  designed  co- 
operatively  such  that  smooth  control  actions  are  obtained  from  the  combined  actions  of 
both  controllers.  As  compared  to  other  hybrid  fuzzy  PID  controllers,  it  provides  less 
design  complexity  as  no  switching  condition  is  needed.  Other  hybrid  fuzzy  PID 
controllers  usually  require  additional  fuzzy  systems  or  an  equivalent  term  to  switch 
between  the  fuzzy  PD  and  fuzzy  PI  controllers.  This  introduces  more  design  complexity 
which  is  very  undesirable  when  designing  manually. 
169 The  design  difficulty  we  mentioned  in  the  2.5-D  fuzzy  PID  controller  design  is, 
however,  reduced  in  the  2-D  fuzzy  PID  design  approach.  A  two  dimensional  rule-base 
only,  is  required  in  fuzzy  PD  control  with  an  integral  scaling  constant  achieving  the 
integral  action.  This  constant  serves  the  same  purpose  as  before  in  all  direct- 
implementation  cases  and  thus  scales  the  outputs  of  the  fuzzy  PD  controller.  Such 
controllers  have  'produced  sound  performance  both  in  simulations  and  in  real- 
implementations  (e.  g.  in  the  application  to  a  non-linear  single-input  single-output  liquid- 
level  control  system). 
Although  it  is  possible  to  use  a  single  dimensional  rule-base  for  a  full  PID 
structure,  the  performances  is  often  not  as  good  as  in  the  2.5-D  and  2-D  cases,  but 
better  than  the  3-D  case.  Usually  unwanted  chattering  is  encountered  in  the  steady-state 
response  due  to  a  coarsely  designed  fuzzy  rule-base.  The  single  dimensional  rule-base 
thus  has  to  incorporate  a  large  number  of  finely  tuned  fuzzy  sets  for  improved 
performance.  Design  difficulties  may  also  arise  when  manually  determining  the  two 
scaling  constants  of  the  fuzzy  crisp-outputs  for  such  1-D  fuzzy  PID  controller.  These 
constants  dictate  the  presence  of  integral  and  derivative  action.  We  used  GAs  to  make 
this  decision  in  an  optimal  sense. 
6.1.3  Fuzzy  sliding  mode  and  sliding  mode  control 
The  application  of  GAs  to  controller  design  is  extended  to  sliding  mode  and  fuzzy 
sliding  mode  control  designs.  The  contribution  of  these  control  systems  is  the 
formalising  of  various  control  schemes  and  the  possible  use  of  an  unlinearised  model  of 
the  plant  for  controller  design.  Due  to  the  difficulties  in  obtaining  the  equivalent  control 
law,  an  alternative  is  proposed  formulated  directly  from  conventional  PID  algorithms. 
This  law  is  optimally  designed  via  genetic  algorithms.  All  GA  designed  non-linear 
controllers  are  then  tested  practically  on  a  non-linear  SISO  liquid-level  control  system 
where  they  prove  their  sound  performance. 
In  sliding  model  control  system  design,  piece-wise  PID  structures  for  equivalent 
control  and  the  sliding  region  hypothesis  are  proposed  and  included  in  the  control  law. 
Hard  and  soft  switching  nonlinearities  are  used  in  conjunction  with  piece-wise  PID 
structures  and  the  sliding  region  hypothesis.  Good  performance  (smooth  control  action 
170 and  good  robustness  in  rejecting  disturbances)  is  achieved  by  using  a  genetic  algorithm 
based  design  approach  that  takes  into  consideration  system  constraints  and 
transportation  delays. 
Fuzzy  systems  that  reduce  the  chattering  effects  in  sliding  mode  control  system  are 
also  reported.  We  found  two  areas  where  the  application  of  fuzzy  logic  control  is 
possible:  (a)  the  use  of  fuzzy  control  schemes  to  replace  or  adjust  the  non-linear 
switching  element  in  the  sliding  mode  control  law;  (b)  the  use  of  a  sliding  mode 
methodology,  that  provides  a  switching  integral  term,  to  improve  the  poor  steady-state 
response  of  a  fuzzy  PD  controller. 
6.2  Future  work 
6.2.1  Parallel  genetic  algorithms 
When  executing  genetic  algorithms  on  a  standard  PC  type  computer,  processes 
such  as  selection,  crossover,  mutation  and  evaluation  have  to  be  performed  in  a 
sequential  manner.  These  processes  all  demand  high  computer  efforts,  resulting  in  a  low 
throughput  rate.  This  is  worsened  by  using  a  large  chromosome  length  for  each 
individual  in  the  genetic  algorithm  since  the  decoding  process  will  demand  more  power. 
Due  to  the  inherent  parallelism  of  the  genetic  algorithm,  it  is  possible  to  map  the 
algorithm  onto  transputers.  Hence,  the  sequential  processes  of  selection,  crossover, 
mutation,  decoding  and  evaluation  can  be  executed  concurrently  on  several  transputers. 
Design  automation  and  a  high  throughput  rate  are  to  be  achieved  in  future  research 
using  parallel  architectures.  Experience  on  the  Parsytec  Transputer  (Ng,  1992)  has  been 
passed  onto  a  Master's  student,  who  has  proved  the  feasibility  of  parallelising  the  SA 
algorithm  under  the  Parix  parallel  operating  system.  Currently  he  is  extending  this  to 
GAs  and  GAs  fine-tuned  by  SA. 
6.2.2  Adaptive  and  autonomous  fuzzy  controller  design 
171 On-line  controller  design  is  of  keen  interest  in  the  control  community.  Although 
self-organising  fuzzy  controllers  are  widely  reported,  they  usually  result  in  a  complex 
solution.  In  addition,  they  still  lack  design  flexibility.  Most  work  concentrates  on 
modifying  the  fuzzy  control  rules  for  adaptive  control  Such  systems  usually  require  two 
levels  of  control  terminology  in  which  a  supervisory  control  is  used  for  monitoring  the 
performances  and  the  other  is  used  for  adaptive  control. 
In  control  engineering  practice,  the  designer  usually  possesses  a  model  of  the 
system  to  be  controlled.  This  model  can  be  further  refined  using  the  techniques  reported 
by  Tan  et.  al  (1995)  and  Li  and  Tan  (1995)  before  the  GA  automated  design.  GAs  are 
then  applied  to  obtain  the  best  off-line  controller.  When  on-line,  the  GA  or  SA  (which  is 
faster  for  local  search)  algorithms  are  used  to  fine-tune  the  fuzzy  controller  design 
parameters  given  in  Figure  6.1. 
identified  plant 
controller  design  Indentification 
using  using 
GA  GA 
controller 
(off-line  /  on-line) 
parameters 
Reference  Error  Output 
Fuzzy  Logic 
+  controller 
Plant 
Figure  6.1:  Adaptive/autonomous  fuzzy  controller  design  using  a  GA  and  SA. 
Since  the  speed  of  variation  of  the  plant  parameters  and  the  structure  is  much 
slower  than  the  plant  dynamics  (Aström  and  Wittenmark,  1984),  the  identification  and 
design  phase  can  be  allowed  to  proceed  at  a  slower  speed  than  that  of  the  control  signal 
provision.  Thus  the  scheme  characterised  by  Figure  6.1  is  feasible.  This  is  more 
achievable  if  parallel  processing  techniques  are  employed  as  Roger  and  Li  (1993) 
demonstrated  for  conventional  control  systems. 
172 Alternatively,  one  can  start  from  a  manual  off-line  FLC  design,  using  "uniformly" 
shaped  membership  functions  and  a  skew-symmetrical  rule-base  (see  Figure  3.4a 
imitating  the  SMC  action).  This  means  no  model  is  required  before  initialising  adaptive 
control.  The  GA  or  SA  are  then  applied  on-line,  to  learn  the  best  FLC  in  real-time  and 
thus  to  achieve  a  completely  autonomous  system.  This  topic  also  forms  part  of  the 
future  research. 
6.2.3  Sliding  mode  PID  control 
As  reported  in  this  thesis,  the  state-observer  based  equivalent  control  is  replaced 
by  a  conventional  PID  control  based  on  an  error  signal,  i.  e.  üeq  =PID(e).  Since  the 
sliding  error  s(t)  is  a  linear  combination  of  error  states,  we  propose  to  further  replace  the 
PID  control  by  a  PID  action  based  on  s(t)  only,  i.  e.  üeq  =PID(s).  This  is  difficult  to 
design  and  GAs  must  be  used. 
Further,  the  non-linear  switching  element  may  be  removed,  as  the  PID  action 
based  on  s(t)  takes  account  of  it.  Actuator  saturation  should  force  the  PID  action  into 
the  form  of  (4.26)  with  additional  stabilising  derivative  action  and  steady-state  error 
reducing  integral  action.  This  saturation  can  also  be  included  in  the  GA  search  in  the 
form  of  a  voltage  limit  (as  discussed  in  Chapter  3). 
6.2.4  Multivariable  system  design 
So  far  the  development  of  sliding  mode  and  fuzzy  sliding  mode  control  systems 
based  upon  the  conventional  PID  structure  has  almost  exclusively  been  for  single-input 
single-output  applications.  Multiple-input  multiple-output  control  system  design  using 
similar  design  methodology  is  yet  a  novel  research  area.  In  a  further  pilot  study,  the  non- 
linear  two-input  two-output  liquid-level  control  system  (described  in  Chapter  3)  will  be 
used.  We  hope  to  be  able  to  make  use  of  the  design  information  gained  from  the  SISO 
studies.  In  this  future  work  attention  will  be  focused  on  design  automation  of  non- 
diagonal  control  systern. 
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184 Appendix  I 
A  flow  chart  of  the  controller  design  package  using  a  genetic  algorithm  : 
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